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Gun control opponents hope
to derail waiting period bill

YEREVAN, U.S.S.R. — Soviet
tanks fired warning shots over
an Armenian settlement in Azerbaijan and threatened to storm it
today unless residents surrendered their weapons, Armenia's
interior minister said.

LOUISVILLE — U.S. Rep.
Carroll Hubbard, confident he
has a sufficient 'war chest to
keep his 1st District seat in
western Kentucky, is asking his
supporters to contribute instead
to his wife's bid for Congress in
eastern Kentucky.

BLOOMINGTON, Mn. — The
surprising ,Minnesota North
Stars take a commanding 3-1
lead in the best-of-7 Wales Conference finals over the defending Stanley Cup champion
Edmonton Oilers.

WASHINGTON — The number
of Americans filing new claims
for unemployment benefits fell
dramatically at the end of April,
the government said today.

Partly cloudy with patchy latenight fog tonight. Lows near 60.
Light southeast wind. Partly
sunny and warmer Friday. A 30
percent chance of afternoon
showers. Highs around 80.
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Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30
p.m. on Saturday are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30
and 6 p.m. Monday through
Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m.
Saturday..Regular office hours
are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday and 8 a.m. to
11 noon Saturday.

WASHINGTON (AP) -- Gun control opponents are looking to the
friendlier confines of the Senate to shoot down a House-passed bill that
requires a seven-day waiting period for handgun purchases.
"We're not going home," said James J. Baker, chief lobbyist of the
National Rifle Association. "There's going to be a lot of give and take
over the next several months. ... This is far from over."
And White House spokesman Marlin Fitzwater said today that President Bush still plans to veto the Brady bill if it reaches his desk as separate IegiS1audit
-t!-Our-position is unchanged!! despite the,wide margikofpassage in the
House, Fitzwater said. He said Bush will only consider new gun-eotitrel
limitations if they are part of a more comprehensive anti-crime package
like the one he sent to Congress.
"Our position is the same.on the veto but we'll have to wait to See
what the Senate does," Fitzwater said.
The House on Wednesday approved 239-186 the so-called Brady bill
after first defeating an NRA-backed plan to scrap the waiting period in
favor of a national hotline for instant criminal checks. The Justice Department had said it would take years and millions of dollars to implement a
computer hotline in all 50 states.
It was the biggest victory for gun control advocates in Congress since
the 1968 - gun control act, which banned interstate gun sales. Just three
years ago, in a similar confrontation, the N'RA plan won over Brady,
228-182.
"The stranglehold of the NRA is now broken," said Rep. Charles
Schumer, D-N.Y. "They had this aura of invincibility ... and they were
beaten."
, Lawmakers on both sides said the dramatic change in the House stance
reflected some anti-NRA sentiment and, more importantly, public frustration with rising gun violence in the country — symbolized by the bill's
best-known advocate; former White House press secretary James Brady.
Disabled since his wounding during an attempt on President Reagan's
life in 1981, Brady watched from his wheelchair as the House approved
the bill.
"I told Ronald- Reagan that in the end, truth wins out," Brady said.
"Truth did win out this time. The little guys won. This is not gun control,
it's crime control."
If the Brady bill becomes law; gun dealers would pass along to authorities the names of potential gun buyers. The police could, but would not be
required to, then check for histories of crime or mental disorders.
The Senate, however, has a different orientation than the House. Since
its membership is based on population, the House has a far more urban tilt
than the other chamber.

Third tornado
hits Bangladesh;
another cyclone may be coming
DHAKA, Bangladesh (AP)
— A tornado swept through a
trading town today, killing at
least 13 people and injuring
about 100, a news agency said.
It was the latest in a series of
natural calamities torturing
Bangladesh.
Today's twister, the third in
as many days, destroye41.,mud
huts and extensively dirtaged
many homes on Sirajgang, 65
miles northwest of Dhaka,
according to United News of
Bangladesh. No further details
were immediately avaBable. The tornadoes followed last
week's catastrophic cyclone on
the southeastern coast, which
killed more than 125,000 people and left millions homeless.
During Wednesday's tornado,
eight people were killed and
about 100 injured in Ghorasal, a
farming village located one
mile southeast of the devastation left by a twister 24 hours
earlier. The tornado on Tuesday
claimed 45 lives.
Meanwhile, a heavy downpour and 60 mph winds in Dhaka disrupted relief flights for
survivors of the killer cyclone
on April 30.
"This was the strongest wind
speed of this year" in the Bangladesh capital, a weather
bureau official said.
Bangladesh appealed today
for more helicopters and transportation to deliver food, clothing and rudimentary shelter to
millions of survivors from the
cyclone — the Indian Ocean's
version of a typhoon. The weather bureau, in its
monthly forecast printed in
today's papers, warned that a
depression over the Bay of Bengal could_ produce another
cyclone before-the end or the
month. It gave no details and
did not predict whether the
storm would strike land.

'KNOXVILLE, Term. (AP) —
The days of utilities designing and
building their own nuclear power
plants are gone, says the Tennessee
Valley Authority's power chief.
So TVA essentially will eliminate its construction branch and
leave the work to private contractors, Oliver Kingsley Jr. said.
TVA refused on Wednesday to
say exactly what that change will
mean for the agency. But The
Knoxville New-Sentinel reported
that about 6,350 employees could
be affected.

A total of 781 students in the
spring class have applied for
degrees to be awarded in the 68th
annual spring commencement exer-eises at Murray State University on
Saturday, May 11.
Among that number are 598 for
bachelor's degrees, 166 for master's degrees and 17 for associate
degrees. They represent 25 states
and nine foreign countries.
Also participating in the capand-gown ceremony will be 547
mid-year graduates as well as some
graduates from both the 1990 and
1991 summer classes since the
spring commencement will be the
only graduation exercise of the
year.
Speakers for--the 10a.m. ceremony in Racer Arena will be Keith
Gargus of Mayfield and Maronda
Dockery of Elizabethtown, the Outstanding Senior Man and Woman.
Phil Bryan, dean of admissions
and registrar, said, the exact number
of graduates will be determined
when school officials have checked
each candidate to certify that all
graduation requirements have been
met.
.
Among the local candidates for
degrees in the spring class are:
Murray State University student worker Eric Boyer processes one of
hundreds of textbooks returned to the N1SU Bookstore this week during book buy-back days. Book buy-back will continue until the summer sessions, according to a bookstore spokesperson.
(Staff Photo by Mark Cooper)

The newspaper said about 6,000
construction workers probably
would continue their jobs under
new employers who contract with
TVA. However, the 350 or so
administrative personnel _could_ 1Q5C_
their jobs.
In a letter dated May 6 to Tennessee Sens. James Sasser and
Albert Gore Jr., Kingsley said TVA
can safely and economically rely
on outside contractors for most of
its construction work.
The change is especially relevant, he said, for the future of

TVA's nuclear power program.
"With standardized plant design
and pre-approved siting probable
for future reactor designs and construction, we do not believe that
TVA or any other utility can or
-Should-Maintain the technical and
management expertise to independently design and construct highly
complex nuclear power plants,''
Kingsley wrote.
Kingsley said fluctuations in the
need for construction at TVA's

U.S. soldiers shut down checkpoint
ZAKHO, Iraq (AP) — American
soldiers shut down the biggest
Kurdish guerrilla checkpoint in
occupied Iraq today, in a sign of
growing impatience with Kurdish
leaders for not cooperating with
moving refugees down from the
mountains.
The allies also said they had
received assurances from a representative of Saddam Hussein that
Iraqi troops would avoid "hooting
incidents like the firing 1 antiaircraft guns at a U.S. Navy plane
early Wednesday.

BACHELOR'S DEGREES
Milton Andrew Abbott, Chuck Trevor Adams,
TWala J. Adams, Chrstopher Barry Albritton,
Gana Renee Allen, Paula F. Allen-Snead, Pilaf
Ar, Ncha Arosernana, Elaine Arterbum, Sarah
Ruth Assad, Carol Mane Bailey, Omar Antonio
Barahona-Perez, Rhonda C Barrett, Michael A
Barton, Jason Deep Billington, Todd Lance

Meanwhile, Iraqi and allied
troops continued their standoff at
Dohuk, the main Kurdish city in
northern Iraq. The standoff has prevented expansion of the "safe
haven" zone created to encourage
hundreds of thousands of refugees
to return to their homeland from
spartan camps along the Turkish
border.
Backed by three helicopter gunships, a U.S. Army military police
in a dozen Humvees drove to the
guerrilla checkpoint just outside
Zakho this morning and ordered it

dismantled. The Kurdish fighters
left.
"The rules are no armed Iraqis
and no armed Kurds and no Iraqi
checkpoints and no Kurdish checkpoints," said Col. Lucious Delk,
commander of the MPs.
Allied officers have criticized
the checkpoints for interfering with
the return of Kurdish refugees.
They say the roadblocks are a cover for Kitrdish guerrillas to extort
money or steal things from
refugees.

8°C
hahrairlrltrit'e Kay Boyd, Gina Refine Cain, Kimberly Kay Cantrell, Vicki Lyn Carpenter, Charles
D. Chapman, Ise Del C. Chavern, Steven I.
Cobb, Clent Earl Colson, Steven Bradley
Combs, Tina Kay Cooper, Monica L. Crider,
Robert S. Cross, Christopher Harlow Curtis,
Vicky Rae Dickerson, Jonathan Lee Driver,
David Duane Dubrock H,,
Amanda V Echevarha, Anna Dean Kinder
Fowler, Lucia Soledad Garay, Brenda K. Grazer, Kimbery M Greer, Christi Lynn Hale,
Timothy Mark Harrison, Brenda Richardson
Hosford, Rhoda Sue Jones, Rodney 0 Jones,
Laura Lynne Kauffman, Sherry Ellen Lassiter,
Rene Antonio Martinez, Marilynn K. McCalkin,
Thomas Patrick McElrath;
Patricia A. Mehr, Richard Jay Metson, Susan
Leotha Montgomery, Marilyn McKenzie Morns,
Tsha LaRae Morns, Krim' Caryl Nance,' Shelia
Jan Newsome, Nikki Ann CrRisky, Kimberly
Gan Saner! Oakley, Mohammed Tarek Orlaly,
Julia C. Outland, Harvey E. Parker, Sarah Marie Paul, 120fl Jo Payne, Ann M. Perry, Timothy
A. Pittman;
Anthony Lee Posey, Jennifer Buzzard Raley,
Lee Ann Rayburn, Catherine Mix Robinson,
Ismael Rosario Jr., Maria Rosibel Salgado, Lori
Ga Sheridan, Jay Scott Simmons, Mary Jo
Simmons, Stacey A. Stalls, William Kellt Steely, Jimmy Krit Stubblefield, Sheila Dawn
Sullivan;
Nancy E. Tabers, Randall Keith Taylor, Jerry
E. Tealciff, Stephanie Ruth Tidwetl, Michael B.
Toth, Jeanne Kay Underhill, Chnsti Walker, Libby S Welch, Randall Pal Winchester, Kelly J.
Wysocki and Lee W Vuill
MASTER'S DEGREES
Jeffrey Price Ammons, Larry D Anderson,
Jeffery Loyd Brownfield, Tammy Marie Campbell, Pramode Chafugune, Suebsak Chanterungsri, Mary Joelle Dill, Margaret Houston
French, John Darden Hassell, Jeannette Marie
Jones, Danielle Brennan Knowland, York Se
Kok, Sing Hung Kwan, Tsueth-pirn Dorothy
Leou,
Vanessa McDaniel, Sheila Luvern McMullen,
Ellen Marie Miller, Charles J. Nadek, Mary
Rasco Nelson, Camela Jillayne Ramey, KevIn
L. Robinson Sr., Wanda K. Rolfe, Lisa Ginner
Rudolph, Frederick 0. Sowerby Jr. Jeff James
Steen, Kenneth Dale Suer, Teresa Gal Sutter,
Katherine Halford Thwealt, Barton Andrus
Washer and Angela Michelle Winstead.
ASSOCIATE'S DEGREES
Angela J. Dial, Penny Sue Futrell, Tina
Renee Morns, Linda K Paschall and Michael
Ray Welker

I.adership Murray plans summer activities
By MRIANNA ALEXANDER
Murray

& Timm Staff Writer

The pl ning of ice cream
socials was first on the agenda for
alumni of Leadership Murray at the
regular monthly meeting Wednesday, but members also heard a
definition of leadership and the
approach to controversial topics.
The ice cream socials are hosted
by the organization for families of
Murray State University Summer
Orientation groups. Leadership
Murray has sponsored the parties
for four years, taking parents on a
tour around town afterward. There
will be four such socials this summer, one for each of the Summer
Orientation sessions.
Buddy Buckingham, guest

speaker and a member of the original board of directors of Leadership Murray, said that a leader was
one with the ability to get things
done, and that those alumni and
current members of Leadership
Murray are individuals with visions
of Murray and what it should be.
"Those in Leadership Murray
have accepted the challenge of
dealing with controversial subjects," Buckingham said.
Some of the advantages Murray
possesses when being evaluated as
a prospective, site for new industry
is the abundant water supply, the
resources provided by the university, low cost of living, attractiveness, exceptional public school system, geographic location, population distribution and diversified

industry, Buckingham said.
All of these aspects contributed
to the beginning of Murray's economic growth in the 1960's.
Robert Billington, Jr., secretary
and treasurer of the alumni organration, said, "Leadership Murray is
primarily for those who want to
give back to Murray through supporting all.facets. of the community. I feel like I owe Murray for all
it has given me. We want to take a
look at the history of Murray and
have a jump on the future."
"There is a misconception that
members of Leadership Murray
have to be a graduate of Murray
State," Billington said "You do-not
have to bean MSU graduate, but,
you must submit a resume and listing of all civic duties. Twenty neo-

ple are selected to go through the
leadership program.
The program has served to educate the diverse group individuals
on the various aspects of the cornmunity--,--such as touring local
plants, health care facilities, education and government since 1984.
One of the keys is to have active
alumni after graduating from Leadership Murray, he said. "Our alumni still get together and accomplish
things for Murray."
In addition, there are outside
assignments. "When you get a
group together representing different interests, you learn from those
people arid- see things friaitilkit
standpoint, and find out how their
decisions are made," Billington
cnid
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Bush undergoes more tests, says he feels 'perfect'
stricken' by fatigue and the irreguWASHINGTON (AP) — Presi- and that, "The heart is perfect
lar heartbeat while, jogging at
dent Bush underwent followup so I'm very very lucky."
medical tests today to pinpoint the
Bush's doctors were expected to Camp David, Md.
- - Fitzwater today said that Bush
extent of his thyroid problem and discuss the latest tests and give
determine how to treat it. He said their recommendations on treat- intends to follow his doctors'
advice and take it slow for a while.
he felt "very, very lucky" that he ment at a midday news conference
did not have a more serious
Fitzwater said that Bush had no "He'll take it pretty easy. The docailment,
recurrence of the irregular heart- tors have asked him to take it light
His spokesman, Marlin Fitzwa- beat now believed to be caused by and he wants to, he wants to proter, said Bush underwent at least the thyroid condition since about 6 tect his health. So I wouldn't
two tests during a session at nearby—pri:-Orrnesday,
• -expect any vigorous physical activBethesda Naval Hospital that lasted •
The president walked jauntily to ity for some time."
about 2A hours: a scan of his thyr- his helicopter at the White House
Bush now is taking :7 antioid and an ultrasound examination, in a light early morning rain, 19y- clotting drug as a precaution
Asked how he felt as he stepped ing and holding up two fingers against blood clots that could cause
from his helicopter back at the when asked how long he expected a stroke in addition to two other
White House, Bush said, "per- to remain at the hospital.
medications after the cardiac
feet." Later he told a group of HisIt was Bush's third trip to the arrhythmia returned briefly Tuespanic businessmen that he had a hospital in suburban Mars land day. evening.
"wonderful report" at the hospital since Saturday, when he %.1S
However, Fitzwater said today
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that Bush's heartbeat has been normal since then.
Blood tests have convinced his
doctors that an overactive thyroid
gland triggered the arrhythmia and
now they are scanning Bush's thyroid with the help of radioactive
isotopes to zero in on the ailment.
A thyroid specialist from the
Mayo Clinic, Dr. Colum Gorman,
flew in Wednesday to join military
doctors and Dr. Burton Lee, the
White House physician, in handling
Bush's case.
Bush spent barely 15 minutes at
the Bethesda hospital Wednesday
morning, undergoing a background
thyroid scan in the facility's
Nuclear Medicine Laboratory and
swallowing a diagnostic "milks-

hake" of radioactive iodine.
But today he was expected to
spend 2%/2 hours undergoing tests
and discussing the treatment with
his physicians, including Dr. Kenneth Burman, an Army colonel and
thyroid expert from Walter Reed
Army Medical Center who also
treats first lady Barbara Bush for
her hyperthyroidism
Bush, at the start of-a-full-workday Wednesday, said his doctors
were "elated that they know what
caused this fibrillation (irregular
heartbeat) and that it's curable and
will be cured very soon."
"Once the thyroid is corrected,
that means there's no problem on
the heart," he said. "And I think
it's going to be all right."

A White House spokeswoman,
Judy Smith, said Bush's physicians
have advised him not to drink alcohol for now, as well as to limit his
caffeine intake.
The thyroid is a gland in the
neck that secretes hormones that
regulate the functions of the brain,
heart, eyes and other organs.
Burman. at a bneting Tuesday
evening, said the most likely treatment for Bush's problem is
radioactive iodine treatment or
antithyroid medication. A third
alternative is surgery, but Lee said
the chance of that "is basically
nil."
The White House declined to
release details on Bush's tests.

OF THE WORLD
Jobless claims fell drastically in April NEWS
By The Associated Press
WASHINGTON (AP) — The number of Americans
filing new claims for unemployment benefits fell dramatically at the end of April. the government said
today.
"This is further evidence thatthe labor markets are
improving," said Michael K. Ev.ins. who heads an
economic forecasting firm in Washington.
"It's another straw in the wind to support the view
that the recession is over," Evans said.
For the week ending April 27, the number of people
filing unemployment. claims for the first time fell by
45,90Q, down to 455,000 from the previous week's
diark.of a half-million, the Labor Department's report
showed.
.
- Today's - good news on jcibleS§-ClailtiS- TOIFOWS a
report from last week that showed the jobless rate falling in April for thefirstiMprovement in -nearly a year.
Last month, the nation's uneniplOyment rate
dropped to 6.6 percent, down from March's rate of 6.8
percent.
Some analysts wrote off April's unemployment
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report as a statistical quirk, but others said it might
mean that the nation's economy, mired in recession
since last July, was bottoming out.
The jobless claims report can be etremely volatile
from week to week, but Evans noted that the fourweek moving average of jobless claims — which
many analysts calculate themselves and consider a
more reliable barometer — had fallen as well.
For the four weeks ending April 27, the average
weekly jobless claims filings was 476,000, Evans said,
down from the 511,000 average for the similar fourweek period in March.
"If it can get down to 400,000 by the end of May,
there won't be any doubters left," Evans said of those
who are still skeptical the economy can pull out of the
recession by midyear.
Though the numberof people filing for unemployment assistance fell in the last week of April, it is still
far above the level of claims for last year. For the
same week in 1990, there were 361,000 new jobless
claims, the Labor Department said.

HURRY. WHILE
IN STOCK

(Catu'd from page Li
various facilities mean the workload "is not stable but varies with
the status and life of each plant."
He said TVA had, decided to
part its construction force down to
.._the..essentials, and will leave _the..
rest -to contractors.
"Contractors will be utilized to
perform work on projects which
are non-routine, time-limited, or
arc periodic in nature, such as plant
completion. major retrofits, and
specialized maintenance and refueling outages," Kingsley wrote.
"This approach is consistent with
the method other utilities in this
country use for handling fluctuating workloads and it is the most
tb--Steffective way - for TVA to
manage its generating program."
Kingsley's letter said the benefits to TVA "include the ability to
maintain more constant operational
staffing levels and prevent the dis-

Select herb plants for kitchen and garden
carefully, chosen and organically grown

UNDERWOOD
APPLIANCE

STORY HOUSE

Village Shopping
Center
Hwy. 641 N.
759-1505

HERB FARM
(502) 753-4158
Member,
Kentucky Nurserymen's

for you
•
Open Fridays and Saturdays
10. a.m. to 4 p.m.
and by appointment
- Located four miles west of Murray Take Highway 94 W to Squire Erwin Rd.
Turnlett and go ope half rride to the
greenhouse

As

ruptions associated with periodically— hiring and dismissing
employees."
Scott Peters of the U.S. Council
for Energy Awareness, a
Washington-based pro-nuclearpower group, agreed that cutting its
caonstructiOWTolte-Would -put TVA
in line with most other utilities in
the country.

Sara Ellyn Thompson, daughter
of John and Carol Thompson of
Route 2 is Salutatorian of the
Calloway County High School
Class of 1991. She is president of
the Senior Class and carried a
3.92 grade point average. Sara
has been awarded three scholarships at MSU and will major in
English. Her school activities
were listed in the Monday paper.
Combined Baccalaureate and
Commencement exercises for the
192 graduates of Calloway County High School will be held on
Friday, May 17, at Murray State
University's Lovett Auditorium.

CHINA
BEIJING — China said today it is ready
to sacrifice its most-favored -nation trade
status with the United States and will not
bow to pressure on trade human rights
and weapons proliferation The Chinese
side will never accept the attachment of
various conditions to the extension of the
most-favored-nation treatment," Foreign
Ministry spokesman Wu Jianmin said
Deterioration of bilateral relations "is
nothing to be afraid of China is prepared
for it,- he said He did not elaborate on
China s preparations It was the most
strongly worded statement yet about U S
attempts to link political issues to its
annual decision on whether to renew
most-favored-nation status 101 Ghina.
Trade experts say lifting the special trade
status could wipe out most bilateral trade
by making Chinese goods too expensive
in the United States to compete U S
Undersecretary of State Robert Kimmitt
told Chilese leaders Monday that China's human rights record, unfair trade
practices and weapons proliferations will
all be considered
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Baghdad rejects
police proposal

JOHANNESBURG — Police patrolled
violence-plagued black townships to
enforce new security measures today.
the African National Congress' deadline
for government action to halt the unrest
or risk a collapse of negotiations Presi
dent F W de Klerk and ANC leader Nelson Mandela today resumed talks on the
violence in black townships which has
killed more than 650 people this year
They provided no details of the discussions, which began Wednesday The
ANC has threatened to walk away from
talks on ending white minority rule it it
was not satisfied with the governments
steps to end the clashes

YUGOSLAVIA
BELGRADE — Federal authorities today
granted the armed forces authority to
help quell ethnic unrest in Croatia which
has claimed at least 20 lives and further
shaken the fragile bonds of this patchwork nation The order — issued after a
marathon session of the presidency
council — fell short of the state-of emergency decree the military sought
But it gives the army backing of ,the country highest civilian authority to restore
orat between Croats and ethnic Serbs
The eight-member presidency nominal
commander of the military, includes representatives from Serbia and Cloatia
The move was likely to be greeted by
authorities in the republics as a compromise 'to help end the bloodiest
clashes between the groups since World
War II

BRAZIL
RIO DE JANEIRO — Under attack by

today from Baghdad to a
U.S.-backed proposal for a U.N.
police force in northern Iraq.
Perez de Cuellar, meeting with
the president on a range of postwar issues, said he has not made up
his own mind on the proposal.
Bush on Wednesday told a news
conference, "I would hope the
U.N. could do in the north that
which they're doing in the south,"
where a United Nations peacekeeping force has replaced allied troops.
U.S. officials have expressed
support for a British proposal for a
U.N. civilian police force to help
protect displaced Kurds in northern
Iraq.
Bush has said he does not want
to get bogged down in northern
Iraq now that the last U.S. troops
have left southern Iraq.
Bush declined to answer questions at the picture-taking session.
But Perez de Cuellar, asked if he
hoped all U.S. troops would soon
be out of northern Iraq, said: "I
think that is the wish of our American friends and as well as the wish
of the United Nations, that's for
sure.''
But, he added, "I think we have
to be patieni"
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LEBANON

BEIRUT — The Lebanese Army, splin
tered for years between Christians and
Muslims, is being rebuilt to play a vital
role in President Elias Hrawi's efforts to
reunify his war-ravaged country The
army commander, Gen Emile Lahoud,
first must overcome sectarian divisions
, within the military, corruption and a seri
SOUTH KOREA ous morale problem caused by 16 years
SEOUL — Riot police bred tear gas and
of civil war "I want to weed out corrupbattled hand-to-hand with thousands of
tion and get discipline back among my
students in the capital today during a
I don't believe Lebanon can be
men
wave of rallies around the country to proreunited unless the army is united,
test the fatal beating of a student by
tahoud said in a recent interview He
police More than 45 000 police were
was appointed immediately after the
deployed in Seoul and other mayor cities
December 1989 presidential election A
for the latest demonstrations against
strong, cohesive military is crucial for
President Roh Tae-woo's 3. year old govHrawi s peace plan, under which the
ernment In Seoul, clashes erupted after
powerful militias which have controlled
about 4,000 students surged out of side
much of the country in recent years are
streets and tried to push through thoubeing disbanded and disarmed The
sands of police with shields and truncarmy now controls the greater Beirut
heons .guarding streets near City Hall
area, the Christian heartland and the
Plaza Meanwhile. about 4.000 other stuDruse Muslim canton in the Chout Moun
dents staged a sit in and blocked traffic
tains southeast of Beirut, or about oneon a eight-lane thoroughfare leading towfourth of the country
ard City Hall Nearby, About 60 supporters of the smelt opposition Democratic
PERU
Party held a march Anti-government proLIMA — Leftist rebels dynamited five
'tests have been staged around the counelectrical towers in Peru's Andean mountry since the April 26 fatal beating of a
tains, blacking out the neighboring cities
20-year-old student demonstrator Kang
of Ayacucho and Huanta, news reports
Kyung-dae Kang's death has become a
said In the attacks Wednesday night, the
catalyst among government critics
rebels also exploded at least 15 bombs
,demanding political and economic
in Ayacucho, Lima's Channel 5 reported
reform Four demonstrators have set
One of the bombs blew up in front a hotel
themselves on tire. and two have died
in which local government leaders were
Roh fired a Cabinet minister and arrested
meeting, the Channel 5 correspondent
five riot police involved in the student's
said The report did not say which of
death. but `critics say its not enough
Peru's two guerrilla groups carried out
the attack Ayacucho, 230 miles southSWEDEN
east of Lima, is the birthplace of the
STOCKHOLM -- A Palestinian convicted
Maoist Shining Path group The other
of bombings in Denmark and the Nethergroup is the Tupac Amaru
lands escaped today from a maximum
.LIMA — A moderate earthquake shook
security prison by scaling a wall and
Peru's southern coast, frightening people
commandeering a car with a shotgun
out of their homes but causing no dampolice said Authorities immediately
age The Geophysical Institute said Wedlaunched a -nationwide manhunt for Marnesday's quake, registering 5 2 on the
ten lmandi, 37, who escaped from the
Richter scale, was centered near ChincKumla prison in southcentral Sweden
ha 120 miles southeast of Lima
with loan Ursut, a Romanian born man
convicted of attempted murder, a police
official said Imandi was sentenced to life
in prison an 1989 for the 1985 bombings
of a synagogue and a Northwest Orient
airline office in Copenhagen The office
bombing killed one person and injured
more than 20 Inland' and Ursut escaped
WASHINGTON (AP) — U.N.
by climbing a wall from a recreation area
in what officials say is Sweden's most Secretary-General Javier Perez de
secure prison. 150 mites west of Stock- Cuellar told President Bush he had
holm Officials had no explanation of how
received "a very clear rejection"
the two obtained the gun

SOUTH AFRICA
•

business, labor and foreign creditors, the
nation s chief economic planner says
she's leaving office atter her 14-month
battle to control staggering inflation and
prop up declining industries Zelia Cardoso de Mello, whose resignation as economy minister was announced Wednesday,-angered many Brazilians by freezing
bank accounts on her first day in office
and fought court orders to release some
of the money Marcilio Marques Moretra.
59, Brazil's ambassador to the United
States, was named the new economy
minister and was expected to be sworn in
Friday The appointment of Moreira, a
former banker, could herald improved
relations between the largest Third World
debtor nation and the numerous foreign
creditors it owes $121 billion
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Presidential Research Fellowship Recipients
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A Florida man who became'disoriented in Graves County Wednesday has been returned to his family, according to a published report.
Marlin Kenneth Tabb, 73, was
found by state police asleep in his
car outside of Bell City Pottery
around 12:41 along with his pet
Schnauzer, police said.
Tabb left his brother's home in
Sonora, a small community south
of Elizabethtown, at 10 a.m., Monday, police said.
Tabb was in good health but disoriented, the report said.
Police brought Tabb to Mayfield's Post I where his family
picked him up at 6 a.m. Wednesday
to return him to Sonora, according
to the report.
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Murray State University faculty members (from left) T.M. McNally and Dr. Kenneth Carstens are the
recipients of the 1990-91 Presidential Research Fellowships awarded by the Committee on Institutional
Studies and Research (CISR) onthe campus. Holding a plaque on which the two names have been added
are (from righti,Dr. Peter Whaley, CISR chairman, and Dr. Ronald .1, Kurth, MSU president. Each fellowship ineiudet a $5,000 cash award and a $500 professional doelopment stipend.

Carstens, McNally awarded fellowships
Kentucky. ANIS Press of New York Conn., where he will complete the
City has contracted to publish the, preparation of his manuscript for his
agent.
books. *Titled "PersOnnel," "Calendar" and •
"Quartemiaster," his works concerning the only colonial settlement
(17_8.0-17/I1),in.the Jackson Purchti,.
area in the Revolutionary War period
WASHINGTON (AP) — A
are the. culmination .of years of reHouse
committee slashed two
search and earlier CISR grant awards.
McNally, who joined the faculty in major procurement programs and,
1989, presented a proposal to com- in recognition of women's increasthe battlefield,
plete Book 2, not yet titled, of his first ing prominence on
green light to
the
military
the
gave
novel. He plans to devote considerto combat
pilots
female
assign
able time to rewriting the novel,
missions.
which is his second book.
"Pinch me," Rep. Patricia
Ile will return for a third time Schroeder, D-Colo., sponsor of the
during the summer to The Hotchkiss female combat measure, said WedSchool. a high school in Lakeville, nesday shortly after the House
Armed Services Committee
adopted it by voice vote with little
resistance.
The measure allowing — but not
requiring — the secretaries of the
Navy and Air Force to assign
The Murray Police Department
women to fly Air Force, Navy and
is investigating the theft of a comMarine Corps aircraft in combat
pact disc player from a vehicle
was included in a S291 billion milTuesday night.
itary budget bill.
Gordon Boulton, of 411 N. Fifth
The blueprint for the fiscal year
Street, told police that sometime
beginning Oct. 1 also slashes
overnight Tuesday someone
spending on the Strategic Defense
Initiative, eliminates the proposed
TVA officials were approached entered his vehicle and stole a portWednesday about the possibility of able CD player, and two speakers, purchase four additional B-2 stealth
bombers and cuts activ.e-duly troop
private developments on two Ken- police said. Both were Radio Shack
strength by 106,000.— -tucky Lake properties. according to brand.
a published report.
Marshall County officials told
TVA that private developers are
willing to build recreational facilities and residential properties on
TVA-owned land at Sledd Creek
and state-owned land at Gobbler's
Knob with TVA permission,
according to the report.
The facilities would include a
Auto - Home - Farm
marina, an 18-hole golf course,
Business - Life - Health
boat storage areas, a public boat
Our Price & Coverage
Compare
launching ramp and hiking trails.
TVA board member took no
Main
6th &
753-0489
immediate action, the report said.

Dr. Kenneth C. Carstens and T.M.
McNally have each been-awarded -a
$5,500 Presidential Research FelloWship.at Murray State University for the
,1991-92 school year.
They were selected by the Commit-tee on Institutional, Studies_ and Re-'
search (CISR) on the campus. Carsips is a professor in the Department
.of Sociology, Anthropology and So- .
• cial Work and McNally an assistant
professor in the Department of English. .
Fellowship selections in the 15.year-old program _are based on
"academic performance and promise," according to CISR chairman Dr.
Peter Whaley. Atellowship includes a
55,000cash award and a $500 professional development stipend.
Carstens, a faculty member since
1978, proposed for the fellowship the
completion of three books about
George Rogers Clark's Fort Jeffersbn,
the first Anglo seitlenienLin West

Judge refuses
to disqualify
defense attorney
Circuit Judge Bill Graves has ,
refused to disqualify Don Muir as
defense attorney for Charles
Chumbler, who is charged with
complicity in the December slaying
of his wife, Nelda. in McCracken
County, according to a published
report.
Graves ruled Wednesday that the
trial, expected to last two weeks,
will begin June 17 as scheduled.
the report said.
Muir, managing attorney for the
Paducah office of the state Department for Public Advocacy, said any
appeal would be from the local
iofficer rather than from Frankfort,
the report id. _
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RADIO SHACK BRINGS YOU THE
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73 percent of the pnmary television sets.
in Kentucky have remote control. It makes
switching stations easy See the commercial
Watch the commercial disappear.

25995

Low As S15 Per Month -

8

With the flick of a button, your
TV advertising message is gone.

GREAT American
VACATION

There's no retrieving itIn a recent statewide survey
of 2000 Kentucky households,
•55'percent said they "do something else"
when a commercial comes on TV
They switch stations,
or they run to the refrigerator.
Or let the dog out, or check the laundry
Newspaper advertising doesn't work that way Its there when newspaper readers are
ready They don t have to run to the refngerator But if they do:they can take the
newspaper with them Ever try that with a TV set'
And newspaper advertising stays aroithd Its not on for 15 seconds and then gone Its
there for days In fact, the same survey showed that up to '88 percent of Kentucky
newspaper readers keep the newspaper around the house for at least three days
So while newspaper readers might go to the refrigerator, your message is there when

they return And it stays there, working for you

Call 753- 1916

Milierray Ledger & Times
Newspaper advertising -it doesn't stop
with the flick of-a—but-ton.
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Police have a Suspect but no
motive in a shooting incident Tuesday at the Bank of Marshall County in Benton, according to a published report.
The shots, which were fired
around 8:52 p.m., broke two glass
doors and five large windows at the
cast side of the bank but caused no
injuries, police said..
Damage estimates were incomplete, the report said.
The bank's janitor, Roy Jones,
had just left the bank when he
heard noises, the report said. He
looked in time to see a man get
into a white Chevrolet pickup with
a tool box and drive away, the
report said.

"Where the price and service,
makes the pill easier to swallow."
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TVA officials
approached about
private facilities

Police looking
for suspect after
bank shooting
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Police return
confused driver
back to family
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PERSPECTIVE
Letters to the editor

Vandalism, litter in park
`disheartening' to mother
Dear Editor:
I am moved to write this letter after a trip to the new city park with my
two young sons. Upon arrival to the park what greeted us was disheartening. There were beer cans strewn over the playground, while "environmentally safe" fast food wrappers blew around the ground. Graffiti was
spray-painted over the entire play-set. Where is our community pride2
We are fortunate in Murray to have such a nice park for our families to
enjoy. We should all make an effort to take care of it. Our family is at the
park often for church league softball or just to let the children play. The
condition of this recreational facility has become poor over the last few
years. The bathrooms have been vandalized and are never clean. The
bleacher area is usually littered. The areas around the play-sets need some
regular attention to keep them safe for our children.
After Mayor Cherry took office I expected to see some of these
improvements come to pass, but, sadly, that has not happened. As individuals let's try to do our part in keeping our park safe and clean. I strongly
urge city officials to do their part and give our, park the attention it needs.
Paula W. Cathy.),
Rt. 2 Box 330, Murray

Dawes appreciates award,
'Murray Community team
Dear Editor:
I'd like to say thank you for the Ambassador's Award I received at the
annual Chamber of Commerce dinner. I'm sure the award has never been
more greatly appreciated_ The award should rightly go to-all the organiza,
•
• tiOlIS • that build the Murray Community team. First, I'dlike to say thank' you to the Singles Organizational Society. It
of has been my pleasure to work with these quality people for the past three
years: Tod numerous to name individually, the. hard work and dedication
of these people to the group and coirununity-ace.,greatly-appreciated. Jean- ne Fleming and Betty, Kay Mathis have been great support people in this
group and personally.
There are lots of other organizations that I have been privileged to
work With. The J.P. N.O.W. diligently, works to promote safety and security in all aspects for women in western Kentucky. The Community
Imprcivement Volunteers is making great steps to improve the beauty of
Murray -and doing an outstanding job. The Area Recycling Compittee is
Miltrayans -abut the -need to-do---our. pan environmentally, The
list goes on: Playhouse in the Park. the United Way. Murray. State University: These organizations are full of great people.
On a more regional level. the 'people behind the Land Between . the
Lakes Association and LBL are really excellent, a valuable resource for
:Murray. Tht-Hike the Shoreline Committeeichisli-S0 been a huge Success,
thanks to the progressive minds behind it! And, the newest addition will
- be the Toastmasters International group which is being started locally. .I
hope the community will turn out to support this organization:
These are hut a few of the many Murray groups. Each one does its part
- to make this- a:wonderful.- caring, and progressive place in which to live.
And. last (and more 'important) — I'd like to point out what a wonder- fel team we have in tifeThamber of Commerce. Sam Parker has been a
wonderful, fearless leader for Murray this year! Pam Shay. Anne Adams,
Vonnie Hays. and Deanne Dick have been great to work with! They work
enthusiastically ..to effectively. assist community groups and promote the
area. .We can be proud to . have such a wonderful staff.
If you haven't.worked with any of the Murray groups,,you don't know
what you're missing! I am truly grateful and proud to be a part of the
wonderful Murray -team. That. in itself. ,is reward enough.
- Pamela Dawes
1101 Main. Murray

Today In History
Today is Thursday, May 9, the 129th day of 1991. There are 236 days
left in the year;
Today's Highlight in History:
.Thirty years ago. on May 9; 1961, in a speech to the National Association of' ilroadcasters, Federal Communications Commission chairman
Newton N. Nlinow condemned television programming as a "vast
wasteland." ,
On this date:
In 1502, Christopher Columbus left Cadiz. Spain, on his fourth and
final trip to the New World.
In 1754, the first American newspaper cartoon was published. The picture in Benjamin Franklin's Pennsylvania Gazette showed a divided
snake, each part representing an , American colony. The caption read:
"Join or die."
In 1913, the 17th amendment to the Constitution, providing for the
election of senators by popular vote rather than selection by state legislatures, was ratified.
In 1926, Americans Richard Byrd and Floyd Bennett became the first
men to make an airplane flight over the North Pole.
In 1936. Italy annexed Ethiopia as- Benito Mussolini celebrated in
Rome. In 1974, the House Judiciary Committee began its hearings on whether
to recommend the impeachment of President Nixon.
In 1978, the bullet-riddled body of former Italian prime minister Aldo
Moro, who had been abducted by the Red Brigades, was found in an automobile in the center of Rome.
In 1980. 35 motorists were killed when a Liberian freighter rammed the
Sunshine. Skyway Bridge over Tampa Bay in Florida, causing a 1,400 foot
section to collapse.
In 1983, Philippe Jeantot of France arrived in Newport. R.I., to win the
BOC Challenge, after sailing alone around the world in 159 days in a
56-foot cutter (He repeated in 1987).
In 1987, all 183 people aboard a Polish jetliner were killed when the
plane. bound for New York, crashed and burned in Warsaw after the pilot
made an emergency return.
Thought for Today: "Television has changed.the American child from
an irresistible force into an immovable object." — Laurence J. Peter,
Canadian-born educator (191,9-1990).
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Free trips to Broadway!Sundays only
win's "Girl Crazy," which was Rocky Horror Picture Show,"
When my father described the
Ethel Merman's first Broadway which closed after only a few
Broadway of the 1920s and 30s, he
performances.
gig.
spoke of men in black tie and
The response to "Broadway!"
Though "Broadway!" is designed
women in diamonds and furs strollbeen extremely positive from
has
Scarbrough
entertainment,
for
ing down the "Great White Way"
believes the series- will be informa- the earliest stages of planning.
at midnight. In these reveries, the
tive, too, and he is looking forward "You can't really hear this kind of
glamorous couple was always humto sharing some of the research he music anywhere around here,"
ming the latest show tunes, and tryL_
Scarbrough says.
did with the listening audience.
ing out the dance steps they thid*
Asked to explain the continuing
"I don't think people realize how
seen in that night's performance.
As an announcer on the National
popularity of Broadway shows and
"When the shows let out you Public Radio affiliate, WKMS-FM. many of the old standarts originally
could see kings and queens, politi- Scarbrough has been able to share came from Broadway shows," he show tunes, Scarbrough says that
he believes the music itself concians, bankers, millionaires. Every- his enthusiasm for the Broadway remarks. He refers to "As Time
veys the spectacle of the show and
body who was anybody was walk- musical in a two-month series Goes By," usually associated with
ing down Broadway on their way entitled "Broadway!" From 9-10, the movie "Casablanca." Heinien-- communicates its essence.
"You listen to the music and you
to Sardi's, the Rainbow Room or p.m. each Sunday night in May and lions other old favorites, too —
get an idea of the story line. The
the Stork Club," he used to tell me. June, Scarbrough will be playing "Smoke Gets In Your Eyes," for
orchestra and the voices give you
instance — that got their start in
Today's Broadway is less grand, tunes from Broadway hits -- and
the sense of being there," Scarbut the Broadway show still some misses -- on 91.3 on the dial. Broadway plays whose names are
brough maintains. Then he refers to
endures as a musical spectacle that
To prepare for the series, Scar- long forgotten.
Marty compiled a list of 100 "Old Man River" from "Showboat
is peculiarly American, a "must" brough spent hours in the library
to make his point.
stop on the list of most visitors to researching his topic. His "Broad- shows he hopes to play excerpts
"The music helps you imagine
series.
"I
nine-week
in
his
from
New York.
way!" series will take a chronologithe setting. You can feel the river,
might not get to all of them," he
Marty Scartrough, a native of cal approach, starting with "Showsee the riverboat tied up, see the
-Murray and a junior Radio/TV boat," which premiered in 1927, admits, "but I'm going to try."
hazy skies of a hot summer
Just reading the list is enough to
major at Murray Slate Univ.ersity.. -and ending with a current kit,
make you hum and tap your feet. afternoon."
has managed to see about a dozen "Phantom of the Opera."
Each episode of "Broadway!"
Broadway hits on his three trips to
"I've chosen songs from musi- There's "Oklahoma," "The King
will include segments from eight to
the •Big Apple. Amazed by the cals that were innovative or unusu- and I," "Anything Goes," "Chorus
technical feats achieved with scen- al in some way," Scarbrough says. Line," "Cats," "Jesus Christ Super- ten Broadway shows. The series
ery and staging, and awed with the Iskle goes on to explain that some of -star," "Annie," "West Side Story," began May 5, and continues every
scope of the musical. Scarbrough the shows he'll highlight intro- "A Little Night Music." Scar- Sunday in May and June from 9 to
10 p.m. For additional information
brough also wants to include some
came back home with a new appre- duced a new performer who. is now
ciation for the medium.
a household-worth such as-Gersh- lesser-known shows, such-as "The contact WKMS-FM at` 762-4359:

Blame Israelfirst
As far as the prospects for.a settlement between Israel and her
Arab neighbors are concerned, it is
as if the Persian Gulf War never
happened. Secretary of State James
Baker's latest trip to the region not
only' failed to produce a breakthrough, it revealed- that the entire
"peace process" is back where it
was before last August when Iraq
invaded Kuwait.
Saudi Arabia, which has given
little more than lip service and
some money, in gratitude for
America's role, in preventing it
from becoming an appendage of
Iraq, has refused to participate in
any Middle East peace conference.
Kuwait owes its very existence to
the United States but has also
declined to take part.
More than half the Senate wrote
Saudi King Fahd urging him to
change his mind about peace talks.
They had been under the impression that the Saudis had moderated
their anti-Israel position and might
join with the U.S. in getting peace
talks started.
Those senators apparently
ignored certain facts that have
always been a part of the ArabIsraeli conflict. Chief among these
is that the Arab states hate Jews,
and no peace plan that limits the
possibility of Arabs reclaiming all
of Israel will satisfy them. You can
read it in their literature and in
: their newspapers.
Last October, while American
troops were pouring into Saudi
Arabia to defend the kingdom, a
political cartoon appeared in the
Saudi newspaper Al-Riad. It
showed an Arab wrapped in a flag.

On the flag were written names of
Arab people and nations throughout the region. The "Arab" was
strangling a stereotype of a "Jew,"
who was drawn with a big nose,
wiry - hair and a Star of David
around his neck. -American policy IOW ar-d--Lstael
for more than two decades has
largely ignored the depth of Arab
hatred toward Jews and pretended
that the Arab states can be counted
upon Jo' be reasonable and fait'
This is the thinking behind one
American 'newspaper headline
which said "Baker blames Israel
for lack of headway."
In- fact, Israel has offered concessions while the Arab nations
have offered nothing. Israel has released 1,200- detainees and promised to allow the
University of Hebron to reopen.. It
will be the fourth Arab university
reopened, despite their use by
Palestinian hotheads to promote
anti-Israel turmoil. Israel has eased
the daily life of the Palestinians in
the territories, though the uprising
officially continues.
American policy still places the
"Palestinian problem" near the
head of a list of conflicts and
issues in need of resolution before
a lasting peace can be achieved.The central issue has little to do
with the Palestinians. Arab states
use the Palestinians as a wedge to
divide Israel from her ,American.
ally. If Arab states care about the
Palestinians, why were they treated
so poorly when Jordan held the
West Bank? Now that Saudi Arabia
says it will no longer send money
to the PLO because it backed Sad.: .

U.S. SENATOR FOR KENTUCKY

Mitch McConnell
FIGHTING TO PROTECT SOCIAL SECURITY'
This week the Senate debated a proposal that would affect
seniors and eery working American. It was a proposal that would
allow the weakening of the Social Security system, one that might
be a major step back toward instability and insolYency. This proposal could even bankrupt the Social Security system as early as 2005.
I voted not to weaken the Social Security. system. According
to a Congressional Budget Office(CBO)study, the proposed payroll
tax cut would slow economic growth, increase interest rates, and
lower the savings rate. The payroll cut would also reduce the

and "anti-Zionist" statements emanating from that Third World dominated body. Why can't the
U.S. pressure Arab and other
nations to end their boycott against
Israel as a good will gesture? .
By Cal
American policy largely papers
over the TOM Cause' of- -turnrif- Thomas
in the Middle East, which is the
Arab culture of hate. Arab tribes
dam Hussein, why don't the Saudis hate each other. Arab sects, hate
take that money and put it into the each other. The poor hate the rich,
-territories for humanitarian
who hate the poor. And they all
purposes?
hate Christians and Jews, who are
U.S. foreign policy has been seen as "infidels." The Koran tells
anything but even-handed. In fact, them what to do with infidels: "Oh
it has been somewhat hypocritical. Prophet, make war upon infidels
The United States perceived a and unbelievers, .and treat them
threat to its interests in Grenada, with severity."
Panama and in the Iraqi invasion of . Add to- the hatred of Jews by
Kuwait. None of these countries is Arabs the anti-Semitism that is
as close to -America as Israel's behind much of the pressure on
neighbors are proximate to her. Israel, and one can understand why
Why, then, is it so difficult for the the tough Jewish state is more
U.S. to see the threat posed by the interested in survival than it is in
Arab states, all but one of which
pleasing the United States or anyremain officially at war with one else who does not have a perIsrael?
sonal stake in the region.
The first objective in reaching a
Who can forget that the Jews
peace settlement must be a formal were the subject of a nearly sucend to hostilities. Why should cessful campaign to eradicate their
Israel be forced to make conces- people from the planet? Rememsions and more "good will ges- bering that fact ought to cause the
tures" until the Arab states, which world to give Israel every benefit
have launched or precipitated five of the doubt in any "peace
wars against Israel in order to process."
obliterate the Jewish state, make
The real pressure belongs on the
peace with Israel? To take such a closed Arab minds. Despite the
risk would severely jeopardize Persian Gulf War that saved their
Israel's security.
undemocratic way of life, Arabs
Israel's concern about a peace have not changed one bit in their
conference dominated by the hatred of Jews or in their objecUnited Nations (an Arab demand) tives for the future of ancient
also should be understood. Israel Palestine dominated entirely by
has seen enough of the anti-Israel themselves.

CAL'S
THOUGHTS

accumulation of reserve funds that cushion the program from an
economic setback, subjecting the program to unneeded potential
financial risk. With an ever-increasing deficit and a growing population of senior citizens, no one needs such a burden on the economy.
For Kentucky seniorsrthe proposal was a threat to the stability
of the system. Seniors should not have to worry that the funds they
worked so hard for might be threatened by those who want to tamper
with a now-secure program. I do not intend to stand by and watch
that happen.
For working Kentuckians, the proposal would be a major tax
hike. By 2020, the tax burden for the average worker would be more
than $1300 higher than under current law. This is no time to increase
the burden on working families - you want to know that the system
will be secure by the time you need it, too.
The Social Security system now provides a stable, secure income
for workers and their families who have contributed for many years.
Kentuckians and all Americans want Social Security to remain safe.
The strength of the program is its future - Social Security' must be
solvent by the time today's workers retire.

Looking back
Ten years ago
Kentucky Governor John- Y.
Brown Jr. arrived by helicopter
yesterday morning on intramural
complex at Murray State University. He gave a brief talk in second
floor lobby of University Center
before answering questions from
the audience.
Jennie Hill and James C. Gibbs
III were married recently at Temple
Hill United Methodist Church.
M.C. Garrott features Doris Alexander as his Mother of the Year
for his annual Mothers' Day story
in his column, "Garrott's Galley.
Births repcirted include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. David Wyatt, March
29. .
Twenty years ago
Sgt, T.D. Locke, son of Mrs.
Hazel Locke, is serving with

Utfited States Army near DMZ in
Vietnam.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. W.R. Rhodes, May 1;
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Ray L. Hill
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. John E.
Pritchard, May 2: a boy to Mr. adn
Mrs. Kieth Letterman, a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Johh R. Linn and a boy to
Mr.-and Mrs. Stephen Jones, May
3.
Installed as officers of Murray
Woman's Club were Mrs. Bethel
Richardson, Mrs. Matt Sparkman.
Mrs. Sam Knight, Mrs. Jack Bailey, Mrs. John Belt and Mrs. Thomas Brown.
Roy Stewart and Johnny Reagan
have been named to Athletic Hall
of Fame at Murray State
University,
Thirty years ago

Carolyn Jean Green, daughter of of Mr. and Mrs. J.Z. Thurmond,
Mr. and Mrs. Wade E. Green, is has completed his basic training at
valedictorian, and Larry G. Hurt, Camp Breckenridge and has gone
son of Mr. and Mrs. 011is L. Hurt, to San Francisco, Calif., for further
is salutatorian of 1961 graduating orders.
A feature story about Mr. and
class at Calloway County High
Mrs. Peter Heppner who operate a
School.
Greta Gay Brooks, daughter of tailoring shop in basement on
Mr. and„Mrs. W.H. Brooks, student North Fourth and Main Streets,
at Murray College High School, written by Frieda Jones, is
has been elected as president of published.
Kentucky Lake District of Future
Evelyn Franklin and Pvt. James
R. Story were married April 26 at
Homemakers_of, Aperica.
Recent births reporte21 at Murray West Fork Baptist Church.
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and
Births reported include a boy to
Mrs. Jimmie Gallimore, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Keys Blakely, May 2;
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Turner ang a a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Noble.Scarboy to Mr. and Mrs. Loifise Bowie. --breugh arid a girl to W. and Mrs.
Shirley Garland is head dietitian Walter Stallons, May 3; a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Milby and a
at Murray State College.
girl to Mr. and Mrs. .Dolphus J.
Forty years ago
Pvt. Billy Gene Thurmond, son Wilson, May 4..
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MURRAY TODAY
Rash to compete

Dinh-Kelly wedding pldnned July 27
JO'S DATEBOOK
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Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor
The third annual !Ili& Drive In Breakfast viiflbe Siturday,May TI,it
Kyle-Oakley Field, located on Penny-Airport Road, Highway 783 North
off Highway 121 North, Murray. Events will include breakfast from 8 to
10:30 a.m. at $3 person; sectional scavenger hunt begins at 10:30 a.m.;
four door prizes will be awarded. This special event is being sponsored by
Experimental Aircraft Association Chapter 920. For more information call
Johnny Parker, 489-2414, or Jim Fain, 753-0632.

Special fund planned
Members of the 1975 graduating class at Calloway County High School
have started a special fund to help one of their classmates, Mrs. LaRhea
Miller Stewart, wife of Ricky Stewart, with expenses for her cancer treatment. Mr. and Mrs. Stewart and their three children reside on At. 6, Murray.
Persons may leave their contributions to the fund at the South Side Branch
of the Bank of Murray. For more information call Vicky Butterworth White at
435-4201.

David Scott Stubblefield born
Mr. and Mrs. Ronny Stubblefield of At. 1, Box 177A, Slaughters, are the
parents of a son, David Scott, weighing eight pounds six ounces, measuring
20 inches, born on Monday, May 6. The mother is the former Cindy Scott.
Both the mother and father are teachers at Slaughters Elementary School.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. James Scott of Rt. 1, Slaughters, and Mr.
and Mrs. Ewing Stubblefield of At. 2, Hazel.
r-fle

Summer Choir offered
A Beginning Summer Choir will be offered at Murray State University
beginning Monday, May 13, and continuing through Tuesday, July 2. The
choir will meet each Monday from 7 to 9 p.m. in Choir Room $214, Doyle
Fine Arts Center, MSU, with Dr. Steven Michelson, director of choral music
at MSU, as the director. This is open to all persons from high school age on
up and no auditions are required. The cost will be $7 per person. Music of
George Gershwin will be featured. The Choir will climax its meetings with a
concert on Tuesday, July 2, on the steps of Lovett Auditorium, MSU.

Miss Huong Thi Thu Dinh ot
834 E. Muhammed Ali Blvd.,
Louisville, and Patrick Sean Kelly
of 907 Hillwood Dr., Apt. a, Murray, announce their engagement
and approaching marriage.
The bride-elect is the daughter of
-Mt. and Mts. Giao Dinh of 1809
Monroe Ave., Murray.
The groom-elect is the son. of.
Mr. and Mrs. Don C. Kelly of 3345
Post Rd. #106, Lexington.
Miss Dinh, a graduate of Murray
High School, received her Bachelor
of Science degree with a major in
biology in 1990 from Murray State
University. She is currently attending the University of Louisville
School of Medicine where she has
just completed her first year.
Mr. Kelly, a graduate of Murray
High School, received his Bachelor
of Science degree with a major in
biology in 1990 from Murray State
University. He is currently employed at Dennison-Hunt Sporting
Goods, Murray, but will attend the
University of Louisville School of
Medicine this fall.
The wedding vows will be solemnized on Saturday, July 27, at 2
p.m. at First Baptist Church, Murray. Dr. Greg Earwood will
officiate.
A reception will follow at Murray Woman's Club House.
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend the wedding and
the reception.

4111.-141,

.

Stacy Rash, 18-year-old daughter
of Kaye Rash, has been selected
to be a state contestant in the
1990 Miss Kentucky Teen U.S.A.
Pageant at McCauley Theatre,
Louisville, on May 11 at 7 p.m.
This pageant is the official state
finals to the Miss Teen U.S.A.
Pageant. Her sponsors are Citizens Bank, Hickman, Phillip
Grissom, agent of Farm Bureau,
Ins., Shoney's Restaurant, and
David and Gail Black. She is a
freshman majoring in elementary
education at Murray State
University.

Huong Thi Thu Dinh,
fiancee of Patrick Sean Kelly
THEATRES:

Ccicbrates

first birthday
—

St. John program Sunday

Silence of the
Lambs (Iv_

St. John Missionary Baptist Church will have a special service commemorating the sixth year anniversary of its pastor, the Rev. W.E. Cheaney, on
—Sunday, May 1-2.
---The Rev. Robert Kevin Anderson, associate pastor of
Pleasant Grove Baptist Church, Paducah, will speak at 11 a.m. and the Rev.
Moses Radford of First Baptist Church, Greenville, will speak at 3 p.m. Dinner will be served between the morning and afternoon services. The public
is invited to attend these special events.

Dyslexia screening Saturday
Shedd Acaemy at Mayfield will offer a screening on Saturday, May 11, to
help parents identify if their child is experiencing the characteristics of dyslexia. This is a non-profit program. Many students who seem bright are having problems learning in a regular classroom. These students may be just
barely passing, threatened with being failed this year, or losing credits.
Many of these children show a pattern of difficulties which is often called
dyslexia. These children often have trouble with reading or comprehension
or both; frequently have problems with handwriting, reversing letters, organizing work, finishing assignments, keeping track of homework and paying
attention; often described as being lazy, immature or late-bloomers; some
remember long enough to pass the spelling or history test, but quickley
forget the spelling words or history questions; often have trouble with listening skills, phonics, following directions and being distracted. The Shedd
Tutorial Program is offering screenings to help parents identify if their children show these patterns. For more information, contact Dr. Paul L. Thompson, Shedd Academy, 346 Central Ave., Mayfield, Ky. 42066 or call
1-247-8007.

A Kiss Before 7:20
9:15
Dying (R)

We are pleased to announce that Angie Bell,
bride-elect of Charles Hoke,
has made her domestic and
household
selections
through our bridal registly.
Angie and Charles will be
married June 22, 1991.

Hamlet
(PG)
Barga n at nees
Sat. & Sun. Only
Adult 3.00 Child 2.50
movies • at the movies:
:
•Rent your
•
•
•
•

WAL-MART

10014 Chestnut Za
Open 11:am to

753.3314

10:pm

Hwy. 641 North

Read the
want ads daily

Murray

Arts and Crafts Show planned

Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 9-9; Sun. 12-6

The deadline for entry applications for the Fourth Annual 'Freedom Fest'
Arts & Craft Show, sponsored by Murray Band Booster Program, has been
extended to Wednesday. May 15. This show will be held in the mall area of
Roy Stewart Stadium on July 4 and 5. This area is secure and out of the
weather. Booth entry fee will be $25. For more information about the show
or an application, call or write the Chamber of Commere at 753-5171, P.O.
Box 190, Murray, Ky. 42071.

--------
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Youth'Activity held
The Youth from,St. Joseph Catholic Church, Mayfield, Holy Cross Catholic Church, Paris, Tenn., and First United Methodist Church and St. Leo
Catholic Church, Murray, had a special evening of activity at the Game
Room at Curris Center, Murray State University. "This was an enjoyable
evening for the youth,' said Sr. Mary Anne Yanz of St. Leo Church.

Mentally III Group will meet
Murray Alliance for the Mentally III will meet tonight (Thursday) from 6 to
8 p.m. in private dining room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. A video
tape of "When The Music Stops: The Reality of Serious Mental Illness" will
be shown. For more information contact Melody Myrand, 436-2518.

Laryngectomee Group will meet

Meagan Brook Starks, daughter of Kris and Melinda Starks, recently
celebrated her first birthday. Her grandparents, Kenneth and Donna
Starks, hosted a party in her honor using "Raggedy Ann" as the
theme. Her other grandparents are Pat Butterworth and Peggy Butterworth. Her great-grandparents are Buell and Ernestine Hargis,
Neal Starks and the late Kathleen Starks, Mr. and Mrs. Rex Turrentine, and Osro Butterworth and the late Estelle Butterworth.

WE'RE PROUD TO USE
RECYCLED NEWSPRINT

Laryngectomee Support Group will meet Friday, May 10, at 4,p.m. in private dining room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. For more information
contact Ann Ingle R.N. or Dixie Hopkins, speech pathologist, at 762-1100.

A tradition in service
since 1981
r-- (502)

Jim Fain

I

753-0632 I

Tracy D. McKinney

614 South 4th Street Murray, Ky.

llison CPItotogfaphy
753-8809
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CCHS Class of 1981 plans reunion
Calloway County High School Class of 1981 will have a 10-year reunion
on Saturday, July 20. An informal mixer will be at CCHS Cafeteria at 9:30
a.m. A buffet dinner-dance will be at 6 p.m. at Executive Inn, Paducah. The
registration deadline will be Monday, May 20. For registration information or
questions call Debbie Stubblefield at 753-5500, from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday through Friday.

CCHS Class of 1966 plans reunion
Calloway County High School Class of 1966 has planned its 25-yearreunion on Saturday, July 6. A coffee for class members and their families
and faculty members will be from 9 to 11 a.m. at Calloway County High
School. The dinner and dance will start at 6:30 p.m. at Curtis Center, Murray State University. 'Silver Threads to Golden Memories' will be the theme
of the reunion's festivities. Each class member has been mailed a letter with
instructions for reservations to be made by Friday, May 10. The class had
about 150 members- which have all been located except for three who are
William E. Ahart, Jerry Cowen and Ronald Webb. Any one having any information about these three members is asked to contact a member of the
class, according to Jim Kelly, a class member.

Spring PTA Conference planned
The 65th annual Spring Conference of First District of Parent-Teacher
Association writ be Monday, May 13, at Farley Elementary School, Husbands Road, Paducah. Registration will start at 6:30 p.m. with the meeting
to beip.at 7 p.m. New officers will be elected and installed. Awards will be
given on the state and district levels, according to Elizabeth C. Bowden,
First District PTA Public Relations Chairman.
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759-4073
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Special Sale

The Flower Basket

For That Special Lady

20%

753-9514

11100

Bring you

OFF

a thought for the week

STORE WIDE
Free Mother's Day Card
With '10 Gift Purchase

TREASURE HOUSE
OF GIFTS
emember We Ship To All Those Absentee
Moms Now thru May 16th
Southside Shopping Center

753.6798

Wear a sine and have friends; wear a scowl and have
wrinkles. What do we live for if not to make the world
less difficult for each other?
- George 'Eliot

. Your Wedding Specialist
Serving you today.
Serving your children 'Tomorrow.
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Pentecost-McCadams wedding planned

'
707

CALENDAR

BRIDAL )
,REGISTRY

Thursday, May 9
Murray Alliance.for the Mental!,
111/6 p.m./private dining room of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Info/436-2518.

11.e are pleased to

announce that Joy Allen, bride-elect of Ken
Stallons, has made her
domestic and houseselections
hold
through our bridal
rt't'L try.
Joy and lien will be
married May 18, 1991.1

Xi Alpha Phi Chapter of Beta
.

•

Angie Bell
bride-elect of
Charles Hoke
has Mgde her
, gift selections
from
Pier l's
Bridal Registry
s •

Hwy. 641 North
Murray

leti

Hours:
Ion.-at. 9-9: Sun. 12-6

imp ll'ih

115

AA and Al-Anon closed
mee1ings/8 p.m./Senior Citizens'
Center, Benton. Info/759-4059 or
-sz -No
Murra? Kiwanis Club Annual
Seniors Honors banquet/6
m 'Murras High Scho01.
Brooks Chapel United -Methodist
Church Women/1 p.m.

\Aional Routing Museum/wen.
M -4:30 p.m.

WE IIAVE illE
c.
:
0J--,_415
A.1)
PERFECT. GIFT IDEAS
r t

Nturra) Chapter 92 RAM and
Murray Chapter 50 R&SM/7:30
'Masonic Hall.
Pr-rpared Childbirth Class/7
p.m ./Education Unit/Murray(. ..ay County Hospital.

—'111

•

•:

Singles Friendship of Paris,
Tenn./7:30 p.m./Farm Bureau
Building, Paris. Info/Kennith
Broach. 753-3580.

1205R Chemnut • 753 is:;i
•

•

Thursday, May 9
Sigma Phif7 p.m./home of Linda
Fain.

Narcotics Anonymous open
meeting/7 p.m./Parish Center, St.
co Catholic Church.

•qt. •

WAL-MART

Mr. and Mrs. Harold Eurne
Pentecost of Dresden,- Tenn.,
announce the forthcoming marriage
of their daughter, Teresa Jean, to
Judge Hansel Jay McCadams of
Paris, Tenn.; son of Reuben McCadams of McKenzie, Tenn., and the
late Mrs. Retha McCadams.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of the late Mr. and Mrs.
Julious Estes Winstead of Latham,
Tenn., and of the late Mr. and Mrs.
Jewell Howard Pentecost of
Dresden.
The groom-elect is the grandson
of Mrs. Donnie VanCleave a* the
late Allic VuiCleave of Huntingdon, Tenn., and of the late Mr. and
Mrs. Wade McCadams of
McKenzie.
Miss Pentecost is a graduate of
Palmersville High School and Murray State University where she
received her Bachelor of Science
degree. She is employed as a probation officer by the State of Tennessee Department of Correction at
Dresden.
Judge McCadams is a graduate
of Henry County High School and
Memphis Stair University where he
received his Bachelor of Arts
degree. He also received his Doctor
of Jurisprudence from Cecil C.
Humphrey School of Law at Memphis State. He currently serves
Henry County, jenn., as judge of
the General SesVbns, Juvenile and
Probate Courts.
The couple will pledge their
vows on Saturday, July 6, at 7 p.m.
at First United Methodist Church,
101 East Blythe St., Paris, Tenn.
The music will begin at 6:30, p.m.
A reception will follow the

Jackson Purchase National Organiiat ion for Women/7

•

S •CU N. s •

•

HOLLAND DRUGS
733-1362

novyntownCrt. Sq.

-

Friday, May 10
Community Center/10
pm ,'activtues by senior

Teresa Jean Pentecost,fiancee
of Judge Hansel Jay McCadams
ceremony.
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend the ceremony and

.

the reception. -Invitations will be
sent outside of Henry and Weakley
Counties in Tennessee only.

Group plauts, two to honor Lochie Hart

,
George Weaks Community
tenter/open 9 a.m.-4
::CtiVilleti by senior citizens.
Murray-Cailoway County West
side Senior Citizens/1:30
Weaks Center.
Selected Styles of
Sandals, Soft Spots
& Tretorns

'5 OFT
Daniel 61-eir n
House
Shoes ''Vk---s)
rie

OFF

I/3
One Group

3 Pair Socks

s89
'

Selected Styles of

Dress Shoes 1/3 -

\A and Al-Anon/8 p.m./1U. Kevil
cr,:cr. South -10th Street
I.:cr'.ied. Mayfield.
Main Street Youth Center/205
or:h Fourth St/open 6-11 p.m.
i7h —53 TEEN.

4

Mothers' Morning Out/9 a.m.-12
;r:G!'enda.1e Road Church of

/2 -OFF

Belts
113 OFF

Games'S p.m./Murray Moose
oel;c'

Purses
Groups of
(49
$. 07
1,S/0

Olympic Plaza 759-4795

••••r
Lochie Faye Hart, standing right in front by tree, was present at a meeting of Garden Department of the
Murray Woman's Club when the group planted a weeping cherry tree in the yard of the Murray
Woman's Club House on Vine Street. The tree was planted in memory of the late Lochie Hart, mother of
Lochie Faye, who was active in the Garden Department and other departments of the Murray club for
over 50 years. Mrs. Hart was a past president of the club and a past district governor of Kentucky Federation of Women's Clubs. Standing to the right of Ms. Hart is Mary Hopson, Garden department chairman.
Other department members are in the background.
sun pboto by Jo Burkeen

1.1i1. events.. include: Iron
j,iry1.0:30 a.m. and 1:30
.n,
.neplace.-1850.
National Scouting Museum/open
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Resersations for Mothers' Day
Brunch on Sunday at Murray

Landini gets award on security stories

(Cont'd on page 71

Leigh Landini, a junior journalism major at Murray State Univer, sty, has been awarded a $1,000
Roy W. Howard Award for Public
Affairs Reporting.

FOR

.#6eeyistr

Non
•

Miss Landini is the daughter of
Dr. Ann L. Landini of Murray and
Tom Landini of Washington, D.C.
She is the granddaughter of the late
Leonard M. Lackey, formerly of

"The Perfect Gift"
•

It's easy to select the perfect wedding or shower
gift when the bride has picked it out herself! Give a
gift you know they'll love.
,FOUPLES- CURRENTLY REGISTERED

Caapper

.4%

4q,Ji

fJr /Vci.frre

7

•

,- •

1/2 Price
I langing Baskets
Ficus Trees

•r,

Area Rugs
;
'24"

Silk Greenery
,

Kim Graham - Rodney Grogan
Regina Dowdy - Mark Duncan
Lisa loon - Stephen Malone
Vicki Woods • Chris Tuggle
Amanda Holt - Ed Statom
Monica Satterwhite - Chad Lawson
Angie Bell - Charles Hoke
Kim Mays - Greg Alexander
Amy Gargus - Steve Rawhuff
Mitzi Parker - Brad Houston
Gaye Latimer - Scott Adams
Christi Clark - Greg Thompson
Leila Umar - Bryan Bacon
Lee Ann Babb - Carlic Staples
Joy Allen - Ken Stallons
Mary Glover - Issah Wright
Rhonda Barrett - Darren Mays
Claudia Billington - Kelly Healy
Elizabeth Whitmer - James Bed way
Twilla- Adams - Chuck Williams
Beth Premmer - Jeff Humphreys
Wendy Dockens - Anthony Bowden
Lisa Webb - Danny Butler

X()

'69 s up
169

Teautieu

Floor plants
- Table Plants

Best Wishes from...

299

include planter lk ba4.0t.,

_Hwy. 641 S.
Uncle Jeffs
Shopiping Ctr.

Paris, Tenn., and Willene M. Lackey of Murray.
One of 10 winners nationwide,
Miss Landini's award-winning
entry was a three-story package on
security in campus dormitories
published in the Feb. 22 issue of
Murray State News.
At Murray State, she is news
editor for the Murray State News,
historian for the Student Alumni
Association, secretary of the Society of°Professional Journalists and a
Student Ambassador.
She is a member of Gamma Beta
Phi honor society, Alpha Lambda
Delta honorary, Alpha Mu Gamma
foreign language honorary, Kappa
Tau Alpha journalism honorary, the
Academic Council and the Department of Journalism and RadioTV's student advisory council.
Miss Landini is a student writer
for University Information Services
and will work this summer as an
intern at The Paducah Sun.
In addition to the cash award,
Miss Landini will receive an
expense-paid trip to attend a seminar on public affairs/ reporting at
Indiana University, Sept. 16-17.
The award is funded by the Scripps
Howard Foundation.

74.544dea4e
753-6575
Mon•Sat.
S a.m.-6 p.m.

FURNITURE MART

Owner Janet Farmer

Manager Greta Gargas

Hwy. 121 By-Pass
753-4541
Leigh Landini
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AARP Chapter hears Hodvs

Friday, May 10
Country Club due today by calling
753-8116 or 753-6113.
Annual Widows Night dinner for
Masonic Widows by Murray Lodge
No. 105 F.&A.M./6:30
p.m./Majestic Royale, Holiday Inn.
Info/753-2009.
Twilight Golf for men and
women/Oaks Country Club/5:30
P-mLaryngectomee Support Group/4
-p.m./private dining room, MurrayLula Belle Hodges, left, presented a humorous talk on "Being A
Senior Citizen" at a meeting Murray/Kentucky Lake Chapter #4437
of American Association of Retired Persons held Tuesday, April 23, at
12 noon at Majestic Royale, Holiday Inn. Marjorie Shroat Dunn,
right, was presented one of the 1991 National Community Service
Awards from AARP. She was selected by the chapter's board of
directors for her outstanding volunteer contributions to the community, said Bob Hendon, chapter vice president who made the presentation. The award is presented each year during National Volunteer
Week, April 21-27, to recognize the exceptional volunteer service of
one individual from each of the association's more than 4,000 local
chapters. Mrs. Dunn -is a charter member of the local AARP chapter._
Pictured center is Dorothy L. Brown, a chapter member. The chapter
will meet Tuesday, May 28, at 12 noon at Majestic Royale, Holiday
Inn. All interested persons are invited to attend.

Friday, May 10
Calloway County Hospital.
Senior Citizens' Greenhouse/open
9 a.m.-12 noon.
Ceremony to recognize students
who have distinguished themselves
by academic achievement and
leadership/3:30 p.m./Curris Center
ballroom, Murray State University.
Reception follows.
Senior Adult Fellowship/11:45
a.m./First United Methodist
Church.

Talking with children

One newborn admission, dismissals and one expiration at MurrayCalioway County Hospital on Monday. May 6, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admission
Frederick baby girl, parents. Tammy
and James, 69-8 No. Tanyard Rd.,
Cadiz
Dismissals
J.F. Smith, Rt. 8, Box 3-M, Murray;
1.4(S: Kevin- Varos, Rt.^1, Box1111, Mur-ray: Mrs. Mildred M. Copeland, Hardin;
Mrs. Gracie Ann Orr, Rt. 7, Box 50,
Murray;
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ference of opinion with loved one Your first impression ofa member of
could lead to a showdown_ Remain the opposite sex could be incorrect.
calm. .
Proceed carefully where career and
GEMINI May 2I -June
The financial matters are concerned. A
direct approach will work hest it you neighbor or friend shares good news.
are seeking financial backing. A rela- .
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
!Ise offers help. but there could he Someone who works behind the
strings Sttached: Think twice beat* 'scenes cOUld have the information
enteri ngqinto binding agreements.
you need. There are sound reasons
CANT:ER (June 21 -July. 22): for a delay. Adopt a conservative
Retrench and adopt a more conserva- approach. Think twice. before corntive attitude tow ard'a=work-project. A nithirtryourseff
phone call orletter supplies the missPISCES(Feb.19-March 203:Call
ing piece to a putzle. Be careful not in your markers! Seek assistance from
to neglect our domestic obligations. someone you have helped-in the past.
23-Aug-.-221: An old - - Entertaining- at- borne saves money
school mate helps you wangle an in- and impresses your guests. A loved
troduction to someone influential. One has a terrific money-making idea.

One newborn admission and.clismissals at Murray-Callowa)i-County Hospital on Tuesday, May. 7,
have been released as follows:

Newborn admission
Miller baby girl, parents. Donna and
Danny. Rt 3 Box 264, Fulton
Dismissals
Billie R. Mayfield, 305 Woodlawn,
Murray, Mrs Ruth A Hill, 810 Hurt,
Murray. Mrs Hilda Adams, 1501 Dudley. Murray.
Hugh R. Davenport, At. 1, Box 252,
Oury Lovins, HC Box 301, New
Hardin; Elmer Colson, 745 Riley Ct.,
Concord Mrs Pernie C Mohundro.
Murray; Jess E, Hale, Rt. 2, Box 127,
1105 Vine St , Murray, William M
Hazel; Miss Amy L. Mauzy, 224 RivenSowell Rt 1, Box 385, Camden
Cts., Murray;
Tann ,
Mrs. Hilda Duncan, Rt. 3, Box .346,
Herman Loyd Ahart, 633 Riley Cl,
Misrray; Mrs Mary E. Lawremie,-Rt. 2,
Murray, Mrs Merlene Sykes 803
Box 212-A. Wingo; Mrs. Fausteen ElkNorth 18th St St , Murray, Roy Frankins, 1504 Sycamore St., Murray;
le Morris, 808 Cedar, Hickman
Earl A. Pealo, West View Nursing
Home, Murray; Mrs. Louise ShoemakMrs. Carla Jo Burkeen and baby
er, 1512 Dudley, Murray; Mrs. Della M.
boy. Rt. 1; Box 750, Dexter. Miss KimTaylor, Rt. 4, Box 65, Murray;
berly Dawn Blanchfield and baby girl,
Mrs. Giynda S. Black. 791 South
Hilldale Apts. #406, Hardin.
Fourth St., Murry; Mrs. Elaine EtherMrs. Angel Bailey and baby boy
ton, P.O. Box 871, Murray; Miss
1170 Cunningham Ln . Cadiz. Mrs
Frankie M. Hatfield, Rt. 4, Box 266,-- Alice Ann Noel and baby
girt 274
Benton;
Adams Mill Rd., Cadiz;
Mrs. Margaret McCallon and baby
Mrs. Tammy J. Jackson and baby
boy. At. 1, Box 165, Kirksey; Mrs; Betboy, At. 5, Box 175, Benton, Mrs
ty M. Beucum and baby girl. Rt. 3, Box
Tamra Kay Sanderson and baby girl,
51 Paris Term
Rt. 2, Box 395-I, Mayfietd.

NEW YORK (AP) - Parents
While it may seem eaiier to premay Umd talking to their children tend nothing is wrong, children ars
about money problems cart be as emotional sponges. They can feel
stressful as the financial woes.
the tension in the home.
"Our reluctance to discuss
Evasiveness can also lead childmoney problems may come from. a _ ren_ la imagine prol4cms- more
sense of pride, wanting to protect frightening than the truth, or to
our kids from bad news, or fear of assume that they Somehow caused
being embarrassed by having that the bad situation. _!.!Parents art
news spread around," says Dr. often surprised years later to find
Lawrence Kutner, author of outliow much childreranew at the
"Parent & Child: Getting Through Lime'about stressful events," Kutto Each Other" (William Morrow ner says. "Sometimes they're- also
and Co., 1991, $18.95).
surprised by how much of -that
information was wrong."
much
decide
hard
how
to
It's
Jeane Dixon
Kutner suggests that: when you
you should tell a child, he says, but
talk
to your children about money
a good rule of thumb is to tell him
about your finances as you troubles, begin by addressing their
much
_as
_
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! INTHE' This VIP could play a major role imi
would if he asked about sex. unspoken fears: "-Ant-fsafe?-14411-1NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: your future. Nit your best foot forEnough
to make him feel comfort-- be abandoned?" -Telling your kids,
The way you handle things for those. ward. You are lucky in love!
able, not so much that it over- for example, that although you've
depending on you --- children, parVIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):` A
lost your job .they're not going to
whelms
entS. employers. pets - reveals a lot business matter takes an unexpected
lose you, prevents heedless WOrries
speto
be
thing
important
is
The
about win- basic values. Romance turni You profit from making a small
opens the way for air-clearing
and
cific and use examples he can
looks highly promising in Septem- investment. Some difficult decisions
discussions.
Tier- Tra% cling-in December will give lie..ahead.. Count on loyed.tines to. relate to. Let -him know that while
"It's very-reassuring to Children
you a new perspective on a business give you support when you flied it
you can't buy a new comforter for
hear you talking about the steps
to
or financial affair. Keep good rec- niost.
his bed right now, he won't have to
family will take to remedy the
the
ords: you mas he asked to substanti. 1.IBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Seek
or
his
give up his old blanket
bed.
Kutner says. "Let them
situation,"
ate certain'claims in -January 1992.. ekriert advice on boosting profits. A
Also, tell him that your hard times
know
may be canceling a
why
you
Write recommendations only tor lucrative project could be launched
are not his fault.
v,acation, rir that you're trying to Chastity Butler, 17, of Benton,
people you latow-wv.I.LAvoid int est- with the backing of a prominent perIf children become too involved, stretch the fetid budget by cooking appears in 'Teen Magazine's
ing in haste earl) next spring.
son. New professional gains come if
June issue as a 1991 Great Model
Kutner, says, they may feel a at home more often."
CELEBRITIES BORN ON you stay''on track.
THIS DATE:coach Ara Parseghian.
responsibility to "save" the famiSCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
Ask the children to suggest ways Search Super Semifinalist. She
actress.Nancy Walker. dancer Fred -Your hard work and persistence begin
ly, Children don't, realize how they could help meet the family's was chosen as one of 96 super
Astaire. actor_Taurean Blacque.
Ito pay Off. A promotion or raise is in
unrealistic and inappropriate these goals. Even small children can help semifinalists from the 480 regionARIES (March 21:.--April 19): . the works. Affairs •()f the heart -ocimpulses are.
by sharing toys rad& -than -asking al semifinalists that appeared in
Teamwork v. ill help you accomplish cupy your thoughts tonight. Be careA child who sells her stuffed for new ones. Older kids can limit 'Teen and the 20,000 entries
much inure today. Get several esti- ful not to come on too strong.
animals to friends and gives her demands for new clothes or other received. Sponsors are Maybelmates for home repairs. Your love
SAGITTARIUS-(Nov. 22-Dec.
line and Tropical Blend.
father a handful of quarters may items.
life improves when you devote extra 11): The spotlight is on a need for
emothe
have
good
but
intentions,
money
children
that
"Let
know
time to pleasing your partner. Share change.A newcomer begins to play a
tional cost can be tremendous. The is not the only way to help," KutClinfidences-with-maie.
major role___irt your professional .or
child feels an overwhelming ner says: "-Emotional support to _ TAURUS(Apri1241-May-2(-1).:-Go__ _ personal affairs_.Your-spiritualneeds
responsibility that she can't meet, help everyone weather the tough
ahead aird-enjoy a-new-arrangement • - - come into sharperTocus. Reassess
and the father sees the coins as times can be more valuable than
or purchase.Those w how ork at home_ your values.
can make record profits now. A difanother sign of his inadequacy.
CAPRICORN(Dec.22-Jan. 19):
dollars."

TOURISM WORKS
tH6LD'

Expiration
Mrs Roxie Wells Holland 1624 College Farm Rd , Murray

- Four newborn admissions.- and
dismissals at .Murraytalloway
County Hospital on _Wednesclay,
May 8, have been kleased as
follows:
Newborn admissions
Belt baby girl, mother, Terri Melson,
107 West 14th St., Benton;
.Prescott baby girl, mother, Sondra.
HC Box 270F, New Concord:
Rhoads baby girl, parents, Sharon
and David, 503 North Fifth St.. Murray:
Smith baby boy, parents, Lisa and
Richard, Rt. 1, Box 82C, Paris, Tenn
Dismissals
,J.C. Brandon, At. 4, Box 130, Murray; John William Bryan, 1001 Johnny
Robertson Rd., Murray; Mrs. Mary
Frances Austin, Rt. 1, Box 280, Almo;
Neil- Shanklin, Rt. 2, Palmersville,
Tenn.; Miss - Garvine Austin, West.
View Nursing Home, Murray; Mrs_
Calls Lee, West View Nursing Home,
Murray;
Mrs. Lula Dell' Roberts, Rt. 4, Box
22, Murray; Mrs. Edna Bonds, P.O.
Box 15, Hazel; Cecil Jackson,- Rt.Box 146, Buchanan, Tenn.;
Willie Tharpe, 818 South 12th St.,
Mayfield; Mrs. Martha Louise Jones,
Box 45, Kirksey; Aaron Wilkinson, 405
North Seventh St., Murray;
Mrs. Jeanette Collins and baby boy,
412 Carroll St., Paris, Tenn.; Mrs.
Shannon D. P'Pool and baby boy,
3485 North Rocky Ridge Rd., Cadiz.

varieties • on the square

J.T. LEE, Jeweler

Nancy Frock

Exquisite Form

Dresses
20' Off

Bras & Girdles

20% Off

TODAY'S CHILDREN are cordial, generous and very family-oriented.
Although they enjoy meeting people one-on-one,these youngsters tend to be
shy in group gatherings. A tendency to procrastinate could keep these
children-from getting top grades in school_ Although these Taureans read the
new spapers to keep up on current affairs;they are notespecially receptiVe to
new ideas. Wise parents will encourage them to be more open-minded.
onlx
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Choose from Pavlova,
Elizabeth Arden, Halston,
Maxim's De Paris,
Camp Beverly Hills,
Interlude, Cabochard,
Albert Nipon, & more.

and Mt %Iry

We are pleased to announce that Twilla Adams,
bride-elect of Chuck Williams, has made her domestic
and household selections
through our bridal registry.
Twilla and Chuck will be
married June 22, 1991.

We are pleased to
a ounce that Lana
Lasate , bride-elect of
Mike White, has made
her domestic and
household selections
through our bridal
registry.
- Lana and Mike will
be married July 5,
1991.

Hwy. 641 North
Murray

Hwy. 641 North
Murray

Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 9-9; Sun. 12-6

Mon.-Sat. 9,
9; Sun. 12-6

Hours:

Mother might also love a
gift of bath or body lotion
from our cosmetics department.
Hope Bath & Body Duet $18 Reg. 27'
Perfumed Cologne Spray 1.5 It oz., Bath & Body Perfume 511 oz

Gucci No. 3 '25 Reg. 37'
Eau De Toilette Vaponsateur Natural Spray 1 fl oz

House Slippers
She'll love to begin and end each
day on comfy stoppers from Daniel Green
A most welcome Mother's Day gift.
Available in many styles & colors.

Dormie
White, Pink, Black, Gold, Light Blue

••44,1, ••••••..•••
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Westside Cron attends conference

—Ginger-gar&-sauce

By NANCY BYAL
Sonar Monies Magazin* Food Ediior

Azi-11

t.

306 Main St. 759-4979

Even in a hurry, you've still got
time to dress up plain meat, fish or
poultry. How? Stir together an
easy, yet fantastic sauce. This
Oriental-style topper cooks in 8
minutes, . while your meat is

Exterior Paint
93.00 Off

PAIN I

-••

-

Emma.Story
invites gou to...

Ast

mo
Pr
the
lik

Ginger Garlic Sauce
Y. cup sliced green onion
Vi teaspoon grated gingerroot
I clove garlic, minced
I tablespoon cooking oil or olive

Oil

The

• cup cold water
I
teaspoons cornstarch
I teaspoon soy sauce
I teaspoon oyster sauce
iopuonal)
Hot cooked rice :
Cooked shrimp, steak, pork
- The Youth Group of Westside Baptist CAfitirch recently attended
chops or chicken'
,•
Creations, a seminar on witnessing for
•In a small saucepan cook and stir
Jesus Christ in creative ways. The conference, held
Gatlinburg, Tenn., attracted more than 600 teens
green-lornom itrtgerroor-and-•--garlic from five states. Those attending from Murray were at
Jeremy Chapma
in hot oil for I minute. In a small
ley Ross, Jesse Arant, Josh Arant, Becky Hubbard, Laura Hubbard n, Jason Chapman, Zach Ross, Ash,
mixing bowl stir itogether water,
ah Walker; Jackie Willie, Shannon Dunn, Bryan Orr, Emily Scott,Justin Hubbard, Ginger Adams, SarSarah Fitts, Jonathan Smotherman,
cornstarch and soy sauce: add to
Chris Hutson, Tyeshia Crouse, Chris Neale, Lance Cherry, Brent
Anderso
n, Heather Allen, Amy Jones,
the onion mixture in the saucepan.
Kelly Felts, Stephanie Wallace and Tara Wilson. Adults attending were
David
Smotherman, Brenda Jones,
Cook and stir over medium heat
Linda Orr, Wanda Walker, Sheri Ross, and Hank and Joanna
Adams.
until thickened and bubbly. Cook
through 12, meet each Wednesday at 7 p.m. at the church building The Youth of Westside, grades 7
on South Johnny Robertson Road.
and stir for 2 minutes more. If
desired, .stir • in oyster sauce.
_gemove from heat Serve sauce
over rice and shrimp, steak, pork
chops or chicken. Makes 2-3rds
LONDON (AP) — Sinead more than a dozen musicians plan- donations to match that.
cup• sauce.
-O'Connor. Paul Si_mon, MC. Ham-, ning to take_part in rock concerts_
Hammer will perform at Lonmer and Gloria Estefan ire among around the World Sunday te raise don's Wembley Arena, while Estemoney for Kurdish /did
fan and New Kids on the Block
The concerts, whith will come play in Rotterdam, the Netherlands.
er as one giant telethon. ire O'Connor, Peter Gabriel and Sting
to be broadcast on
will be at The Hague, the Nethermore than two dozen countries. lands, and Hall and Oates will perpublicist Wendy Laister said form in Fort Lauderdale, Fla.
Wedouscray.
.
_
The British government has
INXS will be in Melbourne,
donated $17 million to the cause, Australia; Simon will play in Manand: the concerts organizer. novel- rhecter, England, and Rod Stewart
ist Jeffrey Archer, said he hopes will perform in Lausanne,
the shows will generate enough Switztrland.

GALLERY
in her new location at

301 University Squ
'They have lots of new
merchandise with more
arriving everyday.
af

Kurdish relief concert to feature many musicians

Open 31on.,..Sat. 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
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Nevertheless, some patients with
the- condition(which-is-believed to be congenital) experience troublesome
attacks Of paroxysmal atrial a rrhythmias. bursts of rapid and/or irregular
pulse that may result in weakness,
lightheadedness, angina or heart failure. In rare instances. WPW.causes.a
prolonged, rapid heartbeat that can
lead to cardiac damage or sudden
death. This type of dangerous heart
rate can . be diagnosed. by. a cardiogram or Holter Monitor.
The frequency-and duration of the
arrhythmia varies from patient to patient, most of whom need no treatment. For patients who experience
repeated attacks of rapid heartbeat,
preventive therapy is advisable.
Quinidine, procainamide and propr,anolol are the three most popular
prescriptiort drugs for this purpose.
I suggest your wife explore the possibility of preventive therapy with her
doctor. Once her bouts of rapid pulse
are brought under control, she will no
longer have to rely on the inconvenience -of acute, emergency room
management of her condition.

I cannot say how often WPW is misdiagnosed. Any doctor familiar with

EKG (cardiogram) patterns should be
able to identify the characteristic pattern — especially when given the history
of
• paroxysmal
atrial
arrhythmias.
DEAR DR. GOTT: My 73-year-old
sister has been diagnosed with organic brain syndrome and has been admitted to our local psychiatric unit.
She imagines she has hair growing all
over her body and stands at the sink
for hours scrubbing her skin until she
is raw. Is there any help for her?
DEAR READER: Organic brain
syndrome (complete mental deterioration) is a catastrophe for patients
who have it and a tragedy for their
families. The causes of this affliction,
which.commonly affects the elderly,
are legion and include Alzheimer's
disease, strokes, brain tumors, infections and idiosyncratic reactions to
drugs. Your sister has developed a serious mental disability, the cause for
which, I hope, has been thoroughly investigated by her doctors, using X-ray
tests and blood analyses.
Even so, the situation is probably
beyond remediation. Apparently, all
you can hope for now is that the psychiatrists will prescribe medication,
such as major tranquilizers, to lessen
her agitation and tendency to selfabuse. These medicines often relieve
the bizarre behavior, confusion, belligerency and panic of organic brain
syndrome. Even so, I suspect your sister will need permanent 24-hour care;
this can be provided in the home or
she may need admission to a skilled
nursing facility.
To give you more information, I am
sending you a free copy of my Health
Report "Alzheimer's Disease." Other
readers who would like a copy should
send $1.25 plus a long, self-addressed,
stamped envelope to PO. Box 91369,
Cleveland, OH 44101-3369. Be sure to
mention the title.

•

.

•

DEAR DR. GOTT: My wife has
diagnosed with WPW syndrome',
following numerous visits tn our local
hospital- for- rapid. heartbeat. Would
you please give a Monday morning
quarterback's assessment of how often this occurs and how often it is
misdiagnosed? DEAR READER. Wolff-ParkinsonWhite syndrome is an abnormality of
the heart's conduction system.
marked by an acceleration of- the
electrical- impulSes traveling_ from
the atria (loW-preSsille-heart thambers) to the Ventricles (high pressure
cardiac chambers). This accelerated
conduction can easily be demonstrated on a cardiogram, a test • used to
identify the pattern of electrical activity in the heart. WPW is harmless
and does not indicate heart disease.
been
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Hubbard directing contributions to his wife's campaign
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — U.S.
Rep. Carroll Hubbard, confident he
has a sufficient war chest to keep
his 1st District seat in western
Kentucky, is asking his supporters
to contribute instead to his wife's
bid for Congress in eastern
Kentucky.
Carol Brown Hubbard is raising
money to challenge Democratic
Rep. Chris Perkins in next year's
primary. Perkins now represents
the 7th District, but the primary is
likely to be in a new 6th District
because Kentucky will lose a
House seat in reapportionment.
"If you were considering a contribution to my campaign for reelection, please just consider giving
that contribution to my wife Carol's campaign committee," Hubbard wrote past and potential con-
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tributors in a letter this week.
Hubbard's last campaign-finance
report showed that he began the
year with a balance of $335,478.
He said he is confident that is
enough to dispatch state Sen. Greg
Higdon of Mayfield, who has said
he will run in the 1992 primary.
"I'm not worried about Greg
Higdon, so I was pleased" to write
the letter, Hubbard said. His wife
said the letter was his idea, and she
was pleased, too.
"It's very unselfish," she said.
"That really is very nice that he
would do that, especially because
he has an opponent. He doesn't
seem to be worried."
The U.S. Constitution requires
House members to live only in the
same state, not the same district,

that they represent. Carol Hubbard
is a native of the current 7th District and has rented a home there.
She and her husband said in
separate telephone interviews that
she raised about $42,000 with a
reception in Washington in March.
She said that "probably at least
two-thirds" of her contributors are
people who have given to her husband in the past.
Carol Hubbard said she mailed
about 1,000 of the fund-raising letters, and most went to individuals,
though some were lobbyists or
other people associated with political action committees.
"By traveling with him all the
time and attending ... receptions,
I've gotten to know all the lobbyists and the people up here who

know Carroll," she said. "Some of
them I know every very well, so I
think they felt very comfortable
giving to me."
Hubbard's letter mentions that
Perkins beat Republican Will T.
Scott by only 1,953 votes, the
smallest margin of any Democrat
re-elected to the House last fall. It
indicates that next year's primary
will involve only his wife and Perkins; Jerry Cecil, who lost to Perkins in last year's primary, has said
he will run again.
Hubbard said he cleared the letter with the Federal Election Commission, and an FEC spokeswoman
told The Courier-Journal that it
appeared to pose no problems.
Higdon said he is bothered "that
the congressman seems to be tak-

ing this race very lightly" in the
1st District. He said he hoped that
does not mean that the nine-term
incumbent will avoid debates in
their race.
Higdon rejected recent specula-

tion that he would back away from
challenging Hubbard and instead
run for re-election to the Senate,
where he recently became majority
whip. He said there is no chance of
that happening.

Sesching for answers to all
those who/whatiwhere questions
about your new city?
As
WELCOME
WAGON
Representative, it's my job to help
you get over the hurdles of being
a newcomer
By bringing you some useful
gifts Community into Advice on
reliable business in your new
neighborhood And more. Call

Hostess Kathryn Outland 753 3079
Hostess Ingeborg King 492 8348

PUBLIC NOTICE

'Mild Bill' Webster
retiresas CIA
director Wednesday
WASHINGTON (AP) — Over at
Langley, he's known as Mild Bill.
But the moniker is not meant to be
unkind, for CIA Director William
Webster is well liked, a straight
arrow who has brought the intelligence agency much-needed reassurance and balance during troubling times.
In a town where reputations are
tarnished easily, Webster, a former
judge and FBI director, earned distinction for his trouble-shooting
skills, his ability to root out misconduct in government and fix , it
without making too many peo_ple_
angry.
His successor, however, will
need to be able to plot the course
of the U.S. intelligence community
on a new world map drawn by the
demise of communism and the ris,
of well-armed Third World powers.
President Bush announced the
67-year-old Webster's retirement
Wednesday. No date was set for his
last day.

* Not One Penny Down
* Not One Pennylp,In Interest
* Not One Penny In Payments

Rules on labels
of products called
'unclear' by some
NEW YORK (AP) — New York
City's consumer affairs commissioner picked up a Carton of orange
juice and pointed to the small print,
in orange ink on a paler orange
background.
"It cannot be a coincidence that
what they don't want to convey is
in a type size and color that is
unreadable," Mark Green said
Wednesday as he walked through a
supermarket reading labels that
could trip up a shopper.
The words were "from concentrate" on a carton of Citrus Hill
Fresh Choice. At issue is whether
something made from concentrate
is really "fresh."
The Food and Drug Administration and other groups say no and
have been pressuring food companies to change brand names or
labels. Some of the companies say
the rules are unclear. But so far,
the FDA is getting its way.

BEDROOM
DINING ROOM
LIVING ROOM
ENTERTAINMENT UNITS
CURIOS & DESKS
MATTRESS &
BOX SPRINGS
RECLINERS
ORIENTIAL
& AREA RUGS
ACCESSORIES
PATIO FURNITURE
AND MORE!

Scientists say
they've found
'sex trigger' gene
NEW YORK (AP) — Scientists
today said they made female mouse
embryos develop into males by
injecting a gene, providing new
evidence that the gene is the "sex
trigger" that determines gender.
The gene, injected into fertilized
mouse eggs, produced two embryos
that had normal male sex organs
and a mouse that showed normal
male mating behavior.
The gene appears to work by
regulating the activity of other
genes. Previous studies had also
implicated it and its counterpart in
humans in the process of determining sex.
Although the research is in its
early stages, agricultural companies
have already asked about manipulating the sex of farm animals,
study co-author Robin LovellBadge of the Medical Research
Council National Institute for Medical Research in London said in a
telephone interview.
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* Not One Penny in interest for 1 year
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Murray continues streak in all-sports trophy race
with Mal's women winning in 1987-88 and 1988-89 and the
MSU men' sharing the trophy in 1988-89.
Murray Ledger & Tonne Sports
The Murray State women held on to third place in the
standings after tying Middle Tennessee in the OVC
1990-91
won
has
State
Murray
years,
in
three
For the seepond time
Outdoor Track and Field Championships held on the MSU
the Ohio Valley Conference Men's All-Sports Trophy.
May 4. The Lady Racers finished in the top three in
campus
golf
Led by championship seasons from men's basketball,
this year.
and baseball teams, and supplemented by a second-place in five of the six OVC-sponsored sports
of our coaches and
all
of
quality
to
the
testament
a
is
This
•
It.'nnis and a third in cross country, the Racers clinched the
of athletics.
director
MSU
D.
Strickland.
Michael
athletes,”
the
in
program
athletic
zroph which rewards the best overall
and winprogram
athletic
total
a
emphasize
to
like
,..onterence. This season marks the third consecutive year said. "We
are sucwe
that
shows
certainly
trophy
all-sports
another
ning
trophy,
lurray State has won either the men's or women's

Staff Report

cesSful in that endeavor. Also, our rifle team, not a conference
sport, again finished in the top five at the NCAA
Championships.
"We are truly proud of all these performances which
together indicate the excellence of fsiSU athletics."
•
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Warriors use foul shots
to even series with L.A.
r's.-t-itkWOOD. Calif. (AP) — Magic Johnson and Chris Mullin played
ie starring roles- before an unlikely .trio decided the outcome in favor of
Ile underdog Golden State W4111U1S.
Los Angeles Lakers rookie Elden Campbell committcd two devastating
uis 'n the final 28 seconds and Rod Higgins and Mario Elie took advan;age, of them as the Warriors rallied for a.125A24 victory Wednesday
sow. the second-round series nioves to Oakland for games Friday night
and Sunday afternoon. The Warriors, seventh-seeded in the Western Connow have the homecourt advantage over the third-seeded Lakers
, splitting the first two games at the Forum.
71)
"I'm concerned. I'm upset that we lost, but it's going to be a long
.series Johnson said after scoring a playoff career-high 44 points in
idea:"We'l bc back, we'll play, we've been here so many times. We
•,•-iow how to play •on the road."
Jo'Inson made his'19th and 20th free throws of the game with 39 sccto go,e the Lakers what appeared to be a safe 124-120
Js
,ead.
•Hm.vever, a three-point play by Higgins off an offensiverebound with
coLonds- left -made -It- a one-point game. The foul was on Campbell,
!.1:!cd :o box out Higgins.
retiounded a.miss by James Worthy. was fouled by Campbell.
:tie two free throws with 3.1 'Inds !ern° giVe-thrWartlors their
vktor).
roc: d77]ors won ,Llespite being ottrebounded-49-28, but the rebounds
were .the _.most. Important ones in the ga.Me....
Campbell hadn't been used much during the regular season
Lakers' first-round victory' over Houston, he played the entire
.
.;_arler Wednesday night_
-"I ..sed h:rn because of his presence," Lakers coach Mike Durilcavy
He rebounded well and intimidated others. If I had to do it all over
e:"
------- - leave - him- in theC47:pbeil made significant contributions before committing the two
Of the second one, he said, "If they call that a foul, there would
lot more fouls in the game."
been_4
:I-ow:
The Lakers had one final chance after Elie put Golden State ahead. but
Wor:h's nhounds pass from Midcourt was deflected by Higgins and conTim Hardaway. who dribbled out the clock.
1, was a 'wonderful win for us," Warriors coach Don Nelson said.
vou have to win four games to. win the senes.
1 don't know if we can win the series, but you have to win one to get
,arled We knew we had. to win one here,and I think we will have to win
re than one here.''
The Warriors-Lakers game was the only NBA playoff action WcdnesDetroit. leading 1-0, was at Boston in an afternoon game today, and
:an is at Portland tonight with the Trail Blazers leading 1-0.
Chicago. ahead 2-0, is at Philadelphia on Friday night. The Warriors are fresh off an upset victory over second-seeded San
-\ntonto in the first round. when they also lost the opener before winning
l'ne. series 3-1.
The victory broke an 11 -game playoff losing streak at the Forum.
oni'd on page 11)

Calloway County's Tim McGrew fires to the plate in the first inning of Wednesday's 14-10 loss to Lone .
Oak.

Lakers, Tigers fall in baseball
bats are starting to wake up,
and we had a couple of guys come
off . the bench and really do the
job."
Calloway scored three times in
the third, on singles by Wes Cogdell and Jamie McDaniel and a
double by Trent Gibson. A Cogdell
double led to another marker in the
fifth, before a single from Travis
Turner and doubles from McDaniel
and Ed Chapman scored three in
the sixth.
Our

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times Sports

Both local high schools suffered
defeats Wednesday. with Calloway
County falling to Lone Oak and the
Tigers of Murray High dropping a
decision at Tilghman.
Calloway had their bats alive,
but Lone Oak continued their torrid
play by posting a 14-10 victory.
The Flash plated 10 runs in the
third, which gave them plenty of
cushion to withstand Calloway's
efforts at chipping away at the
lead.
"They Just had the one big
inning, and, that put us away." Laker coach Eddie Morris said. "But

Cogdell and Michael Stubblefield singled in the seventh, and
Trent Gibson drove in Cogdc11 with
a sacrifice before Travis Turner hit
a two-run homer for the Lakers.

Morris Was happy to see senior
third baseman Ed Chapman come
through with a 2-for-4 performance
led the Lakers.
"He's someone who's been waiting around for three years for his
chance, and he came through for
us." Morris said. "He's just kept
•his head into -it, and it's paid off
for him."
Meanwhile, the Tigers lost to
Tilghman, 12-2, The Blue Tornado
jumped out to a 7-1 lead and never
looked back. Michael Lovett
doubled for the Tiger attack.
Additional details of the MHS
contest were not available.

Boston's Rocket continues to shoot down opponents
By The Associated Press
1.0eer Clemens was on, Nolan
w a, off and Dave Stewart
P
Ads
Cernens stayed unbeaten and
.. mos: unnittable. winning his sixth
stra,ght star: as Boston beat Minne, *-3 Vstdnesday night.
van- 1ost n:s bid to match John. \:an.-ier Meer's feat of consecu- n:tters in the third inning,
:he loser as Toronto

topped Texas 4-2.
"The other night was one of
those special nights," Ryan said.
"What you compare is the command of your pitches. I didn't have
the command tonight. I lost it in
the third and was never consistent.
after thai"
Stewart, meanwhile, did not get
a decision. He left in the second
inning of Oakland's 9-3 victory
over Baltimore with a strained left
rib cage and may be sidelined for

at least a week. He has made 166
straight starts for the Athletics and
never been on the disabled list in
his 10-year career.
"There's reason to be concerned," Stewart said: "People
who've had this same injury, sometimes it takes two or three weeks -to
get _better."
"That's what I stand for: consistency." said Stewart, trying for his
fifth straight 20-win season. "I'll
just do what the doctor tells me to

David
RAMEY

e_ •

WOMEN
78 Mfddle Tennessee
69 • Eastern Kentucky
MURRAY STATE
61
44 Morehead SUMO
42 Tennessee Tech
Tennessee State
41
22 Austin Peay

MEN
1.11URFIAY STATE
Kentucky
Eastern
WWI* Tennessee
LAW P.,
1A 611•11c State
Tennessee Tech
Tennessee State

Inside
Scoop
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
Determination has always been
the key to Larry Bird.
Larry Legend has never
dazzled anyone with his athletic
ability — his 12-inch vertical
leap, his slower than slow driving ability to the basket. But
his determination to succeed —
from the day he got serious
about basketball in his teenage
years in French Lick, Ind. —
has took Bird to the top of the
basketball game.
The years at Indiana State,
where he brought a small
school to the very heights of
NCAA success, the early years
in Boston, where he took a
franchise that had been shaken
to its very foundation back to
the top of its game, are all just
memories now for No. 33.
Basketball's Mickey Mantle
now finds himself battling injuries. The heel, the elbow, and a
chronic back problem have all •
slowed Bird's step, but not his
drive.
God didn't bless Larry Bird
with the leaping ability of a
Jordan. He doesn't accelerate to
- the hoop like a -Drexler, and
isn't blessed with Magic's
inviting charm. He gets by on
precision (his jump shot), intelligence (his rebounding), and his
audacity (his passing). And his
will to win has always been his
greatest asset of all.
His drive is still there. He
throws in a triple-double against
the Pacers and spends the night
in traction. In the decisive fifthgame against the young legs, he
suffers a fractured cheekbone,
after literally bouncing off the
floor and sits out a quarter
before returning with a heroic
effort.
Even it he doesn't play
today, which is a pretty solid
if, his contribution to the Celtics in the playoffs have been
extraordinary.
Sit back in the Lazy Boy and
watch Larry Legend for everything he's worth. Because the
day ie'lbming when Larry's
going back to French Lick, and
do what he really enjoys —
hunt, fish, drive his truck
around town, and listen to the
St. i.ouis Cardinals.
All the rest of us shall be
deprived.

do and see how I feel Friday."
Clemens (6-0), the top winner in
.In other American League baseball, gave up one run on four
games, Chicago defeated Milwau- hits in eight innings. He struck out
kee 2-1, New York beat California .10 and walked only one.
10-5, Seattle stopped Cleveland 6-2
Clemens leads the majors with
and Detroit downed Kansas City an 0.73 ERA. He has allowed only
7-3.
four runs in six starts and has not
-In the National League, it was allowed a holm run in his last 20
Philadelphia 5, San Diego 2; Mon- starts, going back to last season.
treal 5, San Francisco 4; Pittsburgh
"I think in the middle innings I
7, Cincinnati 2; Atlanta 17, St. was throwing harder with the locaLouis I; Los Angeles 3, New York
tion of my hands taking the pres1; and Houston 4, Chicago 2.
(Coned on page '11)

Crum says he didn't break rules by talking to player
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Louisville basketball coach
Denny Crum says there is no substance to a television report
he violated an NCAA rule for having been present at an
in-Lampus.. pickup game involving some of his players.
Aian Cutler, sports anchor for WLEX-TV in Lexington,
aired videotape Tuesday night of Crum talking with injured
7.a..,er Greg Minor in the U of L Student Activities Center
gymnasium while other Cardinals played. The videotape
showed Minor's foot in a east, then showed Crum speaking
with Minor. Both appeared to be looking in the direction of
the playing floor as they talked.
Cutler said Crum's presence violated an NCAA rule that
prevents coaches from observing their players out of season.
NCAA rule 17.3.2.1.2 states: "Prior to October 15. members of an institution's coaching staff may not be involved
with- one or more team members at any location in the following activities: Observing student-athletes in any basketball
activities., even if such activities are not arranged by the institution's coach."
Crum said Wednesday he entered the gym solely to find
Minor. He said Minor had' become depressed after breaking
his foot, and Crum wanted to talk with him to cheer him up.
•`1 don't care what tie (Cutler) says," Crum said. "I went
in and took Greg outside in the hall to talk to him. I wasn't in
there (the gym) for more than one or two minutes."

He added: "I didn't violate any rule. He (Cutler) doesn't
know.,.. I don't go to watch my players during the offseason. There was no wrongdoing, but I can't control what
people say."
The amount of time spent in the gym is important in determining whether violations took place.- according to NCAA
Director of Legislative Services Rick Evrard.

was in the gym "for minutes. How many, I don't know. He
chatted with Minor and then left." .
Cutler said the videotape he aired Tuesday night was not
shot by his station and declined to say how he obtained it, but
it appeared virtually the same' as the videotape WAVE aired
Tuesday. WAVE sportscaster Rick Redman said his station
cooperates with WLEX on occasion but did not provide the
videotape in question.

'I really don't have a definition of what 'observe' means,"
Evrard said. "A quick glance, a one-minute stand-and -watch,
Cutler's report came a day after the University of Kentucky
a half-hour sit-down analysis, I'm not sure where we stand." self-reported an NCAA violation involving recruit Clifford
Courier-Journal reporter Russ Brown and sports anchor Bob Rozier. UK player 'Sean Woods apparently took Rozier to
Domine of WAVE-TV in Louisville were in Crum's company Louisville on Saturday in violation of a rule that states a
at the Student Activities Center. recruit cannot be entertained beyond a 30-mile radius from the
he is visiting.
campus
floor
a
office,
L's
of
coaches'
U
,in
was
he
Brown said
above the gymnasium, when Crum came in saying he was
As a result, UK has ceased recruiting Rozier and will dislooking for Minor. Brown said he told Crum that Minor was cipline Woods.
in the gym, and Crum left. Brown said he followed Crum
Rozier made an official visit to Louisville on Tuesday.
down to the gym "a few minutes" after the coach.
Crum denied Wednesday that U of L had "leaked" the
When Brown arrived, Crum was outside the gym with his information about Rozier's trip to the media.
' that
arm around Minor. Brown said Crum spoke briefly' with
"There's no way to hide something like that — not
Minor, himself and Domine, then left. He said the time lapse that was the intention (of UK). I wasn't involved and I don't
between his arrival downstairs and Crum's was much less want to be involved.
than 15 minutes.
"I hope nothing comes of it. I'm sure it wasn't
Domine said on his telecast Wednesday night that Crum intentional."

• • • •
This is usually the time of
the year when I began my disseration on what is wrong with
the National Basketball
Association. Last year, I "wrote" a letter
to David Stern in a May column about the NBA game. My
suggestions:
•Shorten the regular season
and the playoffs. It still hasn't
been done, and it still needs to
be done.
'Get rid of the physical play.
The play in te paint in this
year's playoff has been much
better, but it's still early.
'Stop the fighting.
•Let them zone and give them
30 seconds. They seem to be
letting teams play an "illegal
defense" more.
(;et some coaches. Still need
.
some working on this one. The
same guys are being rehased.
*Get rid of the draft lottery.
'Do something about Bill
Laimbeer.I think Michael Jordan
will handle that one.
'Do something about the Pacers. They looked pretty good
against the Celtics, but their
front office still could make a
bonehead trade to mess
everything up.

$
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*Homeowners or
*Business Insurance

Holton, Melugin &
Haverstock Insurance
753-3415

211 S. 12th St.
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Put Your Trust In...

Complete Auto Repa
of Murray, Inc.
Serving Murray_ and Calloway
County our 25 years
514 So. 12th • 753-8868

Weightloss Center
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I'm getting to like the NBA,
but I will like it more if
Michael Jordan finally gets the
title he deserves.
MMO.
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Actions& Reactions North Stars whip Oilers
in Game 4, take 3-1 lead
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Bowling Association banquet Included
Award winners from the Murray Women's
left): Deney Gallimore, Norma
Storey's Food Giant, the first place team, (from
pictured - Cheryl Hammons.
Garland, Ella Boren and Sharon Jones. Not
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FOOTBALL

The starting times for the OVC Baseball
Tournament at Murray State's Reagan Field
have been Set. The action begins in the double
elimination tournament on Sunday at noon,
when No 2 seed Middle Tennessee laces No
3 seed Eastern Kentucky The No 1 seed Murray Slate Thoroughbreds face No 4 seed Morehead State at 330 pm On Monday. May 13,
the Game 1 and Game 2 losers lace each other
at 930 am. followed by the Game 1 and
Game 2 winners at 12 30 pm At 330 pm , the
game 3 winner will face the Game 4 loser On
Tuesday. at noon, the game 4 winner will face
the game 5 winner for the title, and if neces
sary, game 7 will follow at 3 30 p m

EAST RUTHERFORD, NJ (AP) — The
World League of American Football will add at
least two teams next season and there is a
good chance one will be located in a city with .
an NFL team, WLAF commissioner Mike Lynn
said The additions would increase the number
of teams in the league to 12. perhaps even 14,
Lynn said, adding that the board of directors
would meet June 8, ono( to the World Bowl in
London, to discuss expansion.
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) — Indianapolis Colts
linebacker Cedric Figaro was arrested on
drunken dnving charges after police found him
asleep at the wheel of his car at an Indianapolis
intersection. Figaro, 24, of Lafayette, La, was
arrested about 1.30 a.m EST when state trooper David Henson said he found him behind the
wheel of a 1991 Ford Eiptorer, He had a blood alcohol content 01 .20 percent, twice the legal
lima for driving, police said.

GENERAL
NEW YORK (AP) — Howard Spire, the
admitted gambler behind George Stanbrenners ouster from baseball, was convicted of trying to extort money from the New York Yankees
owner Spire was convicted by a federal Wort
jury on five ol six counts in connection with his
dealings with Steinbrenner, including using the
mail and the telephone to make extortion
demands He was cleared of a charge that he
tap-ed a conversation with the intent to use it
against Steinbrenner The office of commissioner Fay Vincent said the verdict would not affect
Sleinbrenners ban trom baseball. Stembrenne•
agreed last summer to give up control of the
Yankees rather than be suspended for two
years for his dealing with Spira Spire. 32, faces
up to five years in prison on two of the charges
and up to two years in prison on the other six
counts.
CAPE TOWN, South Africa (AP) — The vice
president of the International Amateur Athletics
Federation said that South Africa must move
quickly if it wants to reorn world sport in time
for the 1992 Olympic Games A five-man delegation from the IMF arrived to assess the Situation in South African sports Lamina Diack of
Senegal. the federation vice president, said the
IA.AF wants to see apartheid laws abolished by
the end of June In addition to the abolition of
apartheid laws. Diack said all sports facilities,
training and competition must be integrated and
the nation's athletic groups must unite South
Africa was suspended from the International
Olympic Committee arid Olympic competition in
1970 because of apartheid
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OVC BASEBALL

NCAA
OVERLAND PARK, Kan (AP) — The percentage of freshman athletes sidelined by Proposition 48 academic standards dropped this
year in Division I schools and rose sharply in
Division II, the NCAA reported. Division I partial
qualifiers who got some kind of financial aid in
1990-91 accounted for 56 percent of all fresh-man attllettc scholaiship recipients. That was
down from 6.5 percent a year ago. In Division
II, Prop 48 freshmen accounted for 14.9 percent 01 all freshman athletic scholarships recipients, up from 9 2 percent Proposition 48 was
adopted in 1986. In order to play in their first
year college, students must have finished high
school with a grade-point average of 2.0 in 11
core subjects and score at least 700 on the

BLOOMINGTON, Minn. (AP)
— Marc Bureau scored, Mike
Modano checked and the Edmonton Oilers were outshot 2-0 on their
biggest power-play opportunity of
the night.
The strange saga of the 1991
Minnesota North Stars just keeps
getting stranger.
The North Stars defeated the
Oilers 5-1 Wednesday night in a
Stanley Cup semifinal game filled
with cheap shots and bad feelings.
The defending champion Oilers,
who the North Stars said seemed
intent on inflicting pain in the third
period, left the game feeling worst
of all because they are only one
loss away from elimination.
After two losses at Met Center
by a combined 12-4 count, the Oilers face a 3-1 deficit going into
Game 5 Friday at Northlands-Coliseum. Only eight teams in NHL
history have climbed out of such a
hole.
"We didn't deserve to win either
game," Oilers captain Mark Messier said. "That's over with now.
We've got to do everything better
now."
These days, no one is doing better than the North Stars, who made
their only appearance in the Stanley Cup finals 10 years ago.

The NHL's 16th-best team during the regular season, Minnesota
has already defeated No. 1 Chicago
and No. 2 St. Louis and is trying to
become the first Norris Division
team in the finals since the 1981-82
divisional realignment.
Jon Casey made 20 saves for the
North Stars, who are 19-2-2 at Met
Center since Jan. 17 and have outscored opponents 34-13 in winning
seven straight home playoff games.
A year ago, the North Stars
almost left town. Four months ago,
they were trying to avoid finishing
with the league's worst record.
"Right then and there, we were
hoping to make the playoffs," Neal
Broten said of the team's January
status. "You've still got a good
idea that you can do something
once you do make the playoffs,
hopefully get some bounces."
The North Stars are doing more
than getting a few bounces in
bouncing some of the league's best
teams out of playoffs.
"We've got four solid lines,
great goaltending and great
defense," Brian Propp said. "One
of the keys to playoff hockey is
playing great defense. We're playing as good defense as any team in
the league."

Warriors usefoul

•e•

(Coned from page 10)
where the Warriors hadn't won in the postseason since 1969.
Mullin, who missed Game 1 of the series with an injured right knee,
matched his cakeer playoff-high with 41 points. -He was 16-for-2I from
the floor and perfect on his four attempts from 3-point range.
"He was just in his dream world," Johnson said of Mullin. "When
God made a basketball player, he made Chris Mullin. He's on my allrespect team."
Mullin said he wasn't surprised he had a big game.
exam
"When the pain was gone (during pregame warmups), I knew I'd have
SAT or 18 on the ACT
night," he said. "You get into a rhythm and it just gets better and
good
a
YACHTING
better. It's hard to stop anybody when you're that hoi The main thing to
SAN DIEGO (AP) — Paul Cayard sailed II
me was that I felt good physically."
Moro di Venezia III to its second victory in four
races in the International America's Cup Class
Elie, who was cut by the Lakers in training camp last fall and spent
World Championship and set up a match
the
in
I
Venezia
of the year in the Continental Basketball Association, said he
inch
against stablemate II Moro di
semifinals New Zealand was third, its fourth
to make the winning foul shots.
exl.ec.ed
top-three finish, and won the fleet-racing por"I feel my free-throw shooting is the best part of my game," he said.
tion 01 the competition Race rules stipulate that
it boats from the same syndicate reach the "I work hard at it."
semifinals, they must sail against each other
Nelson said he didn't know how Mullin healed so quickly.
"I thought I'd have him at 80 percent max," Nelson said. "The guy
somehow was a reincarnated basketball player. Here is a guy who could
not walk, or at least jog, a couple of days ago. He was unbelievable."
MOREHEAD, Ky.(AP) — Members of the men's basketball team at
Hardaway had 28 points, 14 assists and eight steals while Mitch RichMorehead State have told athletics directors Steve Hamilton they are
mond scored 22 points before fouling out with 7:01 remaining.
upset that a search for a new head coach has been extended.
Sam Perkins had 24 points and Worthy 23 for the Lakers, but Worthy
"We just want to express our opinion," said junior center Doug Bentz.
was held to three points in the second half. Johnson had 12 rebounds and
"We didn't like how they went about the search.
nine assists to go with his 44 points.
"They spent a month searching; now they're doing it again. It doesn't
Neither team led by more than four points in the final 20 minutes of
make sense to me."
play. The Warriors led 35-32 after one quarter of play, the Lakers led
Bentz, who missed last season because of a collapsed lung, wrote a
67-58 at halftime and the Warriors led 99-97 entering the fourth quarter.
letter to school officials and media questioning the way the search was
Johnson had 19 of his team's 30 points in the third quarter while Mulhandled. Besides Bentz, nine other players and a student manager signed
lin, with 17 points and Hardaway, with 13, combined for 30 of Golden
the letter.
State's 41.
On Tuesday, team members met with Hamilton.
Mullin, the Warriors' leading scorer with a 25.7-point average during
The search was extended last week after Don DeVoe, former head
the regular season, wore a rubber sleeve on the knee and obviously wasn't
coach at Tennessee and Florida, and Murray State assistant Craig Morris
hampered by his injury. Without him in Gartie 1, the Warriors lost
withdrew their names from consideration. That reportedly left Morehead
126-116.
assistant Allan Hatcher and former assistant Jeff Burkhamer among the
remaining finalists.
Burkhamer served under former Morehead coach Tommy Gaither, who
the first hit off Ryan. Joe Carter
compiled a 52-64 record in four years before resigning effective March (Cont'd from page 10)
sure off my arm," Clemens said. followed with a double for a 3-0
31.
Clemens left in the eighth inning lead.
Bentz, who averaged 10 points and 6.5 rebounds during the 1989-90
Ryan (3-3) only gave up those
with an 8-1 lead at Fenway Park.
season, said most players would like to see Hatcher or Burkhamer hired
Wade Boggs went 3-for-3 with two two hits in six innings. He struck
as head coach.
walks and Jody Reed got three hits out six, but walked five batters and
"I think either one deserves the job," he said. "Both of them are disand drove in three runs as Boston hit another.
ciplinarians on the court, but off the court you can talk to them. All the
Vander Meer is the only pitcher
won for the 13th time in 17 games.
players respect them."
Jack Morris (2-4) gave up 10 with consecutive no-hitters in the
Hamilton, who called the meeting with the players, said Morehead
hits and six walks in five innings. majors, doing it in 1938 with Cinpresident C. Nelson Grote instructed the search committee to extend the
The Red Sox turned that into five cinnati. Ryan has tried seven times
search.
runs despite stranding 10 runners, to tie him; the closest he's ever
"Why? Basically it was felt that we needed some more experienced
but that was enough to end Minne- come was in 1973, when he held
candidates to go along with the ones we have," said Hamilton, a member
three-game winning streak. Baltimore hitless until Mark Belancommittee.
sota's
search
of the
Roberto Alomar, the final out in ger led off the eighth inning with a
"Now I guess you can read into that that it's open to other candidates
Ryan's no-hitter last week in Tex- soft single.
who have not applied, or we can go back through the list and try to find
TodthStottlemyre (4-0) allowed
as, made sure there wasn't another
some with a little more experience."
two runs on five hits in 7 2-3
Hatcher had a 262-72 record in six seasons as head coach at Williams one in Toronto.
Alomar tripled home two runs innings. Duane Ward finished for
(W.Va.) High School and six years at Marshall County High in Benton,
with one ow, in the third inning for his eighth save.
Ky.
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SCOREBOARD
"See me for all your family insurance needs."
305 N. 12th
(Next to Century 21)
•

State Farm Insurance companies
Home Office Bloomington, Illinois

Like a good neighbor, State Farm Is There.

Jane Rogers 753-9627

*

40.

St Louis at Houston, 735 pm
Montreal at San Diego 9 05 p m
Phiadelphia at Los Angeles 935 pm
New York at San Franasco, 9 35 p m

Baseball
AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
GB
L Pct
W
625
9
15
Boston
10
600
15
Devon
12
571
16
Toronto
t3
500 3
13
lAlwaAeir
13
435 en
10
Careland
360 6A
2 16
&Amore
7
16
331
New Yaw
West Division
L Pct. GB
W
654
17
9
Oakland
565 2- /.
10
13
Chicago
3 •
536
15
13
Seattle
11
500 4
11
Texas
13
14
481
Catania
4Y,
481
14
13
lAnnesota
346 8
9 17
Kansas City
Wednesday's Grade
Detroit 7, Kansas City 3
Oakland 9, Baernore 3
Boston 8. Minnesota 3
Toronto 4. Texas 2
Chicego 2, falwaukee t
Seattle 6. Cleveland 2
Now York 10 Caldomia 5
Thursday's Games
Timm ICtrampanno 0-0i at Boston (Rolton 3-01.
6.35 pm
Chicago (1.4 Perez I 1) at Toronto (Wells 2 3, 635
pm.
-en, 2-1). 705
Detroit (Petry 0.1) at lennesota (Tap
pm
Only games scheduled
Friday's Game*
Oakland at New York, 630 pm
Texas at Boston. 635 pm.
California at Ckweland. 615 pm
Chicago at Toronto 635 pm
Neal at Minnesota 7 05 pm
Kansas City at lAlwaukee. 735 pm
Baltimore at Seattle 9 35 p m
NATIONAL LEAGUE
Ease Division
GB
Pct.
L
AV
18
9
667
Pittsburgh
577 ▪
15
2
11
New York
519 4-'.St
13
14
Louis
,
500 4,
14
14
Chicago
12
15
444 6
Montreal
444 6
15
12
Philadelphia
West Diveelon
Pct,
GB
W L
15 12
556
San Diego
11
542
13
Atlanta
,
500
13 13
Cina nnan
500
13 VI
Los Angeles
3
423
11
15
Houston
331 6
18
9
San F ranasco
W.dne.dayu Game*
Montreal 5, San Franasco 4
Pittsburgh 7, Cinannat 2
Atlanta 17, Sr Louis 1
Los Angeles 3. Mew York ;
.
Harlan 4, Chcago 2
Philadelphia 5, San Diego 2
Thursday's Game
Philadelphia fliAllholland 3.21 at San Diego tilt
quail 0-1). 305 p m
Only game scheduled
Friday's Gimes
Cincinnati at Chicago, 220 pm
Atlanta at Pittsburgh. 635 pm

Basketball
CONFERENCE SEMIFINALS
(Brielat.7)
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Chicago vs Philadelphia
Saturday, May 4
Chicago 105 Prsiadinonia 92
Monday, May
Chicago 1t2 Philadelphia 100 Chicago leads
sands 2-0
Friday, May 10
Chicago at Philadelphia, 7 pin
Sunday, May 12
Chicago at Philadelphia noon
Tuesday, May 14
Pisladeiphia'at Chicago. 7 pm ii necessary
Friday, May 17
Chicago at Philadelphia 18/1, if necessary
Sunday, May 19
Philedeipna at Chicago. TBA. if !IOC treall'y
• • • •
Boston we Detroit
Tuesday, May 7
Detroit 86 Boston 75, Derrat leads senes 1 c
Thursday, May 9
Dena, an Boston noon
Saturday, May it
Bolan at Detroit, neon
Monday, May 13
Boston at Detroit. 7 pm
Wednesday, May 15
Detroit at Boston 7 p m , it necessary
Friday. May 17
Boston at Detroit TBA It necessary
Sunday, May 19
Detroit at Boston TBA if necessary
. • • •
WESTERN CONFERENCE
LA Leiters vs. Golden State
Sunday, May 5
!A Lasers 126. Golden State 116
Wminiteday, May
CgAdell State 125, LA Lakers 124 swats led 1
Friday, May 10
LA Lakers at Golden State 930 pm
Sunday, May 12
LA takers at Golden State. 2 30 p
Tuesday, May 14
Golden State at LA takers, 9 30 p
Thursday, May 16
LA Lasers at Golden Stale. TBA if necessari
Saturday, May III
Golden Slate at LA Lakers, IBA II necessary
• • • .
Portland vs. Utah
Tuesday, May 7
Portland 117. utan 97. Portland leads seines
Thursday, May 9
Utah al Ponlana, 9.p m
Saturday, May It
Portend a! Utah 2 30
Sunday, 11V9 12
Portland at Utah, 7 p.m
Tuesday. May 14
Utah et Portend. TEIA. 0 necessary
Thursday, May 16
Portland a1 Utah, 7 pm , if necessary
Saturday, May 19
Utah at Portland, TBA it necessary

Jane Rogers Insurance
305 N. 12th (Next To Century 21) 753-9627
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vinyl siding
Deluxe Models

served 5 p m -9 p m

ett.s
$0

Late Hours:
Mon., Thur., Fri.
Sat. 'till 5

with hardboard aiding
$2,11715
$2,475 11/2 CAR (12x20)
1 1/2 CAR (12x20)
$3,575
63,175 2 CAR (111x20)
2 CAR (18x20)
LARGE 2 CAR (22x22) $3,475 LARGE 2 CAR (22%22) $3,975
$4,075
$3,675 2 1t2 CAR (24124)
2 1/2 CAR (24x24)
LARGE 2 1/2 CAR
LARGE 2 1/2 CAR
$4,875
$4,175 (243(30)
(24x30)
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YOUR SATISFACTION IS OUR GOAL

BETTER BUILT GARAGE CO.
BANK FINANCING
AVAILABLE

LIELBER, KY.4502)674-5530
Owner, DWAIN WARREN

\Ise

•
:1

"'

BANK FINANCING
AVAILABLE

999

9

ADVANTAGE:
7

Pus Tax, Lic Pi!iid, Fee
Price Good
5' 9'
Ooly, No Exoeci:c-.s

Cain's*
CHRYSLER•PLYMOL1T1-1•00DGE•JEEP•EAGLE
Hwy. 641 N. • Murray - 753-6448

SHOPPING FOR
AIR CONDITIONING?
CHECK THIS OUT.
TRANE

INSTANT SAVINGS CtifiGieti

-

A1C0141-kte2_,
_

046

0‘LAS
.
0

'
aZOP-

,:0544119.'
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j

We offer you: FREE Estimates, References and Location of
Car •s In Your Area And Written Warren .

*Friday & Saturday $999

.46,61110106N‘Nolowasaalll'

I

G 7116' Blander undeniong
H Maws, wood or vinyl siding

served 5 p m -8 p.m.

Open 4m.
IN} 641N • 753-4141

9

E Treated
I
bottom plates
F et suds 16' OC

* Monday-Thursday $799

Stereo,
Red, Automatic, Air Gond
Power Windows Tilt And More.

CUSTOM BUILT GARAGES
B 17 footing

SEAFOOD BUFFET

etien

I

A 4' concrete Floor
reinforced with wire mesh

NOW
*EVERY DAY*

'91 SHADOW CONVERTIBLE $12

e
Completely Erected, Including Concrete Floors,
CHECK THESE
Not Pre Fab. Carpenter Built All Quality Materials.
FEATURES:

nag
*IV
ISO •
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The Trane Instant Savings Check'Offer
Single Package Electric Cooling and Gas Heating System

Buy and install a high efficiency Trane single package electric cooling and
gas heating system between March 4 and May 31, 1991 and receive $100
in instant savings checks. Enjoy year-round comfort, supenor quality and
'savings. Because the dependable Trane system controls energy costs all
summer. As well as all winter.
—
i
,....,il
Get the best products, instant savings checks
and expert
service from your
Man from Trane.

TRANE-

Offer evadable Porn
partospatuat dealers Offer not
avalable to contractors or thirtdent___
On qualtymie models ICC 2 4 ton
Ake rondort in thr men dem Nee
single phase. YCH 4-5 ton single ohne, YCID 3 5 ton wide phase

—Financing Abailable---

Randy Thornton
Company, Inc.
802 Chestnut St.

753-8181
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The Wickliffe Mounds Research
Center of Murray State University has
. received a 'grant from the Kentucky
. Bicentennial Commission for its 1991 I
:sham renovation project.
The funds, in conjunction with
other grants from the Kentucky Humanities Council and the Kentucky
Heritage Council. will help to support
complete renovation of the cemetery
,exhibit at Murray State's archaeologi- -cal -museum-and research faerlity-- rnBallard Counts. Mounting pressure
against the display of human remains
has led most museums throughout the
country to dismantle such exhibits.
csler • said.
Ihis is a major boost. The other
grants got us going, but the bicentennial grant really anchors the project,"
a.,ording to 6r. Kit Wester, director
0:- ;he center. "We're sure we can get it
110A .
,.
- the pi-lulu-phase project includes
the rernos al Of -human retains - alit!
ornt them. "We have to have
tkirage space to hold the remains
are studied. We have to Le
them the remains) by ar-,•,!! i--..ethotis. which is time-
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Genius will not be denied

Wickliffe Mounds receives grant
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consuming but is the only way to
asoid destruction. And we need to
prepare for a new exhebit to go into the
empty space," Wesler said. •
The Murray State summer field
school, from June 3 to mid-August.
w ill accomplish the archaeological
removal of the remains.
"After that, we an renovate the
exhibit building to accommodate the
new exhibit," he said. "That will be a
-major- part of the exhibit expense.and
that s where the Kentucky Bicentennial Commission came to the rescue."
Additional funding will be needed
to complete the project. Wester said.
i "We !lase intended to redo our
exhibit tor some time, but its a
complicated project and it is only this
year that the money has come together
to let us do a good job of it," Wesler
sa:d.

Butthe issue of display and treatment
of human remains, and the problems
of looting and vandalism, are also
important," Wester said. "The new
exhibit will discuss these issues and
demonstrate a more responsible approach."
Located on U.S. 51 northwest ot
Wickliffe, the center is the site of an
active viilagc of.mound-building Indians of the Mississippian era who
lived between A.D. 1000. The Mississippians were gone by the time European explorers and American settlers
arrived in the area.
The center is open for tours from 9
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. daily. Archaeology
Weekend is June 29-30 and features
demonstrations of prehistoric crafts.
The excavation will continue on Saturday. June 29. as part of the Archaeology Weekend demonstrations.

The new exhibit will be more
iiitoriatrveaud eduCiitional than- theexisting one,even without the human
remains on display. .Wesler said.
."We think it's important to teach
aBouT areMeolo-gy-anti- vmek ries.
hecause of what we learn I rom them.

Space Mirror set
to honor test
pilots, astronauts
.who died serving
CAPE CANAVERAL. Fla. (AP)
--- A quarter-century has passed
since a young test pilot became the
first American killed in the line of
space duty. Now he is being honored with 14 other astronauts who
died doing what they' loved.
Their families, among them
spouses, parents, children and
grandchildren, gathered to help
dedicate-a monument today at Kennedy Space Center called Space
Mirror. a glossy' granite wall with
-mirrors-- that reflect the heavens.
"I'M really. really glad they're
all being recognized for what they
gave._ So many have given so
much," said Karen Bassett-Rosani,
33. daughter of.Charles A. Bassett
II. Bassett and Elliot M. See Jr.
were killed in 1966 when their
training jet crashed. They. had been
selected for Gemini 9 four months
earlier.
Edward H. White III- said he is-:.
grateful .for the chance to honor his
father, one of three astronauts
killed when fire consumed their
Apollo 1 spacecraft at the launch
pad on Jan. 27, 1%7. "This is
going to be real special for us as a
family." White, 37, said. "It's
never too late."

Remember the 10th
For City NeN%spaper Carriers
•••:••• D
CO(SACK
>.... T0.0111 1110••••

4••••

7 -7

The 10th of each month is--a very important day-to your city
newspaper carrier. Your carricr muSt receive your payment by
the 10th of the month in order to pay their bill.
Yoti see, these carriers are independent business men and
s.k omen. They buy their papers from us at wholesale cost and
sell them to you at the retail delivery rate. When you don't pay
them by the 10th they' have to dig down into their own pockets
to make up the difference.
Please pay your carrier promptly before the 10th of each
-month. They depend on you _so write their pay checks..
Collection time can be an inconvenience for you and your
carrier
So...paying by mail is a simple way to avoid the bother of
monthly collection
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apartment he occupied while working
Robert Allen and his cat, Sparkplug, play in the one-room garage
born in poverty and not allowed to
Allen,
Nashville.
in
on his Ph.D. in English at Vanderbilt University
he could. lie finally entered a classattend school by his guardians, taught himself by reading everything
10.
May
on
room at age 31, and is scheduled to receive his doctorate

SAA elects 12 new officers
more veterinary medicine major from
The organization appoints seven
Manchester,'Tenn.: -Brad Barber, a
e_s7.
ts.._vice_pr
committee vicepresiden
occ u palion al/SatetYjunior
soa
Planey,
Karen
include:
idems
from Madisonville, vice presmajor
phomore political science niajOr from
of
platement: and Stephanie
ident
of
president
Wadsworth, Ill., vice
alumni affairs; Chris Lane, a junior Mullican, a senior work major from
Owensboro, vice president of recruitengineering physics major from Pa- ment.
ducah, vice, president of computing _ -SAA serves the-university in a
and information management; Stacy variety-. of roles. Throughout the year,
Greenwell, a junior marketing major the organization sponsors events such
from Bardstown, vice president of -as Nludball, the Outstanding Parent's
marketing and promotions; Shannon Award, Kiddie Corral during HomeBarnhill. a sophomore journalism/ coming, the Blue and Gold Network
political science major from Ft. and other'special events. SAA is one
Leavenworth, Kan., vice president of of the largest stutlentorganizations on
public relations; Josh Duvall,a sopho- the Murray -State'campus.

Twelve Murray. State University
students -have -been selected as offieers of the Student Alumni Association
for the 1991-92 academic year.
Cheryl Ktueppel, a senior,.sotial
work major from Benton, Nlb., will
serVe as president of the organization.
Other .CXCCULLviZ. officers, include
Holly Kendall, a junior biology/premed major from Ashland, executive
vice president; April Dumanski,
junior public relations major from
W'estmont. Ill., secretary; Brenda
Boehm, a senior finance major from
Owensboro. treasurer; and Leigh
Landini, a junior print journalism
major from Murray. historian.

Prosecutor sets news conference
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Washington lawyer, Herbert J.
Miller, complained that comments
from Terlizzese, such as him saying he was "99 percent sure" a
crime was committed, were "inappropriate and unprofessional."
Miller said such comments "violate Mr. Smith's constitutional entitlement to a fair and impartial jury
if he is ever charged."
Terlizzese dismissed the charges
as legal manuevering.
"That's what lawyers do. They
say things. They make noise," Terlizzese said.
Bludworth -must decide whether
to ask a judge to sign an arrest
warrant for Smith, tell police they
don't have enough evidence, or let
a grand jury decide.
Bludworth had indicated he
would need time to look over the
police case before proceeding;
police spokesman Craig Gunkel
had, said it, should be ready by
week's end.

William Kennedy Smith at a news
conference today.
A 29-year-old woman contends
she was raped by Smith at the Kennedy compound early March 30.
Smith, the 30-year-old nephew of
Sen. Edward Kennedy, . D-Mass.,
has denied any wrongdoing.
Police said Tuesday that they
were preparing a "probable cause"
affidavit recommending that Bludworth charge Smith with sexual
battery.
In a letter to the Police Department and Bludworth, Smith's

PALM BEACH, Fla. (AP) Police Chief Joe Terlizzese said
today that more investigative work
needs to be done in the alleged
rape at the Kennedy estate, and-disMtn Items on sale for 96 hours only! Mr missed criticism that he has mis\
handled the case.
SALE ENDS MAY 11.
\
Terlizzese said police still have
WE WILL
"quite a bit left to do" in their
MEET OR BEAT
investigation. He said details were
ANY
still being worked out with the proCOMPETITOR'S
secutor's office.
ADVERTISED
State attorney David Bludworth
PRICE'
said he would discuss his office's
/Ili
investigation involving suspect
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FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)- The
convictions of two Christian Coun-,,
ty men- were upheld today by the
Kentucky Supreme Court, which
ruled there was no substantial problem with jury selection in the manslaughter and robbery cases.
David Dunbar was convicted of
two counts of murder and two
charges of robbery and sentenced
to 340 years in prison. Charles
Henry Gardner was convicted of
two counts of second-degree manslaughter and two counts of robbery and sentenced to 60 years.
The two men held up a convenience store in Christian County in
July 1988 and shot and killed the
store clerk and a customer.
The defendants argued they were
denied a fair trial because blacks
were kept off the jury and a variety
of other complaints about the jury

insurance protection and service we can
provide - the kind they expect and deserve. If
you'd like to be one of our V 1 P 's give us a
call
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Justice Donald Wintersheimer,
selection
who wrote the majority opinion in
the 5-2 decision, said the arguments were baseless.
"A careful examination of the
entire record indicates that Dunbar
and Gardner received a fair and
impartial jury trial," Wintersheimer said.
Justices '-Charles Leibson and
Dan Jack Combs said the convictions should be overturned because
evidence was allowed that the two
men used guns they had taken in a
burglary of a pawn shop earlier.
Leibson and Combs were also
sharply critical of the jury selection
in the case.
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Hazel artist's work used in Mayfield fund-raiser
A framed, signed copy of each of Phillip
Powell's latest prints — "Woodland Casanova" and "Dogwoods and Cardinals" —
will be the prizes in a fund-raising project
being conducted by the Mayfield-Graves
County Art Guild.
The two prints are the latests in a series
of woodland and wildlife prints by the noted
Hazel artist.
Funds raised through the effort will be
used to help support the guild and its artrelated activities, including the gallery at
121 W. Broadway in Mayfield where the
works of new and promising area artists are
featured; arts scholarships for high school
students; and workshops in various visual
arts for people of. ail ,ages and interests.
Tickets for the drawing arc $2 each (three
for $5) and may be purchased by writing the
Mayfield/Graves County Art Guild at P.O.
Box 68... Hickory KY. 42051— by Stopping
t4 gallery during regular hours (1-4 p.m.
- Tuesday-Friday, 10-1 Saturday, 2-4 Sunday)
or by calling the Guild at 247-6971. The
drawing will be held on June 1.
In addition to the prints being offered
through the fund-raiser, both framed and
unframed signed prints are offered for sale
at the gallery. (Powell's prints are also on
sale at The Gallery and Frame Village in
Murray, for $15 each.) In the case of prints
purchased through the Mayfield/Graves
County Art Guild, Powell will donate half
of the sales price to the Guild.

"National Treasures of Norman
Rockwell," an exhibition of original paintings by Norman Rockwell,
is on view at Citizens Bank and
Trust Company, Paducah, May
6-17.
The exhibit is sponsored by the
bank in partnership with the Yeiser
Art Center of Paducah and the
National Scounting Museum of
Murray, and will be on display in
the bank's new addition to its main
office tower at 4th and Broadway
in Paducah.
Over time, Rockwell's art
changed his life and affected the
lives of generations of Americans
by giving visual substance to
essential values such as loyalty,
patriotism and self-reliance.
Rockwell's career as an illustrator began in 1913 when he strode
into the office of Boys' Life, the
official Boy,
Scout magazine, and
asked for a job. He was hired on
the spot and served as illustrator
and art director until 1917, completing 11 cover paintings and over
200 illustrations for stories.
By age 20, Rockwell had worked
for several clients as cover artist,
hookand story illustrator and
advertising artist. By the end of his
career, his work had been commissioned by dozens of major corporaPlayhouse in the Park has set the
tions, countless prominent citizens
theme
of "Cruisin" for their 15th
:Ind celebrities, and every major
summer theater season and they are
American magazine — including
"gearing" up for what looks to be a
The Saturday Evening Post, for
favorite.
which he painted 321 covers over a
"Summer brochures went out
period of 47 years.
just two weeks ago and already
Rockwell died at his home in
we've had terrific response in
Stockbridge, Mass. on Nov. 8,
said Kathryn Ballard, intersales,"
1978, leaving a rich legacy of
im
execrative
director of the Playpaintings.
house
in
the
Park.
The exhibit of 18 works spans
Season tickets, which cover one
.,,the years from 1918 to 1974. His
admission to each of the three
highly detailed and very colorful
mainstage productions of the sumworks depict mainstream American
mer, are now on sale.
family life with a spirit and understandihg few other artists have
lieen able to achieve.
The "National Treasures of Norrnak Rockwell" exhibit includes
very recognizable Works, including Murray High School will present
the cover of the 1959 edition of the its annual student, musical May
Boy Scout Handbook which sold
18-21 at the Playhouse in the Park.
3.5 million copies, one of the famThis year's musical is "Big Rivous "Boy and Dog" paintings er," based on the popular Mark
(1958), and "Scouting is Outing" Twain novel The Adventures of
(1968). A video presentation of Hucklebeny Finn.
Rockwell and his work will be
available to the public for viewing
during the exhibit. Paducah City
Ambassadors will serve as docents
throughout the display.
_"These pieces are particularly of
interest because they haven't been
on display since the National
Scouting Museum moved to west
Four Murray State University art
Kentucky in 1982," said Mark
students will have exhibitions of
Hunt, director of the Murray
their work on display at the Clara
facility. Eagle Gallery in the Price Doyle
"It's pretty thrilling to be able to
Fine Arts Center or the Curris Cenbring treasures such as these to
ter Gallery on the MSU campus
Paducah."
May 15-26.
The Museum, Icoated on the
Jown W. Bradley III, Tom Fawcampus of Murray State University,
bush and Tonya S. Vance will have
features interactive and historical
exhibitions up at the Eagle Gallery,
exhibits as well as housing some
while Lori Mitun-McQuery's work
28 works by Rockwell, often called
will be shown in the Curris Center
Gallery.
"America's most beloved illustraBradley's "Hambones, Cassavas
tor." Hunt is coordinating the show
and Potatoes" is an exhibition of
with Dan Carver, executive director
of the Yeiser Art Center.
shaped and painted objects, func"This is a significant show for
tional in design and use. Bradley, a
1991 candidate for a Master of Arts
the region," said Carver. "Citizens
degree, utilizes standard woodBank and Trust Company should
working techniques to construct his
be praised for providing the public
furniture pieces and cites influence
and the arts community with the
by Midieval and folk art.
opportunity to view the works by
"Eye Contact," an exhibition of
an artist of the stature of Norman
Fawbush's manipulated large scale
Rockwell. The Yeiser Art Center is
pleased to be a partner in the
photographs, shows the merging of
photographic and painint media to
project."
capture "people and their associaThe Yeiser Art Center, located in
tion with each other and their envithe historic Market House: makes
ronment," Fawbush said. He is a
significant contributions to the cul1991 candidate for a Bachelor of
tural health of the region through
Fine Arts degree with emphasis in
its sponsorship of the visual arts
graphic design and photography.
and nurtures a community of area
"Hamboncs, Cassavas and Potaartists; the center's permanent coltoes" and "Eye Contact" will each
lection of 19th and 20th -century
be shown in the main level of the
works is a regional attraction.
Eagle Gallery. A reception for the
"We are very excited to have
artists is planned for Friday, May
been able to arrange bringing art of
17, at 7 p.m.
this importance to Paducah," said
An exhibition of colorful prints
John A. Williams Jr., assistant vice
president of Citizens. "They are
and mixed media installation by
truly pieces that everyone can
Vance, "Dancing Spermatozoa"
enjoy. The Rockwell; are helping
will be on display in the upper
us introduce the new addition
level of the Eagle Gallery. Vance
downtown to the community and
uses mostly relief, intaglio and serwill serve as our invitation for
igraphy printmaking processes in
everyone to come in and see the
her work. "The subject of my work
building."
is life," says the 1991 candidate for
Free and open to the public dura Bachelor of Fine Arts degree.
ing banking hours, the "National
An opening reception for
Treasures of Norman Rockwell"
Vance's work is planned for Saturwill be on display in Citizens' new
day, May 18, at 4 p.m.
addition from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
"A Query Is A Question" will be
Monday-Thursday and 9 a.m.-6
shown in the CUITiS Center Gallery.
p.m. Friday. A catalog of the exhiMihm-McQuery's exhibition is in
bit is available for a small donation
partial fulfillment of an Art Educato the Yeiser Art Center and
tion teaching certification and
National Scouting Museum. The
includes charcoal and pencil drawexhibit is accessible to individuals
ings, acrylic paintings and painted
with disabilities.
styrofoam sculpture.

WOODLAND CASANOVA
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Playhouse in the Park `Cruisin' into 15th summer season
The Playhouse season begins
with "The Sound of Music," one of
the most well-known and wellliked musicals from the team of
Rodgers4 and Hammerstein. "Turnout for, the auditions was larger
than usivl, which is a good indication of.the show's wide appeal,"
said Ballard.
The musical will run for three
weekends.
The second mainstage production will be "1959 Pink Thunderbird" by James McLure, described
as a raucous, southern comedy

which is actually two plays in one.
Act One deals with three wives on
a porch, trading gossip about life in
a small town, while Act Two
shows the three husbands of the
women and tells their side of the
events.
The third and final mainstage
production for 1991's summer season is "The Effect of Gamma Rays
on Man-In-The-Moon Marigolds,"
a Pulitzer Prize-winning play by
Paul Zindel which explores the
lives of two high school-aged sisters raised by a single mother in a

bitter environment.
The season ticket not only saves
money off the individual ticket.
prices but also provides 10 per cent
discount on workshop tuitions and
on food at Pagliai's (on day of performance), and special ticket discounts: a season ticket holder wishing to see a production for a second
time pays only half price, and a
newcomer to the Playhouse who is
accompanied by a season ticket
holder also pays half price for
admission.
For summer season tickets or for

Murray High's 'Big River' premiers May 18
The two major characters arc
Huck (John Dailey) and Jim, a
slave (Michael Lovett). "It's an
exciting show," Lovett said. "I
think it will be a lot of fun."
Other cast members are: Chris
Weatherly, Rob Carpenter, Daniel

Cohen; Andy Vaughan, Scott Conklin, Chris Dill, Michael Robinson,
Rusty Thomas, Andrea Rose,
Melinda Plunkett, Kelsey Christopher, Damon Cohoon, Dusty Wilson, Todd Vinson, Christie Walters, Jennifer Fairbanks, Rachel

Four MSU art
students plan
exhibitions

more -information about the 1991
summer season at Playhouse in the
Park, call 759-1752 or write: Playhouse in the Park, P.O.Box 952,
Murray KY 42071.
Summer productions at Playhouse in the Park are sponsored by
Murray's Holiday Inn, Ryan Milk,
WSJP-WBLN Radio, and Treas
Lumber Do-It Center.

ts

WEEKLY
ARTS CALENDAR

PRESENTED BY Bt,SiNESS CONwiT7EE FOR THE ARTS

Through May 10
Exhibit — Student art, Clara
M. Eagle Gallery of Doyle Fine
Arts Center.

Greer, Dana- Hohman, Alison
Ward, Leigh Ann Carter, Katherine
Oakley, Erin Friend and Angela
Schwartz,

May 16
Meeting — Camera Club,
free, 7 p.m., Public Library.

Opening in May!
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COMPARE MY RATES
Memphis is hosting the North American premier of the exhibition
"Catherine the Great: Treasures of Imperial Russia" until Sept. 8,
1991, with nearly 300 priceless items representing the full magnificence of 18th century Russian artistry and craftmanship. The exhibit
marks the first time that this collection has been shown outside the
U.S.S.R. Shown above is a portrait of Catherine.

dthh
Dan
McNutt, AM
753-4451

On
-Life -Health -Annuities
-Nursing Home -Cancer Policies
-Medicare Supplements

Purdom, Thurman &
McNutt
407 Maple St.

This bill good toward the purchase of any regular
priced or sale priced in -stock major appliance
including refrigerators, washers, dryers, stoves,
televisions, VCR's and more!

Limit One Bill Per
Appliance • Otter Ends
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GAO says census bureau used poor method for counting homeless
t.

,

t

WASHINGTON (AP) — Congressional investigators today eriticized the Census Bureau's decision
to count America's homeless on a
single night last year, saying it may
have resulted in a less accurate tally than the one in 1980.
At the same time. the General
Accounting Office praised the

bureau's candor about the limits of
the count on March 20, 1990, when
enumerators surveyed 10,600 shelters and 24,300 street sites.
Census Director Barbara Bryant
said the nighttime count was the
best method available at the time.
but added that her agency would
keep looking for ways to make the

late for use in planning the 1990
census, he .said.
Stevens and Bryant commented
in testimony prepared for a joint
hearing of the Senate government
information subcommittee and the
House census and population
subcommittee.
In 1980, census takers counted
people in homeless shelters at
night. But they tallied homeless
people on the street over a twoweek period — visiting employment, welfare and food-stamp
offices during business hours, and
certain businesses and street locations in the evening.
In 1990, both the shelter and the
street count were conducted in a
single night. The Census Bureau
acknowledges that method made it
difficult to find the hidden homeless, such as people who sleep in
trash bins or behind hedges.
The homeless count of 228,1100
has been one of the most sharply
criticized portions of a census
deeply bruised and battered by its.
critics.
Homeless advocates called it
bogus. Observers said some census
takers, many hired from among the
homeless. failed to count people
plainly visible as they slept on the

count more accurate.
GAO ipvestiptor L. Nye Stevens said:the bureatfaidift-ran far
enough ahead for the 1990 count
and methods used were inferior to
those used a decade earlier. The
agency decided in 1987 to count
the homeless at night and waited to
test daytime counts until 1489, too

Exercise reduces clot formation
DALLAS (AP) — Older men
who exercise vigorously several
times a week greatly increase their
bodies' ability to dissolve blood
clots that can trigger heart attacks
and strokes, a new study says.
'Thirteen men ranging in age
from 60 to 82 who exercised four
to five times a week for six months
showed a 39 percent increase in
their alat4ty to dissolve blood clots,
according to the study, publish‘ed in
the May issue of the American
Heart Association journal
Circulation.
The same kind of exercise had

little effect on the clot-dissolving
abilities of 10 men ages 24 to lo
who were also studied.
"My guess is that these young
men were already healthy and possibly more active at the beginning
of the study, so our exercise training program affected their blood
clotting systems less than it did in
the older men," Dr. Wayne L.
Chandler. a University of Washington researcher who co-wrote the
report, said Wednesday:
The-exercise program consisted
of walking, jogging and cycling for
45 minutes four or five times a
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Rodney King files civil rights
lawsuit against L.A. police

V 75 Rein All U Can .Eat Food liar
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V
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Speculty Sandwiclie

week.
An Oklahoma researcher who
has studied the cardiovascular systems of athletes said the _study may
he the first to show that older men
can reduce their chances of forming • blood clots through regular
exercise.
"This is new," said Dr. Edward
Lehner, professor of medicine at
the University of Oklahoma's
Health Sciences Center in Oklahoma City. 'The fact that the health
benefits show up the next morning
after exercise is new, it suggests
round-the-clock benefits.",
Previous studies have shown
intense exercise causes an immediate, brief increase in natural clotdissolving pov4er. The new study
looked for prolonged effects.

an S83 Million claim against the
city in. March.
Meanwhile,-the 11-minute videotape of the attack was played in
court Wednesday. A judge ruling
on pre-trial motions said the violence depicted was enough to justify the indictments against the four
officers.
"This is graphic evidence," said
Superior Court Judge Bernard
Kamins. "It doesn't matter if the
grand jury saw this now or.a year
from now."
King was beaten after being
pulled over for speeding. On the
videotape, he is seen on the ground
being kicked and hit with
nightsticks.
The two passengers riding with
King filed federal civil rights, law?tilts of their' own earlier.

LOS ANGELES (AP) — Rodney
Kink, the motorist whose beating at
the hands of police was videotaped
by-an onlooker, filed a federal civil
rights lawsuit seeking unspecified
damages.
The lawsuit, filed Wednesday.
names the city of Los Angeles,
Poke Chief Daryl F. Gates and 20
officers, including the four charged
wit!), assault and brutality in the
March 3 beating. "The _so-called 'King beating'
was not an aberration, a singular
incident, but rather the latest in a
long series of excessive use of
force incidents involving local law
enforcement," the lawsuit claims.
A call seeking comment from a
Police Department spokesman went
unanswered_ after _business hours.
King and his wife, Crystal, filed

Michael Cousineau, an advocate
of health care for the homeless,
estimated the Lou Angeles count
missed up to 70 percent of the
homeless on downtown streets.
The Census Bureau said from the
outset that it had no intention of
trying to make a complete count of
homeless people.
Bryant said the bureau chose to
count at night because people
counted at public offices during the
day may not be homeless. "Some
persons use services because they
are poor, but they do have a home
address where they would be
counted," she said.
Counting people on the street in
the morning dark made it more
likely those counted were truly
homeless, Bryant said.
"Given the nature of the homeless population, it is unlikely that
any method would result in a cr-

Former IRS agent charged
with accepting bribes
SAN DIEGO (AP) — A retired
Internal Revenue Service auditor
was indicted on charges in
accepted more than $400,000 in
bribes to help a wealthy Southern
California lettuce grower evade tax
payments.
The indictment announced Wednesday alleges that Robert A. Morales Sr. accepted the money over
the past decade from Imperial Valley grower Mario Saikhon in a
scheme to help Saikhon and other
unidentified taxpayers avoid paying
millions of dollars in taxes.
It is the largest single bribery
case in the history of the IRS, said
U.S. Attorney William Braniff.
Morales, 62, and his son, tax
preparer-Robert A. Morales Jr., 28,
both orEl Cajon, are charged in a
201 -count indictment accusing
them of tax evasion, filing false tax
returns and 184 counts of money
laundering.
The elder Morales, a 30-year
IRS employee who retired last
summer, also is charged with two

SNAP

SPECIAL NEEDS
ADOPTION PROGRAM

Meadowcraft

1-800-432-9346
refsourtas
AENTuat cosastr Fo mum,*

One of America's Finest Outdoor Furniture Mfg.
Glidder

plete count," Stevens
acknowledged.
But the.bureau failed "to build
on the experiences from 1980," he
said. Tests of alternative methods
"were of little value for the 1990
census because of the bureau's late
start in planning and testing for
counting the homeless in 1990."
"As a result of methodological
and operational weaknesses, the
bureau added fewer people to the
census count through (a single
night) than it probably could have
if it had aggressively pursued the
daytime method early in the
decade," Stevens said.
The investigator called it "an
example of what has been one of
our major concerns for several
years: that the late census planning
and failure to fully 'consider and
evaluate alternatives that characterized the 1990 census must be
avoided for the 2000 census."

counts of official corrupon and
four ceunts of laundering money
that an undercover IRS agent represented as drug proceeds.
The defendants pleaded innocent
to the charges Wednesday and are
being held without bail pending a
detention hearing Friday.
The elder Morales allegedly
accepted more than $400,000 in
bribes from Saikhon for helping
him with tax issues. The money
was paid to "ghost" employees
and funneled to bogus companies
allegedly set up by Robert Morales,
Jr., the indictment said.
Saikhon, whose wealth is estimated at more than $50 million,
has not been charged but is mentioned throughout the indictment as
a "co-conspirator."
Braniff said the investigation is
continuing.
"Saikhon's case is just a more
complex side. We're talking about
... tens of millions of dollars,Braniff said.
Saikhon, one of Southern California's largest growers, efused to
discuss the case when contacted at
his Imperial County, office.
Income from Saikhon's farming
operations has grossed more than
S90 million over the past three
years, according to the indictment.
Authorities declined to reveal
how the two-year IRS investigation
began, but said the elder Morales
lived far beyond his means.
.0

$179.95
Chaise Lounge

Spring
Chair

*99.95

DOOR SHELVES
HOLD GALLON
CONTAINERS

199.95

11:AYNIk.
fiVNAM/441/00
-2*-**111114#0
It

Leg
Chair

579.95

579.95

is

4

Tea Cart

NOW ON
SALE
Save

25%-35%
169.95

3 Piece Set
Cafe Table &
Two Chairs

$199.95

odirl Ili\19/I

Only nature can design
a better way to hold milk
• Extra deep Spacemaker'' doors on fresh food and freezer
poi-ipartments rasah store gallon containers, 3-liter bottles and
six-packs.
• 19.1 cu. ft. capacity; 5.39 cu. ft. freezer.
• Adjustable tempered glass shelve-% allow efficient vac e-making
arrangements.
• 2 vegetable fruit pans, one with adjustable humidity
• Equipped for optional automatic icemaker.

5 Piece Set
Table & Four Chairs

$449.95

Thurman's

MURRAY APPLIANCE AND TV

FURNITURE

Your General Electric. Jenn Air and RCA Appliance
Deal in Murray
753-1586
212 E. Main St.

Murray, Ky.

208 East Main
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Woodmen of the World field representative James R. Jackson
(left) is
shown presenting a gold medallion award to Lodge 170 (Kirksey)
president Prentice Tucker. The award was presented for high
achievement in lodge work for the 100th anniversary of the Woodmen
of the World.

NURSING HOME
INSURANCE

An article by Dr. Kenneth Tucker,
professor of English at Murray State
University, was published in the
March issue of The Journal of Evolutionary Psychology.
Titled"The Sword and the Shadow:
A Jungian Reading of Malory's Tale
of Balin," the article deals with one of
the key episodes of Sir Thomas
Malory's "Le Morte Darthur."
. It suggests that in the sad !ale of Sir
Ilegedly
,000 in
helping
rockney
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ADVERTISEMENT FOR BIDS
West Kentucky Allied Services, Inc. will receive
sealed bids on three small
buses, which may be seen at the WKAS Central
Office, 400 N. 5th Street,
Mayfield. Kentucky. These vehicles are identified.
sa follows:
_
WKAS VEHICLE IL
1986 Chevrolet - 22 passenger - ID #56852
WKAS VEHICLE a - 1982 Ford. 19 passenger
- ID *57587
WKAS VEHICLE 1.4 - 1982 Ford - 19 passeng
er - ID #57585
Bids will be received at 400N.5th Street. Mayfield, Ky
420456 until the close of
business on May 13. 1991. Please identify each sealed
bid with the vehicle
number 1. 1 or 4 ON THE OUTSIDE OF THE
SEALED ENVELOPE.
WKAS reserves the right to reject any and all
sealed bids.

DEAR ABBY:It was our wedding
day,and we wanted everything tobe
perfect. We had our travel agent
book us into the honeymoon suite at
the classiest hotel in Dallas. I even
called 2 1/2 weeks in advance to
reconfirm our reservation.
The limo came to pick us up from
the wedding at 10:15 p.m. We had
several friends come with us,and we
went to a few places before going to
the hotel. When we got to the hotel
after midnight, the limo dropped us
off and our friends left to go to some
more places.
When we got to the reservation
desk, they told us that all the suites
were booked up and all they could
give us was a room —getthis— with
a fold-out couch!" .
Well, what could we do? We had
no transportation,so we were at their
mercy. So, that was our wedding
night!
How do we get "righted" for this
wrong? D4) we have any recourse at
all?
VERY DISAPPOINTED
DEAR DISAPPOINTED: Recourse? Sorry, not a chance.
However, your big disappointment can be a big help to people
who are planning their weddings.
Reserve the bridal suite as
soon as you set your wedding
date.(Call the reservation manager and secure your reservation with a down payment in advance.) The day before your
wedding,contactthe reservation
clerk again to ensure that you
are expected. The morning of
your wedding, have your best
man or a close friend go to the
hotel and check in for you — and
give you the key to the suite!
Another mistake was "going
to a few places" following your
wedding without calling the hotel to let the people there know
that you would be very late.In all
probability, since you didn't
show until after midnight, and
they were not advised that you
would be very late, they booked
someone else into your suite.
Let's hope your sad tale will
benefit future newlyweds.

Balin's search for self mastery and
goodness. Malory presents a world
view according to which human beings are unable to achieve a meaningful sense of selfhood.

Collectible Dolls. Giftware.
Sdk Flowers, Lamp Shades
The fkly Place in Town for
lap ibigay Used Furniture
Next door to McDonald@

In Malory's medieval world view,
unity of selfhood can come only in the
next world.
Tuckerjoined the faculty at Murray
State in 1970.

Available Thru Age 84.
Ow most comprehensive policy pays for
Skilled. Intermediate or
Custodial Care. With
Medicare's new guidelines for confinement,
Nursing Home Insurance is more important
than ever. For free information

I Apportions
6 Tooth
11 Father or
mother
12 Wild ass of
India
14 Greek peak
15 Evaluated
17 XVII x III
18 Native of:
suffix
19 Sleeveless
cloaks
20 Cushion'
21 Compass
point
22 Sheets of
glass
23 Tardy
Commissions
Ceremonies
27 Matures
28 Partner
Theater
boxes
31 Small square

50% off
Storewide
Clothes 11 Shoes
804 Coldwater Rd.
(5 Points)

NO EXPERIENCE
NEEDED

YOU .LAID TO HAVE
SLACKENED GROUPER
ON Ti-4E
MENU...

Professor Lundquist, in a seminar on compulsive
thinkers, illustrates his brain-stapling technique.

candy
34 War god
35 Broader
36 Sun god
37 Bridge term
38 Conflagrations
39 Fern. relative
40 King of
Bashan
41 Spanish pots
42 Path
43 Torn
45 Walks on
47 Memoranda
48 "The
Wonder —"

...NO! NOT TH05E MOO
POUNOS MAIN! I ALREADY
LOST THOSE TWO POUNDS!

1;11

,
Pam s

759-4492
w 'kart 6.99 rdf
_ _j
,59_9
9
(.)w.

* SPECIAL *
Fluid & Filter
Change 624.95
MATHIS
TRANSMISSION
624 N. 4th
Murray, Ky.
753-6374

DISCOUNT LUXURY
CRUISE Fla to Bahamas,
&219.00 Per Couple. 5
days/4nights. Hotel paid.
We overbought, YOU save.
Limited
supply.
404-926-3751.
MRS THERESA psychic
reader and adviser can
help through all problems:- --Call for appointment
502-554-7904

Shop

224 S. 1st St.
Union City., In.

20% off
Sale starts May 9th
Antique & estate
jewelry sale.
May 10th & 11th.
Affordable clothing
.for the whole
family.

JOBS - JOBS - JOBS
High school graduates and college
Students. Just out of school and
looking for work? Let us help you!
We are taking applications for Material Handlers. and other FactorL,
Positions. Employment Security'
Office, 1027 Mineral Wells Ave.
Paris, Tn,

WHAT ARE 40U DOING IIAGIC
AGAIN .?? I'VE GOTTEN RO OF

VVOil ARE NOT wELCAME HERE
APNMORE! RAM! FINO
`10t1 TIN TIRIES THIS 4EAR
someiviERE ELSE TO SPEND
CANT YOU TAKE A HINT?!! THE SIMMER AND TAKE
ALL YOUR FAT LITLE
FRIEMS WITH WO !!!
'+•

IF 75£ NOV 15 STEMPLE,
141r4 DOES MINE KEEP
FEE U$6 LIKE A MOTEL

•••

eur,euy,sFes
You cANT MGT KICK F1
RELFITIvecur OF youK
lictiee• UNFIT- LaJoULD
fe my FAMILY lifiNi<?!!,
av

UUU

ii
555

UiUS

Clues far (oda,'s crossword puzzle.

Dr. Louis Hamada
at Memorial
Baptist Church
10th & Main, Murray.
Sunday, May 12th
thru
Wed., May 15th
7 p.m. —,753-3182

A wonderful family expenence. Australian, European, Scandinavian. Japanese High school exchange students arriving in
August. Become a host
family/American Intercuttural Student Exchange.'
Call 1-800 SIBLING

0.1.50, BLACKENED
CATri50-1 AND
SwOROPSH ,

DEAR ABBY: My closest friend
1 Expert
wants to make me guardian of her
2 Gaelic
children in case she and her husband
7 Units
3 Hyson
16 Imitates
8 Young boy
should die at the same time.
4 Printer's
19 Walking
9 Garcia ID
Question No. 1: Can a blood
measure
sticks
10 Tell
5 Runs
relative (on either side)contest this
20 Communion
11 Balance
agroun
d
wish even though it is clearly stated
plate
13 "Destry —
6 Specks
in the will?
22 Patti and
Again"
Geraldine
Question No. 2: Can two adult
23 Liquid
women adopt each other as sisters?
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
10
measure
We are very close, and she is the
25 Ranted
11
sister I never had.
12
26 Demolishes
13
Question No. 3: If the answer to
28 Absence of
14
Question No. 2 is "yes," would
15 16
self17
Question No. 1 — if answered in the
assertion
29 Toil
affirmative — be easier for me?
20
18is
30 Beginning
19UR
NEEDS TO KNOW 21
31 Italian
2
22 S55
23
5
currency
DEAR NEEDS: In answer to
32 Reduces to
28
Question No. 1: Anyone can 24 1
powder
contest any legal decision.
33 Facilitates
27
28 555
35 Uninhabited
Whether the contester can win
areas
in a court of law depends upon 29 30
38 Escape
the circumstances,the evidence,
INN
MI
NIiiMI 39 District in
the judge and/or jury.
34
Germany
36
If two adults who are not re41 Choose
355555
(
1 DIDN'T KNOW YOU LIKED
lated to each other wish tolegally 37
42 Meadow
38
39
THOSE NATURE PROGRAMS
adopt each other, they should
44 River in
Italy
present that question to an at- 40
41
42
46 Note of scale
torney.Because laws differfrom
44 555
state to state,legal questions are 43
45465555
impossible to answer withoutthe
assistance of a lawyer in one's
48
own state.

DIAL-A-WORDTM

Get mow a special.
treat this year - a
Heart Shaped Cake
or Homemade German
Chocolate
Cake from Pam's
Cake Hut. YOU can't
go wrong as longs as
it s from

Resale

Store Hours 10-5 p.m.
759-4577

LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR-TRAILERS

Mid-East Crisis
in Bible Prophecy

once again
Consignment &

Fri. & Sat.
May 10 & 11

favorite recipes, send a long, business.
size,self-addressed envelope, plus check
or money order for $3.95($4.50in Canada)
to: Dear Abby.Coekbooklet,P.O.Box 447,
Mount Morris, 111. 81054. (Postage is
included.)

ACROSS

LENDERS say YES to all
type loans, to bad credit
and to no collateral
305-733-7303

Mother's Day
"Special

1-900-454-3535
'Extension #702

WERE PONE REAPINCr
04./R NEWSPAPER ,A4ALet3E WE

NOW THAT

CAN SCRATCH OUR TOMMY

r
' `-‘ 7 ,
.1. '1
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CLASSIFIEDS
Fans
Equipment

Help
Wanted

;

Pets
& Supplies

Public
Sale

2BR apartment in North
WHAT'S so different about
Multi-Party
PINE Bark Mulch or Nug
wood $265- no 753 3964
the Happy Jack 3-X flea
gets 2cu ft bag only $2 59
It works' For dogs &
Yard Sale
collar?
apartment
2
4 ROW John Deere ea Top soil 40Ib bag lust 1 or bedroom
catsl At Southern States &
753-4109
40lb
soil
$1 79ea Potting
Fri. & Sat.
Sat., May 11th
planter $150 489 2743
better teed stores
bag only $1 99 ea Also 2BR duplex Carport, out11
8 a.m. until ?
&
10
May
_
Iaa.tslze Shrubs or side storage economical
Buchanan-Clay.
FORD 501 7 foot mower, Azalea's are lust $2 99 ea
&
Olive
of
Corner
heat pump system Deposit
1240 John Deere 4 row drill Coast to Coast Hardware
Rd. 4
tontown
Broach
No pets
required
with monitor 8 row trailer 753 8604
miles south of
or 753-3778
7947
753
9-5
spray rig, (2) 4 wheel farm
STRAWBERRIES WalFollow
Hazel.
CHRISTOPHER S COINS 28R energy efficient du
wagons 2-row cultivator
Toes, Spring cleaning,end of
Open
U-Pick
lace's
signs from Hazel.
offer
now
We
expanding,
is
4 row Burch cultivator
plea New paint, extra
Thurs, Sat 7ani-7pm Sun- school, photo equip,
LOST 2 CATS
Glassware, clothes,
KY Flatbed drivers are you
supplies
753 2900 or 489 2870 after stamps and stamp
clean Central HA apday 1pm-Spm Price 60t
jra, idng hair tiger
baseball cards, lots
home most weekends? We
dollars
silver
with
along
wicker.
5pm
now
quart
Available
pliances
25
$1
u-pick
quart
stripe 1 yellow long
pay 25 cents 30 cents BECOME a veterinary
of everything Extra
proof sets U S and foreign
liAt
to
much
To
9898
753
Poor
RE
&
Coleman
ordered. N 16th
'air Near Hale Road &
mile and have medical and assistant animal care care
coins arid coon supplies
low prices
Murray
Farm Rd
GLEANER K combine with Coins and stamps are great 2BR large basement apartR! 34E
dental insurance
specialist Home study
crop
head
grain
753-0195
corn
153-6760
615 383-3398 ask for Jon
hobbies they also make ment WD hookup stove/
Turn your love of animals
sprayer, 4 bottom plow, log wonderful gifts and invest
Leave Message
refrigerator Some turniinto an exciting career For
410
13 IMMEDIATE OPEN
mulcher
cult'
splitter,
merits Visit us today at the tune Close to shops and
Public
INGS NEED a job? A fact filled literature
after: 5pm
159-4947
mo
$200,
Store
Antique
campus
Ox Yoke
Sal.
1106 Larkspur Dr.
GED? Hope for the future? 800 362 70 70 dept
(Hazel) Treasure House 753-8248
1407 Misty Creek Dr.
You may qualify if •You do CF742
(Gatesborough Sub.)
and Book Rack (Murray)
In Spring Creek Oaks
not have your GED or high
new brick duBRAND
A
11
Sat. Miy
the Mercantile (Aurora)and
Subd, located beA Career National Whore
school diploma You are
plex 2br ac, gas heat all
the Book Shelf (Parts) We
tween Canterbury 8,
sale Jewelry Co Seeks between the ages .0 16_ &
8-12
___Ne.._gets
appliances_
and
stamps
arid
big-Mins
641 South.
•ep for local arse No direct 21 We are an E 0 E This
753-7688 or 759-4703
brown
chair
&
Sofa
To Buy
Rain or Shine
SMITH & Wesson 38 pistol appraise estates
saies WHLS only 40-801< protect is funded by the
nights
601 Broad St. Ext.
502 7534161
Fri. 7:30-3 p.m.
Der year 713-782 9868
tone, twin mattress,
Western Kentucky Private
ANTIQUES by the piece or Bearcat scanner red light
FURNISHED apartments.
Sat. 7-12
8:00 a.m.-?
Industry Council JTPA
collections Call 753 9433 489 2476
boys clothes 6-8, girls
SPAS spas spas spring efficiency 1&2 bedroom
ACCOUNTS Receivable Call JTPA Out Of School
2 bicycles. car seat,
5pri?
Save
direct
Saturday
after
&
Factory
Friday
sale
clothes large, bedsClerk Local firm needs an
and sleeping rooms Also
dressing table, child9 3 7 8
53
$$100 s Quality guaran
& 11th
.10th
experienced responsible Barn 11 30a m
renting for May ZimmerMay
CASH for mobile home GOLF clubs(mens and wo
rens clothes (girl
preads, toys, lots of
available
styles
all
teed
person to tilt an immediate
man Apts S 16th St
tires $7 $1? each We will mens) Mans Palmer Ax
boy), adult clothes,
tread
Call
Clothes,
•
misc.
bathtubs
Whirlpool
le and exper
opening on computerized
753-6609
remove 527 2932
mom irons isw 3 iron) 1yr
crafts misc items
Soallaland
7919
486
furniture,
(205)
mill,
care for
system Send resume to
old also womep s Power
Large 2br 2bath, W/D hooSpa, P0 Box 638,Haley
JUNK cars and trucks
Saddle, odds &
P 0siBox 1040A Murray
Chi
bolt countess irons (PW 3
kup, central H/A, appl and
AL 35565
vale
437 4087
information
have referee
KY 42071
iron) For more
ends
water turn Ref No pets
after 6prn
SMALL farm with 3br house call Tim at 753 8355 during
753-3949
ACORNS to Oaks Pre
in Calloway or Graves day or 753 5904 at night TIME share units and
school Inc Seeks an
NEW duplex 2br 2 baths
county 435 4147
campground member
energetic loving teacher
Worldwide Garage with auto opener
Cheapl
DEU HELP NEEDED
ships
Fri., May 10th
with experience working
May 9 & 10
USED and antique turn,
appliances plus microwave
selections Vacation Net
oe•e^ce pretense tut
with young children Inter
ture glass tools Quilts
8 a.m.-4 p.m.
8 a.m.-?
Awry ,r
C. recessary
work U S and Canada furnished $450/mo lyr
ested applicants send re
901-642 6290
N.
641 - 6 miles
No
Dr
Northwood
lease
8250/305-771
800
1
736
vii(04 :
surne to P0 Box 5058
,421 S. 10th
Friday
OWENS FOOD
62, Free rentalaniforma,_ pets 753 2905
turn right on 464
USED chain link fencing. _
Mayfield KY-42066 by May
MARKET
ten 305 771 6331
Need about sp yards • Call
1 1514
Almo.
20.1991 EOE
NICE 1 2 3br apartment
. disPortable
Kio
Ann at 435 4425" on
house
8th
adult
near
campus
we
Clothes,
Furnished,
or
pickup
TOPSOIL
needed
V
T
many
on
BE
hwasher, bedroom
753 0277 or Also 1 3br house, 1- 4br
right on Gibbs
deliver
3-6, tops jeans
WANTED TO BUY Videos
for commercials Now hi r
Par 3 Golf Course
TIME' help sell
759-1090 Welch Sand and house W/D hook-up Day
Will buy complete store inhousehold
set,
ing all ages For casting PART
Stara Road.
all sizes, skirts 5Around The ventories Contact Larry
Gravel Hwy 641N Almo 9-5 753-6111, night
into Call (615) 779-7111 Christmas
Carts
Golf
clothes,
of
Lots
12
misc.
items,
No deliveries No
World
753-0606
Ky
Gillette 408 Linda Drive
Ext T-535
household items,
collecting Free kit training
Lighted
Hopkinsville Kentucky
NICE 2br duplex carport
TOP Soil, good rich dirt
.-CHILD Care Needed t.4 W own hours weekly pay 42240 / 502 886 6449
lots of misc.items.
Driving Range
gas heat deck,
Ideal for yards and plant appl
F 10-3 Someone to come checks 753 1087
$425/mo
753-2446
pets
No
1828
lease
759
beds
to house located in Panor
MintatUre Golf
PART TIME workers
710 Sycamore 753-7457
Bogard Trucking & Exca
ama Shores Needed May
Animal Shelter
at
needed
Softball &
vatong Inc
13 Aug 16 Experienced
Fri. & Sat.
NICE 3br stove and reMostly weekend work Pre
Baseball
Pease call 436-6099
8:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m.
WOODEN storage build- frigerator Furnished Center some experience with
Batting Cages'
510 S. 12th
ings 8x16 starts at $1095. tral heat/air Half of the
CONVENANT Transport animals Apply at Shelter
1978 FORD LTD New _
1016 $142450, 12x24' utilities $450/mo, deposit
Lessors By
Turn on rd. between
Hiring tractor trailer drivers /05 E Sycamore Thurs
Ores new vinyl top Very
Appointment
$2395 Other sizes avail- No pets 105 N 16th
J&S & 641 Shell, midtyr 0 T R Experience May 9 4 6prn or Fri May
good condition 1967
able Acree Portable Build- 753-1953 days, 753-0870
dle house.
East
calls
cents
2
phone
10
19-22
4pm
No
Single
Jimmy Sullivan PGA Pro
Chevy short stepside hot in
nights
ings 502-247 7831
PGA Pro
Men, women, children
Sullivan
Lynn
cut,
Coast pay incentive pay please
in.
36
Hp
11
Murray
front end Good engine
porcelain
clothes,
Velvet Jones
benefits package Age 23
in.
42
Hp
12
top
shape,
Mower's
YAZOO
POSITIONS available at Good parts 14t1 Moore
cards,
baseball
dolls,
large
extra
renting
Teams 27 31 cents
NOW
'
Wise
753-1152
2YR-60 HAD 2 cyl
cut almost new, 1967
Shoney s Inp Must apply in craft boat 15hp Evtnrude
Nintendo
many
1-800-458-1344
2br Water furnished
Engine 1 NeFt 48 RAD 2 cyl
MURRAY. KY
1/2 ton.
truck
Chevrolet
person Shoney s Inn Depth tinder. 2'. seats
games, old items, colWise Engine 1 YR 60 with $315/mo 753-3530 after
436 5648
_DRIVERS OTR Need ex- 641N Murray Ky
good tires 6 cylinder.
lectors plates
like
3orn
All
Engine
items
Wise
of
cyl
2
Lots
perienced van tlat drivers
250' eng., 1981 Ford
new, asking $3,500 to TAKING applications for
, 23 years of age 1 year
25- Color TV pressure
•
Thunderbird, good body
54.000 Please call (502) section 8 rent subsidized
experience veritable
Situation
cooker pint jars 753 2391
& trans. needs motor,
227 2760
leage pay bus benefits
apartments 1, 2 & 3 bed
WaMsd
FREEZER, baby bed with
302 CID, _1982 Buick
Calf 1-800-444-6648
rooms Apply Hilldale Apts
CHILD Care in you; home
mattress dining table with
Regal, new tires. 350
or call
Hardin, Ky
211
Fri. 9 am.-4 p.m.
TRUCK drivers Great pay days or evenings Adult 6 chairs lounge chair
motor, runs good, Scars
502-437-4113 EHO--Sat. 9 a.m.-?
and benefits Talk td a com- Murray student Exper
753-1631
Radial Arm Saw 2 1/2 HP
Firewood
Across from Murray
pany that puts its money ienced 753 4275
Mobile Home
A-9
walker
10 in. Like new, Wood
HOSPITAt bed
where its mouth is We pay
High track:
A FIREWOOD for sale PRIVATE Investigato
Off of
Village
you
if
machine
753-4590
call
breather
JUST
turning
with
Invest]
Turnlath
Confidential
A
B
D
up
for your OTR experience
437-4667
on
121
Of
elderly
help
with
Hwy.
759-4490
need
Shop
gatsons Southside
tools 84 chuck, live cen
to 28 cents per mile Call
sick Experience refer
WOOD for sale 753 9745 ping Center Suite #102
Rd.
Bailey
Hunt
J B
like
tiller
Tine
tens,
Rear
tyr
speakers
2BR stove refrigerator
Anytime for KENWOOD
Murray, 753 2641
1-800-2JB HUNT EOE ences
Child and adult
new, Front tine tiller
old i2) 6" 2 way 21 6'
lmi past Graves Co line
2an
Subiect to drug screen information
some
3-way (2)6x9 $100 Video
Hwy 121N Deposit and
clothes,
used.
SHARP copiers AuthorPhone applications wel- WILL heir) new mother with Games for IBM A10 Tank
references required No
household
ized dealer for sales ser
For further informamisc
miscoiarieoue
comed for first seat drivers newborn light housekeep- Killer Vette, Battlehawks
To many items to list.
pets $275 489-2440
vice supplies parts and
tion or directions call
items, 1979 Dating etc Call Mag an exper- 1942 Thunderbiade
2 WOODED lots in Sher rental units Local corn
Rain.or Shine
'EARN EXTRA INCOME'
AVAILABLE May 4br 2 bath
.
502-474-8040
sun $200.00.
grandmother
$15
more
or
Rosa
two'
ienced
wood Forest 1984 Cutlass pany Call 1-800 248-431.9
Earn $200-$500 weekly
brick, central Hits ap4468
759
Stephen
753-9630
759-1084
offer
Make
an
bro
1991
Travel
mailing
pliances $500/mo, depodlures For more informa WILL babysit days in my MENS ring 4mm gold
270
sit Coleman RE 753-9898
AAA Value Swimming
tion send a stamped home
References
band Never worn $50
pools Brand new leftovers
LYNN Grove cedar house
Homes For Sato
addressed envelope to A-1 759-4490
492 8815
at sacrifice prices, Huge
2 or 3br, 1 bath, A/C
Box
P o
Travel
family
x24
15
x
0
9
1
Ds
31
par14x70 2br 2 full baths
$275/mo + deposit
430780-BI South Miami, WILL do house cleaning or NEW refrigerator $800
size pool complete with tially furnished Owner
Calloway Middle
sit with elderly Call after 38in stove $75 heater $5
382-2882 after 4 30pm
FL 33143
filter
and
fence
wants offer 498-8911
cabinet $10 miscellaneous sundeck
Hwy. 94 E. turn
7prn 753 1016
School
financnow only $888 Full
evenings after 5pm
kitchen clothes and
EXPERIENCED painter
J V
783 Penney Road
on McDougal
right
arand
installation
ing
May 11
Sat.
25ea
492-8297
stuffed animals
2yrs or vocational school
110
'byword'
ranged Call toll free
on
house
Last
Rd, 2nd house on
753-0725
training Residential and
Business
Noon
7:30-12
Supplies
&
1 800-284 7946 ask for 1470 3br, 1/, bath mobile
commercial lobs 733-9382
Opportelty
right.
before
right
toys,
home Refrigerator, stove
the spa designed
ORDER
'plants,
Chris
Bicycles,
14M0 old saddle colt stud
after 5pm
air conditioner WI) hoo
clothes,
desk,
office
Freezer,
489-2476
LOG home dealership Top for you Murray Hot Tubs
clubs,
golf
80.
liwy
AGREE Carports 12x21 kup underpinned on rented
115 S 13th St
EXPERIENCED morning og home manufacturer
lawnmower.
tools, baseball cards,
crafts.
Reg $1295 on sale for lot Asking $10 200
2 PONIES 132H, 9yr old
cook wanted for MatesDc seeks dealer Protected
Follow Signs.
ROUND coffee table 40'
reg $1795 on 759-1552
2021x
lots
of
items.
misc.
$756
black
other
Syr
old
12
2H,
sorrel.
many
Royale Holiday Inn Mar
terntory, high earning po
Toro mower 759 4947 at
Rain or Shine
sale for $1156 Call Mayand white pinto Well maninside if rain
Held
ray Job pays $4 50 or tenhal full training and
ter 5torn
$1800.00(pun used homes
field 247-7831
nered, trail ridden. shown
more depending on ever' leads provided Need not
Several to choose(MT. Keith
Sorrel pulls
person
in
ence Apply
SUNTAN booth 753-3488
Yard Sale
$400 Baker Homes Hwy 79E Paris, .hunter/jumper
interfere with present em
CAR trailer
cart 1500 ea 2 western
pioyment Models starting
753-7931
' 644-0012, saddles, 15'.4 $150 arid
Tn.
& Sat.
OFFICE Manager
Fri
YAMAHA 250 Tr' Z $900
at $9690 1 800 280 1424
1 800-533-3568
custom made 3 PW golf CONTEMPORARY 88in
Secretary, full time position
$300 One English childs
LOG
9-4
OD
BRENTWO
dubs *bag $115 couch
available for insurance ofcolorful sofa $250 1986 CLAYTON 14x70
Stubben all purpose
HOMES 427 River Rock
coffee table two end tables
fice Administrative skills
Rt. 7 Box 69
$ 20 0
759 1367
saddle,
3br 2 bath All electric
TN
Murfreesboro
Blvd
$150 antique Singer Sew
and computer knowledge
502,382•2773
Weekend Flea Market starting May
Stella Mobile Home Court
37129
Oaks Estates
•Fabric
BRI(''Fabrie
FA
wig Machine $75 Call Ray
required Expenenoe pre
4934
759
daily.
arriving
HEIFERS
Spring fancies
BULLS AND
11th at the What's It Shop.
Crafts, wreaths, decorated
Ann 753-5902 492-8320
terted Send resume to PO
PERFORMANCE TESTED
Bridal too!! Country Re- "1987 REPO" 2br 2 bath
hats,
silver
pillows,
Local sandwich & yoJunction 641 & 80 Hardin. Ky.
Box 1040S Murray Ky
mnants Hwy 68/641 Draffen- Excellent condition Central Simmental Gelbvieh, and
42071
pieces, old quilt, antique
gurt business. Exc.
15.0
1st Weekend free set up
vine, Ky next to Bonanza air, dishwasher, stereo, skirt- Maine Anjou crossbred
library table, girls clothes,
business opportunity.
liome
OTR drivers 12 months
No furniture sales please.
Marshall County. I Oam -5pm ing included. Keith Baker service age Bulls and Heifbicycle, toys; and much
Fundshimas
experience 23 years of
Mon-Sat
ers Only the very top per& selling quality used furniture, appllHomes Hwy 79E Pans, Tn
buying
Now
more
age drug testing required
formers offered for sale All
1-800-533-3568.
1920s ERA dining table
644-0012,
dolls.& etc. For more information & set
quilts,
naces.
GATLINBURG SummitRain or Shine
Hornady program
animals health tested and
and 4 chairs Very good
437-4208.
top
call
up
mountain
Breathtaking
bath
1
2br
1991 14x50
1-800 648 9664
guaranteed to breed Smith
condition Large ornate
views of mountains Fire- Total electric WD hookup,
Broadbent Farms, Cadiz,
Walnut $250
iegs
place.balcony kitchen In- underpinned Located RiviDAY
42211
KY
901-498-8993
Honeyeacuzzis
door pool
era Cts Lot 7 389 0141
(502)235-5182 NIGHT
moon specials, Free broBEIGE love seat $75 rose
(502)2355170
Fri. & Sat.
chure 1 800 242 4853 1991 14x70 3br furnished
colored small upholstered
and se
Iklivered
512,900.00
9885139
(205)
$50
rocker
swivel
150
10th & 11th
tup. I only. Keith Baker
753-2234 before 3pm or
AVAILABLE THRU AGE 80
Pets
Lava ROCit Haines Hwy 79E Paris, in
LANDSCAPE
after 6pm
108 N. 7th St.
& Supplies
1cu ft- bag only $1 50 ea 644-0012, I 800-533-3568
No Physical Examinations
Black rock 50Ib bag $1 50
p.m.
BR furniture 6 drawer
8-4
3
black
AKC
chow
trailer
puppies
travel
PERRY
If you are in reasonably good health &
ea We also have sanitized 24ft
dresser with mirror 4 draw
1 cinnamon $100 each
skirted, in
disself
contained
Antiques,
answer no to a few questions you
can
only
play sand 501to bag
of
chest
er
Farmington 502 345 2071
underpinned Ex
qualify for preferred rates. Below
$2 19 and Lawn Lime 40Ib sulated condition brick pa
may
drawers in very good contoys,
hes,
cellent
AKC registered Pomeradition. bag only $2 39 ea Coast to
are a few nignaily preferred rates at
at
See
fence
privacy
tiO
clothes, furniCoast Hardware 753 8604
nian puppies Shots and
8250. apricot/gray/white
different ages for a $4,000.00 POLICY
Grogans Trailer Court 94E
wormed $150. Cash only.
twin comforter and bed
for
building
storage
LARGE
craft's
ture,
2394.
ruffle with 2 apricot balloon rent $150/mo Call after DOUBLEWIDE Available Pans, Tn, 901-642
FEMALE
MALE
valances $40. DP weight
June 1st 2br 1 bath $3000
40 - $7.73
age
Eipm,
753-2031
Dadishund
$9.09
age
40
AKGregisamod
bench and weights $125
deem and take-over pay- 2 year cite malei AKC regis50 - 9.85
age
12.37
age
50
fl
LOG homes Over 40 star
owner
759-1293 after 5pm
Possible
ments
tered Bassett Hound 3 year
- 17.33 age 60 - 13.33
60
age
dard models Free bro
nancing Days 527 1987
489
2476
female
KINGSIZE waterbed Exold
chure Honest Abe Log evenings 354 6335
age 70 - 27.53 age 70 - 21.45
cellent condition 489 2604
810 Sunny Ln.
Box
One
Route
Homes
HAVE an obedient, safe
la
age 80 - 52.73 age 80 - 40.73
Amnia' Zhaoalter 5con
841CK, Moss Tennessee
dog for show or home
260
KITCHEN table with 4 38575 (800) 231 3695
Classes or professionally
Mobile
Premiums guaranteed NOT to increase
chairs $25, square wood
trained Serving Murray for
Rent
For
Hamm
2-x8-x16"
PATIO stones
over 12yrs 436 2858
table with gimp., lop $15,
2
au
ga.
12
conditioners,
gray or red 69e ea Also 28R 2 bath gas heat con
coffee table $10 489-2529
The Sonic Drive4n in Murray, Ky. is looking
Rem pump gun, rowing
2'ir12- square or hexagonal eater country John Deere PEG'S Dog Grooming
patio stones gray or red lust and Arens riding mowers
753-2915
exercisers. Many like
for a few good people. Must be neat,
753-4199
$1 69ea We have red Both 8hp Excellent condi
new items,
courteous, friendly. Above average pay for
1101 Story Tropile
Federal Say. Bldg.
Pen
PET
Hopkinswi
paving
square
octagon
tion 753 3942
for
Something
birds Iguanas'.
fish.
Antiques
above average people. Flexible hours.
cal
Murray. KT
Main,
at
7th
,stones for 554 ea and 18'
Tranutals' Chincillias dog
everyone ,
"Our 29th year of service"
WALNUT table with 6 square brickfaced patio SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br grooming, bulk feed
Apply at
dis
Cancelled if rain
chairs & eft billet $600 stones $3 69 Coast to electric or gas Walking
759-1322
217 S. 12th St. Murray
Lance to college 753 5209
Coast Hardware 753 8604
LOST blue plastic 10' x 15' EXPERIENCED body man
underarm zipper: case and 40hrs week 435-4443
Reward.
contents
FRIENDLY home parties
753-2936
has openings for demonLOST Tan billfold in Wal- strators No cash invest
Mart parking lot or in store ment No service charge
Please return papers and Highest commission and
other pertinent information
hostess awards Three ca
1 901 247 5538 Mail COD talogs over 800 items Call
it found
1 800-4884875

:

="8

WOLFF tanning beds New
commercial home units
from $199 00 Lamps
lotions accessories
Monthly payments low as
$18-00 Call today free new
catalog
color
1 800 462 9197

35 MASSEY Ferguson
tractor 492 8.411

Yard Sale

Garage Sale

Yard Sale

4 Party
Yard Sate -

Moving Sale
Thurs &

Yard
Sale

Yard
Sale

Large
Yard Sale

Yard
Sale

8:oo-a:oo

Yard Sale
Fri. & Sat.
May 10th-1 lth
7 a.m.-?

-

Fri.
May 10
7 a.m.-?
614 Broad
Extended

Nloving Sale
1705 Johnson Blvd.

Yard Sale

Fri. & Sat.
May 10 & 11
8 a.m.-3 p.m.

Garage Sale
May 10th-1 lth
8 a.m.-5 p.m.

2-Yard
Sale's
May 9 & 10

Gigantic
Yard Sale

LOOK
Flea Market

Contact Video Elite
6185244388

Yard Sale

Southwest P.T.A.
.appreciates their
principal
Dr. Michael Hicks

BURIAL INSURANCE

Yard Sale

NA7AfIff

Fri. -Sat.
May 10-11

McConnell Insurance Agency

000 4342326

-

4,et-r
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Public
Sal*

Sale
ay 11th
until ?

n-ClayRd. 4
outh of
Follow
.m Hazel.
e, clothes,
cards, lots
ing Extra

Sale
Creek Dr.
reek Oaks
cated -b.-I
nterbury_ &
r Shine
0-3 p.m.
7-12
, car seat,
able, childes (girl &
It clothes.
.0 items

1rd
ale
ay 10th
.-4 p.m.
- 6 miles
!tit on 464
adult
c-6, tops s, skIrts 5-

•

Your Ad
Could Be
Here
Call 753-1916
Yard Sale
Fri. & Sat.
May 10 & 11
8 a.m.-4 p.m.
Hwy. 121 N. at
Stella, turn right
on Hwy. 299, go
2V2 mi. on right.
Livingroom Suite, 2 blue
Queen Anne chairs,
Crete bird bath, freezer,
trading cards, books,
tapes, videos, tOys, dolt-imp, exercise bike

ATTENTION veterans
Home loans to purchase or
refinance
1 0 0%
purchases/ 90 %
refinances/ to $144 000 00
Phone Clarence Phillips
Mortgage Company
1-615-684-1029

2BR brick in city 753 5446

PRICE Just reduced' Jump
at this ideal opportunity to
enter the rental income
market Attractive duplex
features 3brs & 1 baths
ant side and lbr bath and
kitchen on the other Now is
the time to invest $64,000.
MLS 2931 Call Joari al
Kopperud
Realty
753 1222

3/4 BEDROOM 2". bath,
brick on 3 acres near
Coldwater/Farmington Din ingroom plenty of closets,
cabinets double garage
753,2223

HOMESELLERS
REALTY
753-0375
1901 N. 12.111

12111 ST COMMERCIA1
',artier of 12th & Sharpe In
.C6I

FARMERS DELIGHT 115
with approx 100
acres
open, 4BR home,(2) 5000
bushel grain bins, 2 metal
buildings, stock barn, pond,
Priced $89,500, additional
96 acres may be pur
chased Moody Realty,
H T (Tommy) Moody
Realtor, 414 Tyson Ave
Paris, TN 901-642-5093 or
1-800-642-5093

Arta

S25,000

Make offer 253-0325
FIFST LOTS IN TOWNI
Woodgate & Preston HeigilLs

Underground utilities. Johan
Robertson
Rd. atea.
753-0375
IlomeSellers
+AVE THOUSANDSM!
3BR brick 5 miles south
east 1360sq ft , 1 bath 1
acre wooded lot, new well
and septic Mid $40's
436-2742
CONDOMINIUM ground
floor unit with garage Low
utilities wheel chair ac
cessable For sale or lease
753-3293

Homes
For Sale
2BR with carport Low
maintenance Near University $28,000 753-3293

HILLTOP Home Must sell
3bedrm, 1bath, attached
garage. 4 out buildings
Fruit trees On Hale Rd
'/ acres $25,000 negotiable 502-436-2010

BOB HALEY, Real Estate
Sales and Appraisals
Roberts Realty 753-1651
or 489-2266

3BR, 2'4 BT home 3 mi
west of Murray in Oaks
Estates Large kit & family
room with fireplace. Dining
KOPPERUD REALTY of- room, playroom, utility. and
fers a complete range of garage Central H/AC,
Real Estate services with a paved drive, city water, cawide selection of quality blevision All appliances included_ Perfect for young
homes, all prices
753 1222, toll free family or retired couples
1 -800-251 -HOME Ext Call 7538151 for
appointment.
711L

NEW 3br 2 bath house in
I storage
our
inter
all
753-3903
PRICE reduced' Three
bedroom 1-/I bath, brick
excellent condition on quiet
street in city Central gas
heat living room dining
room kitchen/utility room,
large sunroom, paved
driveway, carport detached garage or workshop, fenced backyard.
Lots of extras Call
753-1893, Chuck Foster

INVESTORS • FARMERS • RANCHERS
TENNESSEE'S FINEST!!

; rge
Sale
& Sat.
A:00 p.m.
S. 12th
rd. between
1 Shell, mid e.
en, children
porcelain
seball cards,
Nintendo
.lcf items cotales

t.

ABSOLUTE AUCTION
Motorcycles

SAT., MAY 11TH AT 10:00 A.M.

1982 YAMAHA 750 top
condition 6xxx miles
474-2754, 4 8pm

THE BOBBY CROWDER FARM
390 ACRES
IN 7 TRACTS
NEAR PURYEAR, TENNILSSIE

Rd.
adult
some
household
1979 Dat-

and

'00 00
'antic
d Sale: •
'ay Middle
.chool
May 11
12 Noon
'plants, toys,
, uhs. clothes,
lawnmower,
her items.
,,side if rain

et
rting May
op.
din. Ky.
t up
•ase

rnIttire, appllformation & set

E 80
(ions
• health &
Stions you
tes Below
ed rates at
00 POLICY

• - $7.73
O - 9.85
- 13.33
O - 21.45
O - 40.73
to increase

NEW and used tires Key
Auto Parts Hwy 121S
753-5500

O Tracts Ranging From 4.5 To 129 Acres
O Numerous Beautiful Building Sites
O Mlles Of Road Frontage
O Fenced • Fenced And Cross Fenced
O Facilities • Buildings & Barns
O Growing Crops Go With The Farm
•Pastureland & Creek Bottom Soils
I% DOWN PALAU

DI 0

TS

1986 CHRYSLER MiniVan ps/pb tilt cruise
electric windows and seats,
low mileage real nice
753-7516
82-91 CAMARO or 228
Daytona style hood $300
437-4076

JAMES R. CASH
The AUCTIONEER A REAL ESTATE BROKER
FANCY FARM, KENTUCKY 42039
15021 6218466 Or (502f 623-6388
FAX 5 502)623-8885
11NN MN NO 2111 1, TENN LICENSE NO 930

CONTACT AUCTION CO. FOR DETARED BROCHURE

NO MINIMUMS!! NO RESERVATIONS!!

1929 FORD Model 'A" two
door sedan Recent motor
overhaul, new upholstery,
paint and tires. Titled collector's item First $5.750
Call 753-5154 after 5pm

PUBLIC AUCTION
SATURDAY MAY 11, 1991 • 10:00 A.M. • PURYEAR, TN
LOCATION: From red light, go 1/4 mile North on Highway 641 - Sale on left.
Rex Gore is having a Liquidation Sale and has commissioned Doug Taylor
Auction Service to sell the following equipment at Absolute Auction.
PARTIAL LISTING
1986 Buick Skyhawk, 1978 L L 3208 Cat, 4 sp , 2 speed rear, long wheel base
P S , double frame • 1981 International S Line,911 diesel, 5 speed Clark, P S.,air,
double frame • 1977 International 2070A, 290 Cummins, 9 speed, P S , twin
screw, 15 ft dump • 1977 Chevy grain truck C60, 16 ft. Omaha w/hoist • 1980 Ford
F600 Diesel,8 2 for 16 tt bed(not pictured)• 1974 GMC 6000, 366,5 sp, 175 rear,
double frame for 16 ft bed• 1974 Chevy C70 cab over diesel,6V53, 18000 rear, 11
ft dump • 1978 Chevy C70 Conventional 366,5 sp, 18000 rear, 10 tt dump • 1978
Ford F600 12 ft flat dump w/trailer hitch • 1977 L L Ford F700,391, 5 sp, 18000
rear, long wheelbase, double frame wan Pack RH20 roll off Garbage Bed • 1979
Chevy 1 ton, 350 eng , 4 sp • 10 ft hat bed • 1972 Ford 1 ton, 3006 cyl , 4 sp , 10 tt
dump bed • 1974 Ford 1 ton Wrecker • 1978 Chevy Pickup (bad engine) • 1976
Dodge 15 passenger van, 360 eng., auto, air. power • 1966 Chevy Pickup 6 cyl . 3
sp.,• 1956 Diesel 1 ton Van 300,6 cyl .4 speed, High cube • 1970 Chevy Van, High
Cube, 350 eng 3 speed • 6 x 16 Cattle Trailer • 16 ft Flat Dump bed w'hoist •9 ft
Gravel Dump with cab Procter • 2 bunk log loader • 471 Detroit Diesel Eng ,
removed from air comp.•671 Detroit Diesel Eng removed from air comp • Lincoln
Electric Welder, 3 ph, 300 amp, general type • Electric Welder,600 amp. Lendie •
2-3 hp, 3 ph. Electric Fans, w/metal frame • Misc Hydraulic Components. Hoist
for Dump • 150 tt of inch cable • 1-1/2 ton chain hoist(man)• 1 ton Hoist (single
phase)• New Heat Pump Carrier (Mobile Home Type)• 140 International Tractor
w/6 ft ,sickle mower • 4 ft box blade • 4 ft tractor tiller • 14 tt J.D (A W)Disc •
Woods 15 ft Bush Hog • Conveyer.5 hp Briggs, side shaft • Trailer w/sides single
axle • Metal Racks for pickup •Super C Tractor(tor parts)• Trailer 5x8, single axle
tilt bed (new)• 6x16 Tandem Axle Utility (new)• Bean Orchard Spray. 200 gal
Stainless Steel, 1 axle, 12 hp •Stock Watering Trough (fiberglass)• Small pull type
camper (nice) • 4 inch Trash pump, V4 Wisc 1 axle • Truck Bed (insulated van
body) 14 ft for storage • 3 hp Johnson boat motor • 22 Case riding mower. 12 hp
Kolor • 10 hp Evinrude boat motor • 5 hp lawn mower. Yogo, self propelled • 3 hp
Push mower • several useddoors • 2 school buses for storage • 15 pieces plywopd
(4x8)•Approx 100 pieces 6 inch Celotex siding • 110? new /umber • 1 lot Walnut&
Cherry • Well Drilling outfit (15011 depth)• Several Tires. Pickup & Truck, 7 50*
16,9 00 x 16 5,8 00 x 16,5, 10.00 x 20.9 00 x 20. Forklifts, Air Comp Misc Scrap
•Several 55gal Drums(empty)• loft Garage
•Servtce Bed for lion truck{10 ft)
door (roll up)•2 used sprockets for 450 JD Dozer • 1000 gal Fuel Tank (like new)•
Small Storage Building • 1947 Ford flat head motor & trans w/2 way Power Take
Ott • Walnut Office Desk • Small Stihl Chain saw (Good)• other Miscellaneous not
listed All items may be viewed and vehicles test driven, Friday, May 10th
Terms & Conditions — Cash or Check with proper I D Complete settlement day of
sale Announcements made day of sale take precedence over previously printed
material Not responsible for accidents Refreshments Available
For information and your auction needs contact

Doug Taylor Auction Service
ay. Bldg.
y. KY
rvice"

Puryear, Tennessee (901) 247-3784
Lic. KY & TN #1445
Taylor Made Auctions Are Better

1987 THUNDERBIRD
loaded, including air, antilock brakes, leather seats
5 speed, factory graphic
equalizer 759-4697

1978 OLDSMOBILE Delta
88, psipb an auto excellent mechanical condition
5 liter V8 engine AM/FM
cassette
1 owner
753-4134

1988 PONTIAC LeMans
5-speed, A/C, AM/FM cassette, 51xxx, one owner
$4250 or trade 762-4789

1979 CADILLAC Fleetwood Limo excellent mechanical condition 28 in- 1989 CAMARO $800 plus
ches of stretch new 501 take over payments
commercial service motor 753-2735
new 400 turbo transmis- 1989 FORD Escort 4 door
sion, wet bar Will sacrifice AM/FM stereo Air/heat,
at $4,900 00 or best offer, cruise Extra clean 45,000
need to sell Call Frankfort miles Owner must sell
(502) 227-8015 after 6pm $4900 753-6633
1980 CHEVROLET Malibu 1990 300 ZX loaded, auto4 door, 6 cylinder, power matic 753-7441 or
brakes and steering, air, 753-4023
auto Good condition
CAR Stereo Installation
$1050 753-7475
753-0113. Sunset Boulevard
1983 MUSTANG ,GT
Music Murray's Alpine Car
Local, one owner, low Audio Specialist, Dixieland
miles Excellent condition Center, I block from MSU
759-4018
donms.
1983 TOYOTA Corolla
SR5 air, auto with overdrive 1984 LTD wagpn,
beige, extra nice 1972
Ranchero, all orig , auto
with air 1972 Cheyenne
Pickup, auto , air, P/S , PIB
1975 Chevy Pick-up
489-2743

EXCELLENT condition
1986 Chev Caprice. Fully
loaded Call after 5pm.
753-7903
GREAT graduation gift
1990 Mazda MX6 Low
miles Lots of extras
437-3042

MUST sell! 1981 Tornado 2
1984 CHEV Cavalier CS
door All electric, leather
wagon loaded Extra nice
seats $1000. 492-8384.
65,000 miles
Call
753-8004
PUNCH 45 $225 15th Anniversary Special! Sunset
Blvd. Music Murray's
Rockford-Fosgate authonzed
dealer. Dixieland Center
Chestnut St. 753-0113.

\\biking
Around
The
Clock
For You'

WANT to buy Ford Escort
Wagon. Late model, one
owner, good condition, low
mileage. 753-1571.

Sothe adverthrfts enostages NO hew
Ins
, or head lo. •
they're we.
1tru. teconds
and than they we
sone
not that •ray when you atlyertne
0.01ed V00,
nen be reed end te mad - any tune
of the day ot n411

50 YOUNG BEEF COWS
WITH CALVES AT SIDE

1987 MAZDA RX7 GXL
blue 62,000 miles automa
tic, cruise. AM/FM cassette
with equalizer, sunroof
power windows Would
consider trade 753-2068

1977 CHRYSLER 2dr
coupe air, radio, excellent
cond $795 will trade
759 1922

H

Located 4 wiles nest ol Purywer
Hwy. 140 15 miles northwest of
Perks Tonne... 15 wiles southwest of Murray. Kentucky

Sale
:,m.-4 p.m.
9 am.-?
bile Home
Off of
on
121

1975 GRAN Torino AC. 1985 OLDSMOBILE Ca
pb/ps, intermittent wiper. las Blue 2 door loaded,
59,500 original miles 61,000 miles $3750 Call
$1200 436-2639
759-4808 after 6pm

WNW vat'', looking lot reeuit•
twat to- els$5040
PhOne nail
put; your ad rn print end r1'
,tern
On ofioAl
F IP .ound
Vet.
the clock`

The Murray
Ledger & Times
Classified Ads
753-1916

TOYOTAS COST LESS
IN MURRAY
CARS
90 Toyota Corolla............11187
19 Pontiac Grrid b....11,487
19 Pont. Grand Prix LE _1187
89 Toyota Carmy
1,987
89 Toyota Utica ST..... 113117
'89 Cressida..............
33 Toyota Corolla DX......, 7,981
11 Mazda 626
18 Toyota Cressida 113,417
88 Toyota Camry
1,487
17 tod? Shadow
1987,
17 Mustang Cony
11,487
17 Hod Accord
85 Toy. Cam LE 18117
16 Toy. Corolla_..... ...... 5,487
85 Ford
85 Merc. Coln Park ..„, 13,187
85 Bud
14 Toy. Tercel P5......22.987
14 Toyota
13 Lrooln
'83 Buici
'81 Chm impala
'2,987
TRUCKS
19 Toyota Lrdcuser„ 116187
19 Toyota Excab
'11.417
89 Chevy
18 Ford P•350 Van ..„ 11,717
18 Toyota 4 Runner.... 111487
11 Prouth Voyager
17 Toyota 1
14 Toyota
,
Greg Bradshaw
To-, Teurretan
Chris Bearden Bus Niq,
Chad Corh.ran Gen fkg,
•C 1

mintinnn
I UI U-1-11
az.,1212
1
r-

1973 DODGE maxi van
with AC 489-2476

1963 CHEVROLET
shortbed excellent condition 4 Dakota rally wheels
Call after 5pm, 489-2308.
1974 DODGE Pickup with
topper. 753-1639 after
6Prn.
1977 DODGE pickup
$600 759-1958
1978 CHEVROLET Blazer
4-wheel drive K-5 350-V8,
4spd, 3in lift kit, good tees,
aluminum wheels
753-9382 after 5pm
1980 MAZDA 753-8848

1973 CONCORD Class A
26ft. motor home with
generator 43xxx miles,
very good condition
$4995 1979 Coachman
24ft motor home with
generator. 43xxx miles,
good condition $9950
753-4389, 753-5960

Services
Offered

Services
Offered

AiA T ENTERPRISE Excavating Dozer, backhoe,
trucks Levies, roads, driveways, parking lots, septic
tanks, foundations, base
ments, gravel din, ponds
753-0577

INSULATION Blown In By
Sears TVA approved
Save on those high heating
and cooling bills Call Sears
753-2310 for tree estimate

Al TREE SONIC() Stump
removal and spraying Free
estimates 753-0906 after
5pm, 759 9816, 753-0495
ALPHA Builders Carpentry, remodeling, porches.
roofing, concrete, driveways, painting, mainte
nance, etc Free estimates
489-2303
ANTENNA repair and installation Replace or install
channel master antennas,
rotors, and amplifiers Ran dell Beasley Buchanan
Tn 901-642-4077
ANY remodeling, building
painting & roofing Free estimates References
435-4632
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 maior
manufacturers Most parts
in stock, on my truck All
work and parts warranted
Ask for Andy at The Appliance Works, 753-2455
APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore Westinghouse,
Whirlpool 30+ years experience Bobby Hopper,
436-5848
BACKHOE Service- ROY
HILL. Junior Thorn, operator 30 years experience.
Septic system, drive-ways,
hauling, foundations, etc
759 4564
BLOCK, brick, concrete finishing. Basements footings, garages, drives,
walks 30yrs experience
13yrs in Murray area
753-5476 Charles Barnett
BOGARD Paving Paving
and sealing driveways and
parking lots Over 20yrs
experience Free estimates 753-9552 or
437-4391
BREAKING and disking
gardens Yard landscaping
and bushhogging
436-5430
BULLDOZING and backhoe work. Call after 4pm,
354-8161. Financing
available
CARPET and vinyl repairs
and installation Professional service Glen Bobber
759-1247, leave message
CHIM Chim Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior citizen discounts. We sell chimney caps and screens.
435-4191.
CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service Complete service on all central
cooling, all makes and
models Call Gary at
759-4754
CUSTOM garden tilling
with Troy Bill reartine tiller
Small size garden $40 and
up 436-2003
DAVID Palmer Steer
Loader Service 20yrs ex
penence Can accommodate lobs in tight places
502- 489 2181
or
502-753-4181
DAVIDSON Roofing New
roofs and repairs Tear offs
and re-roofs Written guarantee Local references
753-5812

LICENSED for electric.
28ft. TERRY Taurus travel gas, refrigeration Installatrailer. Excellent condition. tion and repair Free estiA/C, front awning micromates 753-7203
wave,
extras 436-2959....„iF?J
sales at Sears
ow
all Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for your
needs
156 GLASTRON ski boat
with 85hp Evinrude and
boat trailer 435-4207,
753-3454
17ft SEARS canoe and
trolling motor $250
759-4158
1965 RUNABOUT in good
condition with 75hp Evinrude OB in excellent condition $1000 Call James at
435-4425
1989 ALUMINUM 1711
Traveler bass boat with
40hp Mariner motor New
MK trolling motor Eagle
LCR Excellent condition
$5800 Call collect
502-247-8462

Roy Hill

PLUMBING
Free esti
mates Affordable rate
Same day service All work
guaranteed 753 4200

Backhoe Service

VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center, cleaningservicing $15 most repairs
$35 all brands 3rd Street
Alma, Open 9-12. 1 5,
Mon Fri 9 2pm Sat
753-0530

LAWNMOWING Dependable person 753-7027

MITCHELL Paving Seal
coating and hauling Over
30yrs experience Free estimates 753 1537 or
753-1221
MOODY'S mower repair
Pickup and delivery All
work guaranteed
753-5868

Junior Thorn,
Open:for
30 leers Experience
Specialiiine in Septa'
links. Setters. Foundations. Hauling. etc.

(502) 759-4664
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing siding
painting, plumbing con
crete Free estimates Call
474-2307
ROGER Hudson rock hauling, gravel sand, dirt, drive
way rock 753-4545
753-6763 759-1823 '

WILL do yard work and odd
Jobs of any kind No yob too
small 759-4401
WILLIAMS Concrete Finishing Service Low prices
Free estimates 354-9397
WILL mow yards Reasonable rates Free estimates
No yob to large or to small
474-2300
WILL mow yards Also light
hauling 435-4169

MURRAY Fence Co Chain
link fence dog kennels residential, commercial Free
estimates 753 9785 or
753-3254
NEED lawns to mow Pre
ter medium to large lawns
Fourth year, -neat and de
pendable 492 8568 after
4pm

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOOOWORK1NG

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking

PAINTING remodeling
deck and landscape construction Free estimate
436-2744
PAINTING Interior and Ex
tenor Free estimates
Small repairs Reasonable
rates 753 6844

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets.
'Drop by & see our showroom
409

I

SUNBURY-MURRAY (Behind Bunny BFeal
753-5940

•

PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5255
PROFESSIONAL lawn
care Mowing trimming.
hauling landscaping Reasonable rates Satisfaction
guaranteed Free estimates 759-4440

LT HOME!
r family to enjoy. Beautiful Oak,
replace, spacious moms, and private
yard. Three bedrooms, 2 baths Low $90e
MLS 2918

Kopperud Realty
SEWING machine repair
Kenneth Barnhill
753-2674
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment including,
6011 aerial trucks and brush
chipper To assure a safer
operation at a lower competitive cost Free estimates without obligation
Day or nit° 753-5484
T C Dinh Repair and Maintenance Plumbing and
Electrical
Cleaning
Sewer 1210/1212 Main
Street 753-6111 office,
753-0606 after 5pm

711 Main St.

753-1222

APPLIANCE REPAIR
Service on all brands: window air conditioners refrigerators - freezers • washers - dryers microwaves - dishwashers - gas & electric ranees.

Factory Anthoriied Repairs For:
Tappan-Kelvinator-Emerson-Brown
*All Repairs Are Guaranteed

753-5341 or 753-1270

Steelwiliblitten, Inc.

PUBLIC AUCTION
Sat. May 11, 1991 at 10 a.m. at Gary Collins farm. From
Nlorray,Ky.take Hwy.121 North to Airport Rd.on Hwy 710.
Follow to Auction. Watch for Auction signs.
Ltits of shop tools, nuts, bolts & screv.s, bolt bins. metal cut off saw,car ramps,
come-a-long, log chains, large jack, chain saw: shop vise, floor jack, hyd. Jack,
bench grinder, pipe vise, large top & dye set. Electric Impac %tench; 3/4- Socket
set. tool chest, other wrenches.& tools, wall drill press, load benders,•electric
wrench, drill motor, circle saw, 20 ton press, metal lockers, metal bin, air tank, .3
phase 5 H.P. motor,3450 R.P.M.other new & used motors, drums of oil, rear end
gear, boxes of tube greases, 2 wheel trailer, 200 Honda 3 Wheeler, 5' Rotary
Cutler, a 165 M.F. Diesel tractor with temote,6' woods mower,set 18-4-26 tires
& wheels, shop refrigerator, hand & garden tools.
Thisis an open sale. There may be other equipment by sale day
Auction held rain or shine_
Not Responsible for ilciderus.

Dan Miller - Auctioneer
Licensed & Bonded in Ky. & Tenn. #1281
Darrell Beane - Terry Paschall - Auctioneers

FULL time yard mowing
Dependable Free esti
mates 436-2528
GENERAL Repair plumbing, roofing tree work
436-2642

ESTATE AUCTION

GLASS work, glass repair
and replacement For auto
homes, business Plus mirror,double beveled and
plain edge Glass top table
repair M & G Complete
Glass Co. Dixieland Ctr,
753-0180

Real Estate & Personal Prop.

GRASS GRASS GRASS
Will mow lawns Dependable,reasonable free estimates Call for appointment 435-4213, leave
message

1989 FUN & Sun cruiser,
90HP V-4 Johnson, seats
8. AM-FM stereo, live well
753-8636

GUTTERING By Sears
Sears residential and commercial continuous gutters
installed for your specifications Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate

PEARSON 26h at Kenlake
State Park Manna Shp
goes with sale 5 sets of
sails, new head, galley. alcohol stove, cooler, custom
cushions inside and out,
radio, 4 cylinder Honda

G W CONSTRUCTION.
Gerald Walters roofing
painting, vinyl siding. all
kinds of remodeling Phone
489-2267
HADAWAY Construction
Home remodeling paint-

Sat. May 11, 1991 at 1 p.m. at the late Mrs. Virginia E.
Dale home at 817 North 19th St. Murray Ky. Just off
College Farm Rd.
1983 Ford L.T.D.4-door, power steering, PB & air, couch & chair, odd chairs,
.unigue table. color TV., coffee & end tables, round tier table, table lamps.
swinging lamp, 6 ladder back chairs. Electric Singer sewing machine, maPlc
hutch, kerosene lamp, Liberty Blue China Bowl & Pitcher, old water pitcher. hen
on nest, duck on nest, other old glass & china, Frost-free Ref., glectric stove.
small table & chairs, like new Whirl Pool Microwave & cart, washer & dryer,
like new small chest freezer, nice high post bedroom suit, nice large post
bedroom suit, old flat top trunk, stereo, spindle back rocker, exercise bike, large
letter phone,sewing material, milk can, kettle, fold up walker, pots & pans,small
kitchen appliances, quilting frame, fan, nail keg, fruit jars, misc items.
Real-Estate:- 3 bethcium bri i‘k. I bath, large living roorn,-eat in kitchett-utility
room & garage on nice lot, storm doors & windows.
Terms on Real Estate: 209k down day of sale. Bal. in 30 days v. ith passing of
,fcctl
Not Responsible for Accidents

Auction held jointly with Wayne Wilson Real
Estate. Wayne Wilson - Broker 753-3263

10HP outboard. 2 ing. wallpaper, carpentry,
weekends of sailing les- floor
covering No
sons it desired $8900 with small 436-2052 lob too
new bottom paint or $7900
with bottom as is Call Kim
Milan 502-527-1220 or Jim
Milan 502-821-5762

Services
°Mired

KITCHEN CABINET REMODELING with wood
grain formica all colors
Free estimates Wulff s Recovery Murray 436-5560

A LICENSED electrical
contractor JAMES C GAL
LIMORE ELECTRIC Commercial and residential fast
courteous and efficient ser
vice 759 1835

v.,.
f4

Services
Offered

HAULING, yard work, tree
removal, mowing Free es
timates 759-1683

Darrell Beane

435-4144
Ferrv Paschall .‘uctioneers

•
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Hickel may_bypass legislature

oBrruARnos

Charles Edison Miller
• s••
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Charles Edison Miller, 67, Itt. 3,
Murray.' died Wednesday *t 1135
Miarray-Calloway County
pin.Hospital.
A member of Palestine United
Methodist Church, he was a retired
concrete finisher and an Army veteran of World War II.
- Born Jan.- 1, 1424, in Calloway
County, he as the son of the late
Gaylon Miller and Ruby Morris
Miller.
One stepson, Bill Glass, died in
1977, and one stepgrandson, Loy
William Glass, died in 1989.
lie is survival by his wife, Mrs.
Marie Byars- Miller, to whom he
was married on July 11, 1959; one

4101

•••■•••••••••._

A/MY

daughter, Miss Joy June Miller, in Palestine Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
Drlando, Fla.; one son-, Bobby
home after ty p.m. tonight
Miller, Rt. 3, Murray: two 'stepsons, Tom Glass and wife, Ruth, (Thursday).
Portage, Ind., and Jim Glass and
wife, Irene, Glenwood, III.; seven
stepgrandchildren.
Also surviving are three sisters,
Mrs. Melba Burkeen and Mrs.-Hwy Edward Maxwell Jr., 50,
Mary Green Clemons and _huband_, •---St.--Louis, Mo., died Monday at
Buns, Rt. 3, Murray, and Mrs. 7:45 p.m. at St. Mary Medical CenDoris Jean Boggess and husband, ter, St. Louis.
Hampton. Rt.. 1, Dexter; one
He owned and operated Pinebrother, Franklin Miller and wife. Lawn Maintenance and Cleaning
Josephine. Rt. 3. Murray.
Service. He was a member of DisFuneral rites will be Friday at 4 trict Association of Bowling where
p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill -he served on the district board for
Funeral Home. Burial will follow 10,cyears.
Precedingtim in death were his
parents, Harry Edward Maxwell Jr.
and Clara Ella Maxwell, and two
Wednesday at 12:25 a.m. at West
brothers, Arthur Sanders and Larry
View Nursing HOMe, Murray.
Stringfellow.
Survivors include one sister,
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Mrs. Era Wadkins, Garden City,, Rose Maxwell; three sisters, Tonga
Mich.; a brother-in-law-Harlan ---Lynn Miller and Twanda Maxwell,
Bowden, Kirksey; two nieces, Mrs. - Paducah, and Marta Rose Maxwell,
Betty Oakley, Cadiz, and Mrs. St. Louis; one stepdaughter, CarJanice Watts. Garden City; three
men Adams, Si Louis; five stepnephews, Joe Bowden, Kirksey, sons, Reginald Adams, Rickie
Dwain Wadkins, Garden City, and
Adams, Michael Adams, Darnell
Michael Wadkins. Connecticut_
Adams and Kenny Adams, all of
St. Louis; 13 grandchildren.
Also surviving are three sisters.
Harriet Moody, Marietta. Ga.,
-1, Paris; two sons, Hardin Powers Marsha Brooks, Si Louis, and GerJr._ and Mark Powers. Rt. 1
- , Paris; trude Howard, Evansville, Ind.;
one sister. Mrs. Meredith Hadden. five brothers, Leon Maxwell.
Paris; one 'brother, George W. Louisville, Joseph Maxwell, Provi(Pete) Fodge; eight grandchildren; dence, R.I., Marvin Maxwell, St.
two great-grandchildren.
Louis, George Maxwelt; Murray,
The funeral will be Friday at 2,
and James Maxwell, Paducah.
p.m. in LcDon Chapel of Ridgeway
The funeral will be Friday at 1
Morticians, Paris. Thomas
p.m. at Mount Moriah Missionary
Winchester and Douglas Nash will
Baptist Church, Paducah. The Rev.
officiate.
Lawrence Milliken will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Jason Wynn.
Burial will follow in Oak Grove
Jeremy Powers, Anthony Barker, Cemetery, Paducah.
Steven Grande, Gerald Simmons
Friends may call at the church
and John Simmons.
after 10 a.m. Friday. Diggs and
Burial will follow in Olive Pettus Funeral Home, Paducah, is
Branch Cemetery.
in charge of arrangements.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 4 p.m. today
.(Thursday).

Harry Edward
Maxwell Jr.

JUNEAU. Alaska (AP) — Gov.
Walter J. Hickel says he's willing
to negotiate a new settlement with
Exxon of claims stemming from
the nation's worst oil spill -- but
this time, he might not send it to
the Legislature for approval.
The Alaska House last week
rejected a proposed SI billion setdement with Exxon.
"I don't think I'll make the
same mistake I made last time.
Next -time-III seriously consider
Just doing it myself," Nickel said
in an interview to be broadcast
Saturday on the Alaska Television
Network.
"We took it to the Legislature
literally out of courtesy. Legally I
could have accepted that settlement. The federal government

Robert Hemy Cobb
Services for Robert Henry Cobb
wiTh be Friday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home. The Rev. James Garland
will officiate.
Burial will follow in -Kirksey
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after, 6 p.m. tonight
4Thursdavi.
72. Murray, died
Mr

Cobb.
Mrs. Mary Rebecca Powers

- Mr-s.7-Mary Rebecca- Powers, 6&--•
of Rt. 1. Paris. Tenn., was stricken
pro
ill at her -home. She w
- flounced dead on arrival a
p.m. Wedne0ay at Henry C nty
Medical Center. Paris.
She was a meinber of Temple
Baptist Church. Paris: Born July 2, 1922, at Cottage
'Grove, Tenn., she was the daughter
Ihe-late Walter Fodge an Gracie Lee Owen Fodge.
Mrs. Powers is survived by her
husband. Calvin Hardin Powers Sr..
to whom she was married on May
30. 1941; three daughters. Mrs.
Wanda Sue Wynn. 15(X) Canterbin:). Dr. Murray. Mrs. Lisa J.
Walker. 1091 Manley Ave.. Paris.
414 M. Vicki Lynn Hatcher, Rt

Rev. Bill J. Hendrick
The Rev. Bill J. Hendrick, 58,
died Tuesday morning at his home
in Quito., Ecuador.
He was a Baptist missionary and
had served for many years in the
Central American country of Costa.
Rica. but was in Ecuador at the
time of his death.
Born May 21, 1932. he was the
son of the late Herman Hendrick
and Iva Jones Hendrick Mohler.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs.
Grace Hendrick, one daughter,

Denice Krell, one son, Danny Hendrick. and three grandchildren, all
of Florida; one sister, Mrs. June
Hendrick- Gatewood, South Fulton,
Tenn.; one uncle, Orvis Hendrick.
;two aunts, Mrs. Modelle Miller and
- Mrs. ,Lula Bourland. and many coosins, in the Murray area.
The funeral will be Saturday in
the chapel of Peoples Funeral
Home, Jacksonville, Fla. Burial
will follOw in Green Cove Springs,
Fla.

Mrs. Ohs Vaughan
The funeral for Mrs. Ohs 6:45 a.m. at West View Nursing
Vaughan will be Saturday at 11
Home, Murray.
- am. in the chapel of Patton Funeral
Survivors are two daughters,.
Home. Brownsville, Ky. Buml will
Mrs. Idoma Glenn. Murray; and
follow in Alexander Cemetery' Mrs. Marie Ford, Louisville; one
there.
-stepdaughter, Mrs. Ann Ellen
Friends may call at Patton FunRoberson, Mt. Gilead, Ohio; two
eral Home after 12 noon Friday. In .sisters. Mrs. Velma Genouely and
charge -of local arrangements was Mrs. Loretta Ham, Bowling Green;
H. Churchill Funeral Home, Mur- one brother, Elliott A. Alexander,
ray, but no visitation was sche- Florida; nine grandchildren includduled here.
mg Mrs. Carol Taylor of Murray;
Mrs. Vaughan, 95. of 1510 Hen15 great-grandchildren two greatry St., Murray. died Wednesday at great-grandchildren.

Rev. Glenn
Kesteron

The Rev. Glenn Kestcron, 70,
Benton, dial Wednesday at 1:35
a.m. at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
A retired United Methodist
minister of the Western Kentucky
District in the Memphis Conference, he was a member of Oak
Level United Methodist church and
a veteran of World War II.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Irene Kesterson; two daughters,
Mrs. Glenda Barkley, Paducah, and
Mrs. Doris Loretta, Greenville,
S.C.; one stepdaughter, Mrs. Sheria
Green, Benton; one son, James
Kesterson, Raleigh, N.C.; one sister, Mrs. Georginna Douthat,
Greeneville, Tenn.; 11 grandchildren five great-grandchildren. Funeral rites will be Friday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev. Roy
Gibson, the Rev. Paul Douglas and
the Rev. Johnny Watson will
officiate.
Burial will follow in Brewers
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 5 p.m. today
(Thursday).

Graduation
List
Wish
....................................

Stock Market
Report
Prices as of9 a.m.
Industrial Average
Previous Close
2930.40 )
-'sir Products................. 65711. I
(
•
A.T.C-Clau A`
431411 441.4A j
AT&T
Wig + I/4
Bank of Murray ...................1558
Belt South
4934 unc
Briggs, & Stratton
313/s unc
Chrysler
, - 131/4 unc
USX Corp
' ..425/s + 1/4
Dean Foods
......—.....47 - 3/s
Dollar Gen. Store.. 14314B 15A
Exxon
583/4 + 1/2
Ford
327/1 + 3/s
, General Motors
377/1 + 314
..
184/1 + 1/4
Goodrich
Goody ear
223/4 + 1/s
1.11.11
1041/4 + 1/2
Ingemoll Rand............... 463/4 unc
K Mart
40'4 + 'Is
Ky.. 1 tilities
223/1 unc
‘
Kruger
21'/I • 1/11
I. & G Energies
403/s unc
t 11cDonalds
343/s + 3/s)
( JC
541/s + '/2Peny
1, Quaker Oats
581/4 .. 1'4
Sears
+
39')'s +
Snap-On Tools
31 +

didn't take it to Congress.Meanwhile Wednesday, workers
under contract to Exxon returned to
a remote island in Prince William
Sound to pick op tar balls and
other oily debris lingering two
years after the tanker Exxon Valdez ran aground.
The SI billion settlement was
reached by Exxon and the federal
and state officials to settle civil and
criminal claims stemming from the
disaster.

HOG MARKET
tedrial Stale %tar kat Nigro Ser•ke May 11. 1111
krniin hi P.,, Kant Area 11.4 Markel &apart Includes 4
Poring siail.in. Rot
Act. 115, LA 450 Barrows &
1.00 lower
s0 high. Sol.. tiaadly
551.5115240
s I 2 1W 290 lb.—
1411.50-51.041
s I 2 210 290 lbs..
551.00-51.50
• 2 3 IMO 244
00
I • I 4 2610.2711 lba.
_
.
$4140.41 00
2'0 350
•Is 12300 400
542.0043.00
IS 1 I 400 925
443.04145.00
S I 3 525 and up
3411-500
4.93011-344114

Waldrop to serve
as Wilkinson aide
Frankfort — Martha Wilkinson,
Democratic candidate for Governor, today announced that Pete
Waldrop will serve as her Callo—
way County Election Chairman.
Mr. Waldrop is a lifelong resident of Calloway County and is a
distinguished businessman in
Murray.
"This administration has done
more for Western Kentucky than
any other Governor in the history
of this Commonwealth," said
Wladrop. "I support Martha
because I know she will continue
the same efforts for rural
Kentucky."
Waldrop will direct and organize
community efforts to elect Martha
Wilkinson for Governor.

INSURANCE
Lou V. McGary

i

Tetaco

Hickel said he hoped to renegotiate. Exxon spokesman Lance Lam baton in Houston declined to comment on the company's plans.

Does Your Policy Pay 100%
of the Deductibles?

MEDICARE SUPPLEMENT
You are responsible for the deductibles that Medicare does not pay.
$628 on Part A; $100 on part B. Call me for more inforrnation.
FREE HELP I% CLAIM FIUNG FOR MY CLIENTS

753-7890 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

best possible price
The
for the best possible

AUDIOLOGY

hearing aid

Hem./4 go.0.14,444/4•••
Licensed Audiologist
Physician on premises
759-4815
300 South 8th Street • Suite 304

Medical Arts Building •Murray

157)
:s + 3 a

SERVICES

t Time-Warner

122N + N l
L. sr
_ 44,4. i a
Wal-Ntart
41 1/s + V.)
Woolvvorth
301/s • 31s
( C.E.E. Yield
5.57
Ackillional Information Available
Upon Request.
s

,.r

C7

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET GEO, INC.

414 Main Si.
- Murray, Ky
753-3366

4161V

HILLAkD

{SL L-LYONS

David York

\0
\if\t:est investment
is you.

Menthe. Nina 'fora, American and Madareat Mocb
adsanirs avid

MOTHER'S DAY WEEKEND
SUPER SPECIALS!

EVERY FRIDAY
6 SATURDAY

Shirts ...................................
Shorts
on:5
..........................
Accessories
..................................... on:5
Suits
............................ on:5
Sportcoats
....................................
Pants
OFF!
All at

(Starts 4 p.m.)

10 oz.
PRIME RIB

Finish Mother's Day with a very
special Sunday Noon Buffet

20%50%

birelltnt Dining

We are offering you Quality Food, First Class Sertt(e
& a Pleasant Environment to Dine
We ABC011i Illeentnetions for Small it lune Pelt**. MOSIIIISSIOS, OMB 118ssalls•
We Feature In House Coloring Prom Pylons Mb Tis Sissfeed
To Breakfast Buffet Upon Bequest.
Hwy. 641 S., Murray,

a

•

KY 753-15015

•

